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Abstrat
Images of the Bullet Cluster of galaxies in visible light, X-rays, and through gravi-
tational lensing onrm that most of the matter in the universe is not omposed of
any known form of matter. The ombined evidene from the dynamis of galaxies
and lusters of galaxies, the osmi mirowave bakground, big bang nuleosynthesis,
and other observations indiates that 80% of the universe's matter is dark, nearly
ollisionless, and old. The identity of the dark matter remains unknown, but weakly
interating massive partiles (WIMPs) are a very good andidate. They are a nat-
ural part of many supersymmetri extensions to the standard model, and ould be
produed as a nonrelativisti, thermal reli in the early universe with about the right
density to aount for the missing mass. The dark matter of a galaxy should exist as
a spherial or ellipsoidal loud, alled a "halo" beause it extends well past the edge
of the visible galaxy.
The Cryogeni Dark Matter Searh (CDMS) seeks to diretly detet interations
between WIMPs in the Milky Way's galati dark matter halo using rystals of ger-
manium and silion. Our Z-sensitive ionization and phonon ("ZIP") detetors simul-
taneously measure both phonons and ionization produed by partile interations. In
order to nd very rare, low-energy WIMP interations, we must identify and rejet
bakground events aused by environmental radioativity, radioative ontaminants
on the detetors, and osmi rays. In partiular, sophistiated analysis of the timing
of phonon signals is needed to eliminate signals aused by beta deays at the detetor
surfaes.
This thesis presents the rst two dark matter data sets from the deep underground
experimental site at the Soudan Underground Laboratory in Minnesota. These are
v
known as "Run 118," with six detetors (1 kg Ge, 65.2 live days before uts) and
"Run 119," with twelve detetors (1.5 kg Ge, 74.5 live days before uts). We have
analyzed all data from the two runs together in a single, ombined analysis, with
sensitivity to lower-energy interations, areful ontrol of data quality and stability,
and further development of tehniques for reonstruting event loation and rejeting
near-surfae interations from beta deays.
We also present a revision to the previously published Run 119 analysis, a demon-
stration of the feasibility of a low-threshold (1 or 2 keV) analysis of Soudan data,
and a review of the literature on harge generation and quenhing relevant to our
ionization signal.
vi
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Introdution
This dissertation ows from my graduate researh in the searh for partile dark
matter as a ollaborator in the Cryogeni Dark Matter Searh experiment. CDMS is
a ollaborative experiment, urrently inluding over 50 sientists at 16 institutions. It
is tting to reognize from the start that the results presented in this thesis therefore
rest on the eort of a large number of people, inluding both the urrent members
of the ollaboration, and also many who laid the foundations for the experiment.
This introdution serves to introdue the ontents of the dissertation, and to learly
identify the parts that are uniquely my own work. The setion Author's involvement
in CDMS gives a dierent perspetive, telling the story in hronologial order and
inluding the hard work that went into ommissioning and operating the experiment
in the deep site.
The fundamental goal of CDMS is to nd out what the universe is made of. We
believe that most of the matter in the universe is unseen, old, and omposed of
something other than atoms. Chapter 1 reviews the astrophysial observations that
support this idea, and introdues one of the leading andidates for the identity of dark
matter: the weakly interating massive partile or WIMP. The CDMS experiment has
been designed to diretly detet WIMPs through their rare, low-energy interations
with a target on Earth. This requires very sensitive detetors with the ability to nd a
small signal in the midst of a huge bakground. The group at Stanford University has
developed the ZIP detetor with these goals in mind. The ZIP is a low-temperature
devie made of a rystal of silion or germanium, able to measure the energy released
as phonons and as ionization when a partile interats inside the rystal. Chapter
2 desribes the design, fabriation, and priniples of operation of the ZIP detetor,
1
2and Chapter 3 is devoted to the ryogeni systems, data aquisition eletronis and
hardware, shielding, and experimental failities that transform the bare detetors into
a working dark matter experiment.
The next three hapters over a topi that has been a partiular fous of my data
analysis in CDMS. Chapter 4 desribes the position sensitivity of the ZIP detetor
phonon signal, and several approahes to treating this position sensitivity in the data
analysis. Chapter 5 disusses position dependenes in the ionization hannel. It
presents my simulations of harge olletion for problemati regions in the outer part
of the detetor, and the orretion I have developed for the gradient in ionization
signal pulse height with position. Chapter 6 presents a new tehnique for loating
partile interations within the detetor, using a funtional form-based model of the
detetor response.
The nal setion of the thesis is devoted to the ombined analysis of the rst
two data sets from the deep underground site in the Soudan Mine, with six and
twelve detetors. I have reanalyzed these two data sets together, starting from raw
data. Chapter 7 desribes the history and performane of the two runs, and lists the
periods of low-bakground data that have been exluded in this analysis to ensure
good data quality. Chapter 8 gives the data quality uts and physis uts used to selet
andidate WIMP satter events, along with the ut eienies, but not inluding the
timing uts. These timing uts, designed to rejet interations that our near the
detetor surfaes, are the subjet of Chapter 9. Finally, the WIMP-searh results of
this ombined analysis are presented in Chapter 10. The nal results are a slight
improvement in eieny over the previously published analyses in Ge detetors, and
a slightly less stringent result in Si detetors. A signal indiative of WIMP detetion
is not seen.
Author's involvement in CDMS
When I rst joined CDMS, in September 2001, the ryostat in the shallow under-
ground site at Stanford had just been ooled to base temperature with a argo of six
ZIP detetors. This was Run 21, the rst siene run with ZIPs. The transition to
3ZIP detetors from the earlier BLIP (Berkeley large ionization and phonon) design
marked the beginning of CDMS-II. Run 21 was my introdution to several of the
areas that would be entral to this thesis work: data analysis, ryogenis, and CDMS
software. I was trained in data analysis through work on the muon veto performane
and bakground studies (inluding the rst study of
210
Po alphas, whih are losely
related to our dominant surfae-satter bakground of
210
Pb; and identifying a lass of
high-energy gamma rays from osmogeni ativation). I began to study the position
sensitivity of ZIPs, (reviewed in Chapter 4), and made a rst attempt to onstrut
a set of unambiguous oordinates for the loation of eah event. This early position
reonstrution is desribed in Se. 4.6.
Run 21 was also my introdution to the operation of the experiment, inluding
ryogenis. I learned to transfer liquid helium and nitrogen, and made many weekend
visits to the Stanford Underground Faility, less formally known as the tunnel, for
ryogen lls.
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At SUF I was trained to identify hanges in the noise performane of
inoming data and to resolve the problems that ame up. Run 21 was a suessful
demonstration of the apabilities of the CDMS detetors and experimental design,
and we were able to ahieve sensitivity to previously untested WIMP sattering ross
setions.
However, the SUF site was shallow enough that after a year of running, the WIMP
searh was limited by the osmogeni neutron bakground. For this reason, the Stan-
ford site was only a temporary home for CDMS-II. At the same time as Run 21 data
was owing in, the Fermilab group was onstruting a seond faility in the Soudan
Underground Mine in Soudan, Minnesota. A seond experiment was built from the
oor up, inluding the RF-shielded experimental lean room, a new ryogeni dete-
tor enlosure, a larger shield and muon veto, improved data aquisition eletronis,
and a seond dilution refrigerator was purhased from Oxford Instruments. Most of
these omponents were diretly opied from the SUF design with only minor mod-
iations. This dupliate faility was intended to allow the detetors themselves to
be immediately transferred from Stanford to Soudan at the end of Run 21 with the
1
During a few of these weekend lls, the dilution refrigerator required more than the standard
daily ryogen ll. One of these inidents led to my rst experiene of a fridge rash, in June 2002.
4smallest possible interruption to the WIMP searh.
Unfortunately, the onstrution and ommissioning of physis experiments seldom
onform to pre-set shedules. This is espeially true when a dilution refrigerator is
involved. By late 2001, several runs of the Soudan fridge to base temperature on its
own (disonneted from the detetor enlosure) had failed to reah base temperature.
Low-temperature experts from the entire ollaboration were alled to Soudan to repair
the faility as quikly as possible. My rst visit to Soudan was during a ollaboration
meeting in Ely, Minnesota, in Marh 2002. At this time I was a ryogeni novie,
with experiene only of maintaining the generally stable SUF fridge, whih had been
ommissioned and ooled down for Run 21 before my arrival. The Soudan ryostat,
in ontrast, suered leaks between the liquid helium bath and the insulating vauum,
and between the
3
He dilution unit and the vauum; both of these appeared when
old, but disappeared at room temperature, making them very diult to pin down.
The helium bath itself was partly rumpled from a muh earlier inident, with the
strong possibility of failure at any time.
However, progress remained slow, and as Run 21 wound down in the middle of
2002, the Stanford group began to take frequent shifts in Soudan. My rst shift was
in June 2002, and starting in August I began to take regular two- and three-week
shifts, spending half of my time in Minnesota and half at Stanford. During the next
few months, I served as an assistant and trainee while the fridge was disassembled
and reassembled, the leaks were found and repaired, and the ooldowns began to be
suessful. By good fortune in sheduling, I was able to ool the fridge from 4 K to
base temperature with Betty Young in August 2002, for the rst suessful and stable
run of the dilution unit in a dewar borrowed from Blas Cabrera at Stanford. Around
this time I took responsibility for testing and repairing the ryogeni thermometry
wiring, and revised and updated the ryogeni instrution douments. I took part
in the rst runs of the Soudan fridge in its own dewar (September 2002), the rst
ooldown with the iebox attahed (Deember 2002), the insertion of the striplines
(January 2003), and vast amounts of leak-heking. In Marh 2003 the six ZIP
detetors from Stanford were installed (Tower 1), along with six new detetors
(Tower 2). We rst ooled down the two towers in April 2003, and began to work
5out the remaining obstales to smooth, stable running.
In May 2003, I experiened my seond fridge rash, when a small remaining leak
between the helium bath and the insulating vauum suddenly inreased in size, aus-
ing the (already low) liquid helium reservoir to quikly boil away. This intermittent
leak would remain during the oming runs, ausing periodi spikes in the rate of
ryogen boilo, and a stair-step pattern in the helium level. The phenomenon also
dereased the hold time to the degree that two ryogen transfers were required every
day.
In June 2003 we ooled the detetors again, and this time, we were able to sta-
bly remain at base temperature. I partiipated in various ryogeni upgrades, the
detetion and elimination of soures of noise on the detetor readout hannels, and
the ommissioning of the detetors. From Otober 2003 through August 2004 we
ontinued in a mode of operation with muh lower stress levels than were known in
2002: stable running. We used only the time-tested Tower 1 through January 2004,
and began to ongure Tower 2 from late January through early Marh. In August
2004 we deliberately ended the run, warming up to room temperature to prepare for
the installation of an additional 18 detetors and a mehanial ryoooler (to improve
the ryogen hold time).
At this point my involvement in day-to-day operation of the experiment dereased.
I made several trips to help with the installation of the additional detetors and the
ryoooler, and took harge of planning and exeuting the insertion of the striplines
for the additional towers. My last trip to Soudan, in February 2005, was the (unsu-
essful) rst attempt at a ooldown with all ve towers.
2
Between 2002 and 2005, I
took 25 shifts at Soudan, for a total of 255 days underground.
While the rst Soudan runs were taking data, we were also hard at work on
analyzing the data. I studied the small variation in ionization pulse heights aross the
rystal, as well as the orretion of rosstalk between the ionization hannels. These
are two of the issues disussed in Chapter 5, whih is devoted to understanding the
2
It would be more than another year before the full 30 detetors reahed base temperature. The
series of hane setbaks, aousti noise problems, and imperfet thermal onnetions that had to
be overome for the suess of the ve-tower run were after the end of my travel to Soudan, and will
be desribed in the dissertations of Je Filippini, Cathy Bailey, and others.
6details, and espeially the position dependenes, in the ionization signal. I onstruted
a orretion for the ionization pulse height gradient and for the small amount of
rosstalk that was not aounted for in the initial pulse tting. In the initial analysis
of the two-tower data taken from Marh-August 2004, I onstruted the blinding
ut used to mask WIMP-searh events that might lie in the nal signal region, and
performed a number of heks on data quality.
Continuing work on the reonstrution of event position, I used data from the 2003
and 2004 runs at Soudan to put together a funtional form-based position analysis.
This approah suessfully unfolds the degeneraies in radial position for all detetors.
It is detailed in Chapter 6.
After the publiation of the two-tower result, I began to work on a ombined anal-
ysis of the one- and two-tower runs. Alongside the initial analyses, I had also worked
to prepare the data proessing ode to be ompiled into a stand-alone exeutable and
run outside of Matlab. This allowed our pipeline to run on the omputing farm at
Fermilab, instead of small lusters of mahines at Stanford and Soudan as had been
previously done. At the same time, I made a number of other xes and improvements
to the data proessing ode. For the ombined analysis, all of the data from the 2003
and 2004 runs at Soudan was reproessed on several Fermilab farms using the new,
stand-alone version of the analysis pipeline. Chapter 7 desribes the data sets and
exluded periods as used in the ombined analysis.
I led the ombined analysis eort, with the ontributions of many others in setting
uts. Bruno Serfass's eort in dening the improved look-up table should espeially
be reognized. I performed the ionization hannel alibration, rosstalk orretion,
and position orretion; developed uts to guard against a number of data quality
problems; seleted the good data sets for the WIMP searh; dened the inner duial
volume ut; seleted the surfae beta alibration sample and dened all of the timing
uts used; alualted all eienies and leakages; and put all of the parts together
to make a WIMP-searh result. All uts besides the timing uts are desribed here
in Chapter 8, the timing uts for rejeting surfae events are in Chapter 9; and the
WIMP-searh results are presented in Chapter 10. In this analysis I disovered an
error in the previously published two-tower data, whih is desribed in Appendix A.
Chapter 1
The dark matter mystery
In astrophysis, things that annot be seen diretly have sometimes been found
through their eets on visible objets. The rst planet disovered sine lassial
times was Uranus, found by Sir William Hershel in 1781. Hershel identied Uranus
as a planet beause he was able to resolve it as a small disk, while stars appeared
as perfet points. Over the next deades it was found that the new planet's motions
ould not be preisely aounted for by any one set of orbital elements. There always
remained residual deviations that ould not be reoniled with any single Keplerian
orbit around the sun. In the 1840s, LeVerrier of Frane and Adams of England used
observations of Uranus over the preeding entury to dedue the properties of an
additional planet apable of explaining the residuals.
1
The new planet was observed
by Galle in 1846, onrming the alulations of LeVerrier and Adams, and Neptune
thus beame the rst objet to be seen indiretly by its gravitational eets before it
ould be diretly seen [2℄.
Sine then, hundreds of extrasolar planets have been disovered in radial veloity
surveys, whih use Doppler shifts in the spetra of stars to infer the existene of
planets. Several of the extrasolar planets have been onrmed when they transit
their stars, suh as the hot Jupiter around HD 209458, whih was disovered by the
radial veloity method in 1999 and observed in transit in the same year [3℄.
1
Uranus had been known at that time for 60 years, or only about three-quarters of one orbital
period; however, earlier data points were atually available. It had previously been observed and
reorded several times, but misidentied as a xed star.
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More similar to the methods used to disover Neptune are astrometri searhes,
whih use preise measurements of the positions of stars as they orbit the ommon
enter of mass of their planetary systems. A sensitive survey of this type will be
arried out by the NASA Spae Interferometry Mission, to be launhed in 2015 [4℄.
SIM will be a Mihelson interferometer with 9-m baseline, giving parallaxes at 4
miro-ar seond resolution, or dierential resolution of 0.6 µas for bright targets.
SIM PlanetQuest will operate in a targeted mode, making astrometri observations for
stars of interest, inluding an Earth Analog Survey of 129 stars for whih detetion
of terrestrial planets will be possible.
A omplementary approah is taken by the NASA Terrestrial Planet Finder and
ESA's Darwin, whih are designed to image the starlight reeted from extrasolar
planets. TPF uses two omplementary approahes to solve the problem of seeing a
relatively small, dim planet very near a muh brighter parent star. The rst is inter-
ferometry with nulling, in whih the star's light interferes destrutively to eetively
disappear, leaving any planets visible. The seond is a visible light oronagraph, with
optis to blok the light of the star. Darwin shares the interferometri approah.
By measuring the spetrum of light from a planet, these missions will be able to
determine temperature and detet the presene of water, oxygen, and organis [5℄.
Unfortunately, funding for TPF has been plaed on hold sine 2006. Darwin is ur-
rently in the assessment phase, and will launh no sooner than 2015.
1.1 Dark matter history
One of the most appealing reasons to searh for extrasolar planets is to disover
analogs of our own Earth - wet, terrestrial planets where life and even intelligent life
ould exist. However, the results have more often been surprising and inhospitable
new ategories like the hot Jupiters, giant planets very lose to their stars, with
orbital periods of only a few days. On larger sales, too, gravity has revealed that the
most abundant material in galaxies, lusters, and the universe is something unfamiliar
and unexpeted. Their dynamis are dominated by a dark omponent that has not
been diretly observed, but whose properties an be dedued from the behavior of
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the visible matter.
The rst signs of dark matter ame in 1933, three years after the disovery of
Pluto, when Fritz Zwiky and Walter Baade measured the veloities of galaxies in
the Coma Cluster. From the observed dynamis, they alulated the luster mass.
The veloity distributions yielded the startling result that the galaxies were moving
in the gravitational potential of a total mass about 160 times greater than expeted
based on the luminous matter in the luster! On the basis of this observation, Zwiky
postulated the existene of an unseen omponent of the luster that ontributed most
of the mass, and oined the term dark matter. This dark matter problem did
not reeive muh attention for several deades. In 1970, Vera Rubin and Kent Ford
brought renewed attention to dark matter when they published rotation urves for
the Andromeda Galaxy M31. Again, the orbital veloities of objets in the galaxy
were muh faster than expeted, revealing a muh larger mass than indiated by the
luminosity of the galaxy. In addition, the rotation urves were found to rise in the
inner region, but to atten near the edge of the disk and remain nearly onstant out
to high radius. This was a stark ontrast to the expeted Keplerian behavior with
v ∝ r−1/2. The at rotation urve implies a distribution of matter that extends to
higher radius than the visible disk of the galaxy and ontains muh more mass.
In the following deades, evidene for the existene of dark matter was olleted
on a wide variety of length sales. In the late 1990s dark matter beame one part of
a onordane osmology known as ΛCDM. The Λ (taken from Einstein's osmo-
logial onstant) stands for dark energy, whih makes up 73% of the energy density
of the universe and drives aelerating expansion of spae. Cold dark matter (CDM)
ontributes another 23%, and is omposed of an unknown, non-baryoni form of mat-
ter. The remaining 4% baryons are suh a small omponent that they are left out of
the aronym entirely! The dark matter must be old, in that it is non-relativisti
at the time of deoupling, so that dark matter an drive the formation of struture in
the universe [6℄. It must be non-baryoni in order to avoid skewing the formation of
light elements in big bang nuleosynthesis [7℄. The following setions will give a brief
overview of the dark matter problem in the ontext of galaxies and lusters, with
partiular attention to the halo properties and sattering rates that are relevant to
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diret detetion. A full review may be found in a reent artile by Bertone, Hooper,
and Silk [1℄.
1.2 Spiral galaxies
The dynamis of spiral galaxies, inluding the Milky Way, remain a key avenue for
understanding the properties of dark matter. Rubin and Ford in 1970 used Hα and
other spetral lines to study individual ionized atomi hydrogen (H II) louds in
the Andromeda galaxy [8, 9℄. By ombining spetral redshifts from several dierent
types of objets it is possible to determine the distribution of mass at the enter
of the bulge, through the disk, and in the outer halo [10℄. Observations have used
various optial lines, 21 m radio, CO rotational transitions, maser lines, and for stars
near the enter of the Milky Way galaxy, proper motion. Figure 1.1(a) shows suh a
omposite piture of the rotational veloity of the Milky Way, on logarithmi axes.
In the entral parses the super-massive blak hole near Sagittarius A
∗
dominates,
and the veloity falls o with radius. Moving outward, veloities then inrease as the
mass of the bulge is enlosed, out to a few hundred parses. Beyond this, inluding
the disk and outer halo, the rotational veloity is nearly at. Figure 1.1(b) shows the
proles for a number of spiral galaxies, with substantial variation in the inner region,
but a onsistent attening beyond the visible disk. For any spei spiral galaxy it
is possible to deompose the rotation urve into several omponents, although the
deomposition is not neessarily unique. Figure 1.2 shows suh a deomposition for
the Milky Way, from Olling and Merrield [12℄. It is impossible to math the observed
rotation urve either in magnitude or in shape using only the visible omponents of
the galaxy; an extended, massive halo of dark matter is required. In this analysis,
the positions and motions of objets within the Milky Way are observed relative to
Earth, and must be translated into the oordinates of the galati enter. Therefore,
unertainties about the distane R0 of the sun from the enter of the galaxy and the
sun's orbital veloity v0 aet the data points as well as the model urves., These
assumptions aet the data points, and not only the models, beause the positions
and motions of objets within the Milky Way are observed relative to Earth, and
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Figure 1.1: Rotation urves for (a) the Milky Way galaxy, the Andromeda Galaxy,
and NGC 4258; and (b) a olletion of spiral galaxies. Soure: Sofue and Rubin
[10℄. In (a), the several soures of data for dierent radii are indiated, and the
logarithmi sale shows that veloities in the inner region do not approah zero, but
rise in Keplerian form as the entral supermassive blak hole beomes dominant.
Subgure (b) originally omes from Sofue et al. [11℄ and superimposes a number of
spiral galaxies. The behavior in the inner regions varies substantially, but there is a
onsistent attening at high radii - inluding the region beyond the disk.
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Figure 1.2: Milky Way veloity prole with deomposition by Olling and Merrield
[12℄. The two plots dier in their assumptions: the upper panel uses R0 = 7.1 kp,
v0 = 185 km/s, and the lower panel uses R0 = 8.5 kp, v0 = 220 km/s. The individual
omponents are: bulge (small dashes), stellar disk (lled irles), H I layer (rosses),
H2 layer (open irles), and dark matter halo (long dashes). The solid urve is the
sum of the omponents. The data points ome from observation of hydrogen gas
regions., with larger error bars in the outer regions beause of the inreased diulty
in onstraining distanes outside the Solar System's galati radius.
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must be translated into the oordinates of the galati enter. Figure 1.2 illustrates
the eet of these unertainties by using dierent values of R0 and v0 in the top and
bottom panels.
Based on observed rotation urves, theory, and modeling, several forms have been
suggested for the distribution of dark matter within a galaxy's halo. Given spherial
symmetry, at rotation urves imply ρ(r) ∝ r−2, with a mass M(r) ∝ r ontained
within radius r. In order to avoid a singularity at the enter, the density an be
limited at some inner radius R to give a attened isothermal sphere:
ρ(r) =
ρ0
1 + ( r
R
)2
. (1.1)
However, the total mass in this prole grows arbitrarily large out to unlimited radius.
Another ommonly used form, designed to math simulations of struture formation
in dark matter-dominated galaxies, is the Navarro-Frenk-White prole [13℄,
ρ(r) =
ρ0
r
R
(1 + r
R
)2
. (1.2)
This approximates r−2 at intermediate radius, has a somewhat uspy entral behavior,
and falls o as r−3 at large radius. (This asymptoti r−3 behavior gives a total mass
that is logarithmially divergent.) The isothermal sphere is an example of a ored
inner prole - with onstant density at the enter - while the NFW prole is an
example of a usp. This distintion has strong impliations for indiret detetion.
Sine both models have divergent total mass, some form of trunation is needed to
keep the total halo mass nite.
1.3 Galaxy lusters
Galaxy lusters are the largest bound strutures in the universe, ontaining not only
visible galaxies, but also a muh larger mass of hot intraluster medium (ICM) and
a halo of dark matter. Fritz Zwiky's ground-breaking work measured the redshift of
eight galaxies in the Coma luster [14℄. The galaxies were identied as part of the
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same luster by their similar redshifts (and by Hubble's law, similar distanes from
Earth). But eah had a slightly dierent redshift, indiating a spread in veloities as
the galaxies orbit within the luster. The veloity dispersion was found to be large,
1019±360 km/s. Zwiky ombined this with Hubble's estimate of the mass of a typial
spiral galaxy to get the total kineti energy of all the galaxies in the luster. From
the mean veloity (again, from the ommon redshift) and Hubble's law, he alulated
the distane to the luster. The best value of the Hubble parameter available in 1933
was ∼ 550 km/s/Mp, and it would take another 65 years for H0 to be fully pinned
down!
2
A measurement of the luster's angular diameter on the sky ould then be
translated into a physial dimension - although the too-large value of H0 gave a size
that was about seven times too small.
Sine the luster has been bound for a very long time, the virial theorem an be
used to relate the kineti and potential energies:
2〈T 〉 = −〈V 〉 ∼ GM
2
cluster
2〈r〉 . (1.3)
The surprising result was that the gravitational mass was higher than expeted based
on the luminosity of the galaxies by a fator of 400! This is usually expressed as a
mass-to-light ratio, M/L, normalized to 1 for the mass and luminosity of the sun,
with M inferred from gravitational dynamis using the virial theorem, and L from
the visible light emitted by the luster galaxies. Zwiky's result was inated by
the overestimate of H0, but modern estimates of M/L remain similarly high. A
study of 29 lusters from the ESO Nearby Abell Cluster Survey (ENACS) found an
average value of
M
L
= 454hM⊙
L⊙
[16, 17℄ (where h is the Hubble onstant in units of
100 km/s/Mp). The denominator in the mass-to-light ratios only take into aount
the galaxies, and not the hot intraluster medium, whih makes up the bulk of the
baryons, so M/L does not diretly give the dark matter fration. Related but more
sophistiated tehniques an reveal the distribution of all mass within the luster. The
Jeans equation relates the veloity dispersion as a funtion of luster-entri radius
to the underlying mass distribution. By subtrating the ontributions of the observed
2
As of 2007, the three-year WMAP data favor H0 = 73.2± 3.2 km/s/Mp [15℄.
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Figure 1.3: Cluster veloity dispersions from the ESO Nearby Abell Cluster Survey
[17℄. Cirles with error bars are from early-type galaxies (last data point not used).
The urves represent several halo models: isothermal (dotted), NFW (long dashes),
M99 (short dashes), and Burkert (dot-dash). Both axes are normalized to give rel-
ative, dimensionless quantities. The luster-entri radius on the x axis has been
normalized to r200, the radius at whih the luster density is 200 times greater than
the osmologial ritial density. The veloity dispersion on the y axis is normalized
to the global value σp for eah luster onsidered as a whiole.
galaxies and gas from the total gravitational mass proleM(r), the dark matter prole
an be inferred. This approah has been used to test halo models on 59 lusters in
the same ESO survey [17℄. The results so far are ompatible with uspy proles like
NFW as well as ored proles like the isothermal sphere, although any ores must
have a very small radius in order to remain onsistent with observation. Figure 1.3
shows the veloity dispersions from the data (averaged over lusters), ompared with
seleted halo proles.
The hot intraluster gas an also be used as a probe of dark matter. The gas is
heated to 10-100 million K as it falls into the enter of the luster's gravitational well,
and emits X-rays by thermal bremsstrahlung; the emission spetrum depends on the
depth of that well. Therefore, observations of the X-rays from the ICM an reveal
not only the mass of the ICM, but also the dark matter mass and distribution. Lewis
et al. have used Chandra data for the luster A2029 to reonstrut the density and
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temperature of the gas as a funtion of luster-entri distane [18℄. This study gives
an espeially detailed probe of the ICM, and therefore also the halo prole, near the
enter of the luster. They nd a mass distribution onsistent with uspy models and
inonsistent with a ored prole, unless two ore sizes are used - one large and one
small. The dedued mass fration of the ICM (out of a total mass inluding galaxies,
ICM, and dark matter) is below 3% at the enter of the luster, and up to 13.9% at
larger radii. The dark matter halo aounts for 90-95% of the total mass.
While optial and X-ray studies of lusters have been underway for many years,
it has more reently beome possible to use gravitational lensing as a probe of mass.
Strong gravitational lensing produes ars, Einstein rings, and multiple images from
bakground objets, and weak lensing gives a slight distortion to the shapes of distant
galaxies. Sine most galaxies are not intrinsially spherial, the lensing eet an
only be deteted statistially, using a large number of galaxies. High-resolution CCD
images and omputerized image proessing make this feasible. Johnston et al. [19℄
have ompiled weak lensing proles for 130,000 groups and lusters (0.1 ≤ z ≤ 0.3)
from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey, all of whih have identiable, entral brightest
luster galaxies (BCGs). The BCGs are typially very large, diuse elliptial galaxies
that have grown by the merger or annibalization of a large number of progenitors,
and are massive enough to ontribute signiantly to the lensing prole in the entral
region. The observed lensing proles have been averaged over many lusters in bins
of luminosity or mass, and deomposed into several omponents as shown in Fig.
1.4. The largest ontribution is from the dark matter halo, with an inferred prole
onsistent with NFW.
The bullet luster
All three of these approahes to measuring the masses of lusters (orbital veloities of
galaxies, X-ray temperature, and gravitational lensing) have reently been ombined
for the extraordinary ase of the galaxy luster 1E 0657-56, better known as the bullet
luster. It is made up of two sublusters in the proess of merging, whih appear
to have passed diretly through one another. The spae between galaxies is large
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Figure 1.4: Weak lensing proles averaged over SDSS lusters in bins of luminosity,
from [19℄. The vertial axis ∆Σ is a surfae mass density for the luster, projeted
along the line of sight, as inferred from lensing. The ontributions are: NFW dark
matter halo (green), mis-entered halo omponent (orange), brightest luster galaxy
(red), neighboring halos (blue), and non-linear ontribution (purple, dashed). The
ombined best t model is shown in magenta. The total luster luminosity L200 is
the total luminosity within r200 (as inferred from galaxies), in units of 10
12hL⊙.
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enough that the galaxies in eah subluster have passed through the other subluster
without ollisions. The ICM, on the other hand, has been shoked and heated by
the interation, and remains onentrated loser to the ollision point. This sets the
stage for a very beautiful test of the dark matter model: if the mass of the lusters is
dominated by ollisionless dark matter, then weak lensing will show two enters near
the onentrations of galaxies. If, on the other hand, the mass is mainly in the ICM
(with the high M/L ratios of galaxies and lusters explained by modied gravity),
then weak lensing should show one enter, near the gas. Clowe et al. have found
that the lensing signal is indeed strongest very near the main luster and the smaller
luster, and signiantly separated from the highest intensity of X-rays, onsistent
with the dark matter model [20℄.
1.4 WIMPs
Although the omposition of dark matter remains unknown, one natural andidate is
a weakly interating, massive partile. These WIMPs have several advantages: they
arise naturally in supersymmetri models and as Kaluza-Klein partiles in theories
with extra dimensions; they are old, as required for struture formation; and they
an be generated as a thermal reli of the big bang, with approximately the required
density. The transition from thermal equilibrium to a xed reli density is known as
freeze-out, and is illustrated in Fig. 1.5. A reli partile is initially in equilibrium
with all other matter and energy in the early universe, with a density given by a
relativisti thermal distribution, neq ∝ T 3, and with roughly as many WIMPs as
photons. This holds as long as the temperature is high ompared to the partile
mass, so that the WIMPs an both be produed and annihilate. When kBT falls
below the WIMP mass Mχ, prodution is suppressed, but annihilations ontinue. If
this equilibrium went on until the present day, the density of WIMPs would be very
low, neq ≈ (MχT/2π)3/2e−Mχ/T . However, the WIMPs do not deay individually, but
only annihilate in pairs. One the expansion of the universe dilutes their numbers
suiently that WIMP-WIMP interations beome very rare, their omoving density
is xed. The nal abundane is set by the ross-setion for annihilation:
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Figure 1.5: Abundane of a thermal reli partile before, during, and after freeze-out.
The solid line shows the thermal equilibrium abundane, and the dashed lines show
the reli density as it depends on the ross-setion for annihilation. (The normaliza-
tion of the vertial sale is unknown.) Figure from [21℄.
Ωχh
2 =
3× 10−27 m3s−1
〈σAv〉 . (1.4)
In this expression, 〈σAv〉 is the thermally averaged ross-setion for annihilation times
the relative veloity of the WIMPs. For a single speies of partile with weak-sale
interations, we an expet Ωχ ∼ 0.3, to math the osmologial dark matter density
[22℄.
The mehanism above is generi to thermal reli partiles, but we an onsider
several spei partile physis senarios that give rise to WIMPs. The rst is super-
symmetry. Although SUSY was originally oneived to stabilize the mass of the Higgs
boson against loop orretions, it an also provide onvenient dark matter andidates.
In supersymmetry, eah partile in the standard model has a supersymmetri partner
with idential gauge harges, higher mass, and omplementary statistis: bosons have
fermioni partners, and fermions have bosoni partners. In weak-sale supersymme-
try with R-parity onservation, the lightest supersymmetri partile (LSP) is stable
and has mass on the order of 100 GeV. The LSP is often a neutralino: a mixture of
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the superpartners of the B and neutral W , and the two lightest Higgsinos (where B
and W are the unharged vetor bosons of U(1) and SU(2) respetively in unbro-
ken eletroweak theory). A thorough review of supersymmetri dark matter may be
found in Jungman, Kamionkowski, and Griest [22℄. Similarly, in theories with extra
dimensions, a stable lightest Kaluza-Klein state (LKP) an have the properties of a
WIMP, espeially if it is a KK-photon [23℄.
1.5 WIMP sattering
The halo prole for the MilkyWay predits a dark matter density of ρ0 ≈ 0.3 GeV/m3
in the viinity of Earth. For the ase of 100-GeV WIMPs, we an expet a ux of
Φ =
ρ0v0
Mχ
≈ 7× 104 m−2s−1 (1.5)
and a density of about three partiles per liter at any given time! In this piture
there are an abundane of partiles to be deteted, if only the ross-setions are
high enough. The possibility of diret detetion was suggested by Goodman and
Witten, who pointed out the importane of oherent interations between dark matter
partiles and nulei [24℄.
Sine reli WIMPs have weak-sale ross-setions for annihilating to standard
model partiles, they may also be expeted to have weak-sale ross-setions for elasti
sattering on standard model partiles. The form and magnitude of these interations
depends on the preise model onsidered (even within the onstrained minimally
supersymmetri standard model or CMSSM, there are many adjustable parameters
aeting the ross-setions). However, we an write a general framework for WIMP-
detetor sattering, with two lasses of interations: spin-independent interations
whih ouple to the entire nuleus; and spin-dependent interations whih ouple to
unpaired spins. We will fous on the ross-setions and rates for nulei of interest
as targets in dark matter detetion experiments: in partiular, the materials used by
CDMS, Ge and Si, along with Xe, whih is used by several ompeting experiments.
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1.5.1 Spin-independent sattering
The spin-independent or salar interations have dierential ross-setion [22℄
dσ
d|q| =
1
πv2
[Zfp + (A− Z)fn]2 F 2(q). (1.6)
Here A and Z are the atomi mass and atomi number of the target material, v is
the WIMP veloity, q is the momentum transferred, and F (q) is a form fator that
aounts for the momentum distribution of nuleons in the target. The ouplings fp
and fn to protons and neutrons are typially similar, and depend on the sattering
proesses available to a given type of WIMP. The ross-setion does not sale linearly
with the size of the nuleus, but quadratially. This arises beause the neutralino an
interat oherently with the entire nuleus rather than with a single nuleon, as long
as the momentum transferred is not too large. When q orresponds to a wavelength
muh larger than the nuleus, the sattering is fully oherent. As q rises, the nulear
struture beomes important, with the exat dependene enoded in F (q). There are
several ommonly used models of F (q). We adopt the form fator of Lewin and Smith
[25℄. This is a Helm form fator of the form
F (q) =
3j1(qR1)
qR1
e−q
2s2/2, (1.7)
where j1(x) = sin(x)/x
2− cos(x)/x is a spherial Bessel funtion of the rst kind, R1
is an eetive nulear radius, and s is a skin depth reeting the sharpness of the edge
of the nuleus. Lewin and Smith give the following formulas for R1 and s, appliable
to any nulide:
s = 0.9 fm
c =
(
1.23A1/3 − 0.60) fm
a = 0.52 fm
R1 =
√
c2 + 7πa2/3− 5s2.
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These values have been hosen to make Eq. 1.7 approximately equal to the Fourier
transform of the Woods-Saxon formula, whih is a two-parameter Fermi distribution
giving the spatial distribution of harges in the nuleus. Our seleted F (q) therefore
amounts to a t of a t. Although more sophistiated approahes are available,
based on eletron elasti sattering data rather than model-dependent parameteriza-
tions, the Lewin & Smith formula has been found to be an aeptably lose math [26℄
and has been adopted as a working standard by many diret-detetion experiments.
The Helm form fator, with parameters as in Lewin & Smith, is shown in Fig. 1.6(a)
for Si, Ge, and Xe.
It is onvenient to express ross-setions in terms of the ross-setion for sattering
o a pointlike nuleus, at zero momentum transfer:
σSI0 =
4µ2
π
[Zfp + (A− Z)fn]2. (1.8)
Here µ is the redued mass of the WIMP-nuleus system.
1.5.2 Spin-dependent interations
For spin-dependent interations, on the other hand,
dσ
d|q| =
8G2F
(2J + 1)v2
S(q), (1.9)
where J is the total nulear spin, and S(q) is a spin struture funtion given by
S(q) = a20S00(q) + a
2
1S11(q) + a0a1S01(q).
The spin-dependent ouplings of the WIMP to neutrons and protons enter as an and
ap, with a0 = an + ap and a1 = ap − an. The Sij(q) desribe the distribution of spins
within the target nuleus, analogously to F (Q) in the spin-independent ase.
Although neutralinos often have intrinsially larger spin-dependent than spin-
independent ouplings to nuleons, Eq. 1.6 shows that salar interations are enhaned
by the square of the target nulear mass, while the spin-dependent ross-setion in Eq.
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1.9 does not inrease with A. Therefore, diret detetion through salar interations
is favored in most ases. We will fous on the spin-independent ase and note that
CDMS has also presented analyses for the ase of dominant spin-dependent sattering
[27℄.
1.5.3 Event rates
The dierential rate for salar interations an be written in terms of σSI0 from Eq.
1.8:
dR
dE
=
ρσSI0 |F (q)|2
2Mχµ2
∫
v>q/2µ
f(~v, t)
v
d
3v. (1.10)
The redued mass is µ, and the momentum transferred is q. The lower limit of
integration is the minimumWIMP veloity required in order for it to be kinematially
possible for an energy E to be transferred to the nuleus. For the veloity prole
we assume a Maxwellian distribution trunated at the galati esape veloity vesc;
however, vesc is large enough that it has little eet on the alulation, and so we
have omitted it here. The Maxwellian distribution is
f(v)d3v =
1
v30π
3/2
e−v
2/v2
0
d
3v. (1.11)
Substituting this form into Eq. 1.10 gives an energy spetrum that is a falling expo-
nential modied by F (q).
dR
dE
=
ρ0σ
SI
0 |F (E)|2√
πv0Mχµ2
exp
(
−EMN
2µ2v20
)
. (1.12)
Here we have not inluded the small orretions for the galati esape veloity, the
Earth's motion around the Sun, and the Sun's motion around the galati enter.
A treatment inluding these eets an be found in Lewin and Smith. In order to
ompare results aross experiments, it is useful to express rates in terms of the ross-
setion for sattering on a single nuleon, σSI0,n. The ross-setion for a nulear speies
i is σSI0,i = σ
SI
0,n
µ2i
µ2n
A2, where µi and µn are the redued masses for the WIMP-nuleus
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Figure 1.6: Elasti sattering form fators and rates as a funtion of reoil energy,
target nuleus, and WIMP mass. In (a), the form fators F 2(E) for Si, Ge, and Xe.
Xenon loses oherene at lower energies, and reahes the rst diration minimum
at 100 keV. In (b), the dierential and integrated rates for a 60-GeV WIMP with
σSI0,n = 2 × 10−43 m2. Charateristi rates for Ge and 10-keV threshold are ∼ 0.04
per kg per day. In (), the dependene of rate and energy spetrum on WIMP mass
for Ge. All gures use the Helm form fator after Lewin & Smith.
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and WIMP-nuleon systems respetively. Putting it all together,
dRi
dE
=
ρ0σ
SI
0,nA
2|F (E)|2√
πv0Mχµ2n
exp
(
−EMN
2µ2i v
2
0
)
. (1.13)
The rate and spetrum are shown in Fig. 1.6(b) and () for targets and WIMP prop-
erties of interest. For this alulation we have set σSI0,n = 2 × 10−43 m2 and used
standard halo properties ρ0 = 0.3 GeV/m
3
, v0 = 220 km/s. In (b), the target is
varied while the WIMP mass is held xed at 60 GeV. In (), the target is Ge and the
three urves show the spetrum and rate for dierent values of the WIMP mass.
The expeted sattering rates depend on several assumptions about the preise
properties of the Milky Way galaxy's dark matter halo. Sine the dark matter is old,
it should have veloities similar to other objets orbiting the galaxy. In the viinity
of Earth, this is 〈v0〉 ≈ 220 km/s. In order to ompare experiments with eah other
and with theory, we will adopt a set of standard halo assumptions. The standard
halo has the following loal properties: v0 = 220 km/s, a density ρ0 = 0.3 GeV/m
3
,
and a Maxwellian veloity distribution. These assumptions are astrophysially rea-
sonable, but subjet to some unertainty. The true value of v0 may range from
170− 270 km/s, and ρ0 from 0.2− 0.4 GeV/m3. Dierent hoies of parameters an
hange the expeted rates by a signiant amount, up to fators of a few [28, 29℄.
This is aeptable, as the theoretial properties of WIMPs are subjet to even larger
unertainties. Comparisons between the sensitivities of ompeting diret detetion
experiments are not strongly sensitive to halo unertainties. The standard halo will
be used for the alulation of sattering rates in Se. 1.5 and the exlusion limits in
Chapter 10.
1.6 Indiret detetion
The thermal reli mehanism suggests a possible indiret signal of partile dark mat-
ter. If partiles and antipartiles are equally ommon, or if they are Majorana (as
in the ase of SUSY WIMPs), they an annihilate wherever the dark matter density
is high enough. Annihilation requires two partiles, so that the signal sales with
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the square of the WIMP density. WIMPdensity may be high at the enter of the
galaxy, depending on whether the density prole exhibits usps or ores at the enter
of the halo; this an also be enhaned if there are subhalos or lumps. Dark matter
partiles may also be trapped at the enter of the Earth and the Sun.
Annihilations at the galati enter an produe high-energy gamma rays with
harateristi spetra, as well as an antimatter omponent in osmi rays. Indiret
detetion experiments foused on the Earth and the Sun searh for very high-energy
neutrinos. A reent review of indiret detetion experiments may be found in Carr
et al. [30℄. Three results will be briey mentioned here: the gamma ray signal from
the galati enter reported by EGRET and others; the limits on annihilations in the
sun from Super-Kamiokande; and the intriguing WMAP haze.
Gamma rays from the galati enter
Gamma ray observatories have yielded several exesses signals from the galati signal
whih may be interpreted as a result of WIMP annihilation. To date, however, none of
these has been positively onrmed as a dark matter signal. The exesses at energies
from 3 MeV to 100 TeV are shown together in Figure 1.7.
EGRET is the Energeti Gamma Ray Experiment Telesope on the Compton
Gamma Ray Observatory. In 1997, Mayer-Hasselwander et al. reported an exess
of energeti gamma rays above 500 MeV [31℄. This emission was loalized to within
85 parses of the galati enter, and an be interpreted as the result of WIMP
annihilation in a usp or spike at the enter of the dark matter halo. The EGRET
spetrum an be mathed well by self-annihilating neutralinos of mass 10-100 GeV
[32℄.
Exesses have also been deteted by the ground-based instruments HESS, CANGAROO-
II, and VERITAS, but at higher energies of 0.1-10 TeV. These results an also be ex-
plained in terms of WIMP annihilation. However, they require heavier WIMPs; the
best-t model gives a mass of 19 TeV with HESS data, or 1 TeV for CANGAROO
data [33℄. These masses are higher than those usually favored for WIMPs, as WIMPs
more massive than ∼1 TeV tend to have thermal reli densities that are too high.
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Figure 1.7: Exess γ ux from the galati enter, from D. Horns [33℄. Open and
lled irles represent data from EGRET, onsistent with a possible WIMP of mass
10-100 GeV; squares are CANGAROO data, mathed well by a 1.1 TeV WIMP; and
triangles are HESS data, mathed well by a 21.1 TeV WIMP.
This problem an be avoided in some models, but the interpretation as a dark matter
annihilation signal an be ruled out in some of the simplest supersymmetri models.
It has been shown that the HESS data annot be explained entirely as WIMP anni-
hilation under the assumptions of a thermal reli neutralino in minimal supergravity
(mSUGRA) [34℄.
The INTEGRAL satellite has shown evidene for eletron-positron annihilation
at the galati enter in 511 keV gamma rays. This an also be a signature of dark
matter annihilations, but very light partiles are required, with masses ∼1-100 MeV
[35℄. These fall into a separate ategory of dark matter andidate from WIMPs, and
must have exoti properties, suh as annihilation mediated by new gauge fores, or
unusual self-interations.
The EGRET signal will be explored in more detail and with better angular reso-
lution by GLAST [36℄, while the higher-energy region will be studied by the ground-
based CANGAROO III [37℄ and MAGIC [38℄ telesopes. Given the abundane of sig-
nals that are poorly understood at present, and that annot be olletively explained
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by any single, straightforward dark matter annihilation model, it seems ertain that
some of the features will be explained by astrophysial soures not related to dark
matter. The next-generation experiments will go a long way towards improving our
understanding of the physis of the galati enter, and will have great potential for
disovering or onstraining a WIMP annihilation signal.
Neutrinos
The SuperKamiokande neutrino detetor an set limits on the rate of WIMP annihi-
lations in the sun. As partiles of dark matter travel through the solar system, some
will elastially satter inside the sun. If they lose enough energy to beome gravita-
tionally bound, they will eventually settle into the enter of the sun, where the WIMP
density an grow high enough for annihilations to our. Beause of the abundane
of hydrogen in the sun, the interation rate is espeially sensitive to WIMPs with
spin-dependent interations on unpaired protons. Among other produts, the annihi-
lation an yield neutrinos. When very high-energy neutrinos (about 5 GeV to 5 TeV)
interat in the rok near the detetor they an produe muons that propagate all
the way through the SuperK hamber. Muons traveling downward may be onfused
with atmospheri muons, but there is a very low bakground for upward-going muons
in this energy range. The SuperK data set from 1996 through 2001 reorded 1892
suh events over 1679.6 live days. By ounting the events within a few degrees of
the diretions of the enter of the Earth, the Sun, and the galati enter, an upper
limit an be plaed on the rate of neutralino annihilations in eah of these regions.
These limits on rate are shown, and ompared with similar results from other neutrino
experiments, in Figure 1.8.
The SuperK upper limits an be ompared to diret detetion results using ertain
model assumptions. These inlude astrophysial assumptions about the distribution
of WIMPs in the halo, as well as partile physis assumptions about nulear form
fators and sattering hannels. In general, the SuperK analysis has used onservative
assumptions. The ombined results from the diretion of the enter of the Earth and
the Sun have been used to give upper limits (see Fig. 1.9) on the ross-setion of
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.8: Limits from SuperKamiokande on neutralino annihilation rate in the
Earth (a) and the Sun (b). Also shown are omparable limits from AMANDA,
MACRO, and Baksan. Soure: Desai et al. [39℄.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.9: Neutralino exlusion limits from SuperKamiokande given spin-
independent ouplings (a) and spin-dependent ouplings on protons (b). Also shown
for omparison are (somewhat dated) limits from diret detetion experiments.
Soure: Desai et al. [39℄.
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WIMPs with salar interations, and the results from the diretion of the Sun give
upper limits on WIMPs that satter on unpaired protons. The published analysis
onsiders only WIMPs of mass at least 18 GeV. This restrition is not a fundamental
limit on the sensitivity, but is for onveniene in analysis; the muons orresponding
to annihilation of lighter WIMPs will frequently stop within the detetor volume, so
extending the work to lower WIMP masses would require more sophistiated event
seletion [39℄.
The good indiret detetion sensitivity of SuperK to WIMPs with spin-dependent
oupling to unpaired protons is espeially onvenient, as it explores the one type of
oupling that is not well overed by diret detetion experiments with Ge and Si
targets, suh as the one desribed in the body of this thesis.
WMAP haze
The Wilkinson Mirowave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) has observed an unknown
soure of mirowaves within 20◦ of the galati enter, known as the WMAP haze.
This exess signal is not assoiated with any known soure, and is not well explained
by standard types of mirowave emission in the interstellar medium, suh as dust
or synhrotron radiation of eletrons and positrons from supernovae. The haze has
been interpreted as synhrotron radiation by eletrons and positrons from WIMP
annihilation in the galati enter [40℄.
Hooper, Finkbeiner, and Dobler [41℄ have found a good math between the spatial
loalization of the haze and WIMP annihilation for halo models with a steeper inner
slope than the Navarro-Frenk-White prole, ρ(r) ∝ r−1.2. The strength of the haze
signal in two frequeny bands, at 22 and 33 GHz, allows an estimation of the haze
spetrum and thereby the energy distribution of the emitting partiles. It is found
that Iν ∝ ν−0.4, although the exponent is sensitive to the method of bakground
subtration. This is a signiantly harder spetrum than other lasses of synhrotron
radiation, and implies a soure of higher-energy eletrons and positrons. The intensity
and spetrum an be explained by annihilation of WIMPs heavier than ∼ 50 GeV
and with ross-setions on the order expeted for a weakly interating thermal reli,
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σv ∼ 3× 10−26 m3s−1. The omparison of WMAP data with a WIMP annihilation
model is shown in Fig. 1.10. If the haze is truly the result of WIMP annihilation,
there is a good hane that GLAST will nd a onrming gamma-ray signal for WIMP
annihilation.
1.7 Diret detetion
By ontrast with the low elasti sattering rates forWIMPs alulated above, 0.1 kg−1d−1,
bakground radiation abounds in a natural environment. There are 200,000 deays of
40
K per minute in a human body [42℄; about one osmi-ray muon per m
2
per minute
at sea level; and 100 or more deays of radon per seond in 1 m3 of indoor air. These
event rates from the natural radioativity of ordinary materials and from osmi rays
at the surfae are vastly larger than the expeted signal from WIMPs. The dark
matter signal is also highest at relatively low energy, less than 100 keV. Therefore,
the requirements for a diret detetion experiment are to be sensitive to a WIMP sig-
nal with a low energy threshold and to somehow eliminate the large bakgrounds. A
number of approahes have been developed, most using some form of disrimination
of eletron reoil from nulear reoil events. While WIMPs elastially satter from
nulei in the target, almost all bakground interations are with eletrons.
Ionization and phonons
The experiment desribed in this thesis work, the Cryogeni Dark Matter Searh or
CDMS, rejets eletromagneti bakgrounds using the dierent quenhing fators for
eletron and nulear interations. For every event we measure a phonon signal, whih
gives the total energy, and the ionization signal, whih is quenhed by a fator of 2−3
for nulear reoils relative to eletron reoils. In ionization yield, dened as the ratio
of the ionization to phonon signals, and normalized to y = 1 for gamma satters,
eletron reoil events (suh as gammas) and nulear reoil events (suh as neutrons)
form two distint bands. The lear separation of the eletron and nulear reoil bands
is shown in Fig. 1.11. By utting on y we an rejet > 99.99% of eletron reoil events
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(a)
(b)
()
Figure 1.10: WIMP annihilation interpretation of the WMAP haze. In (a), ux at 22
GHz ompared to models with NFW prole (solid) and steeper ρ(r) ∝ r−1.2 prole.
In (b), ratio of 22 and 33 GHz uxes ompared with models. Horizontal dashed (red)
lines indiate measured ratio. In (), ross-setions for annihilation required to math
observed ux. In (b) and (), hannels are: e+e− (solid), µ+µ− (blue dot-dash), τ+τ−
(dot-dash), W+W− (dashed), ZZ (blue dashed), and bb¯ (dotted). Soure: Hooper,
Finkbeiner, and Dobler [41℄.
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Figure 1.11: Disrimination of nulear and eletron reoils using ionization and
phonons. The upper band ontains satters of gammas from
133
Ba, while the lower
band ontains neutrons from
252
Cf. The x axis is the total reoil energy alulated
from the phonon signal, and the y axis is the ionization signal, alibrated to math
the reoil energy for satters on eletrons.
in the bulk of the rystal. Chapter 2 desribes the tehnial details of the ionization
and phonon measurement using CDMS-II ZIP detetors, and Chapters 8-10 desribe
the analysis of the data taken in 2003 and 2004 in the deep underground site in
Minnesota, inluding the analysis mahinery for yield-based bakground rejetion.
Chapter 2
The ZIP detetor
As detailed in the previous hapter, the hallenges for a dark matter diret-detetion
experiment are to ahieve large mass, low energy threshold, and exellent bakground
rejetion in order to ahieve good sensitivity to WIMP reoils. In order to meet these
goals, the Cryogeni Dark Matter Searh (CDMS) has developed the Z-sensitive ion-
ization and phonon (ZIP) detetor. The phonon signal produed by eah interation
in a ZIP detetor gives a sensitive reoil energy measurement with thresholds as low as
1 keV, and the simultaneous measurement of ionization allows disrimination against
eletromagneti bakgrounds. The advantage of ZIP detetors is the ability to ollet
fast, athermal phonons, whih still retain information about where and when the ini-
tial partile interation took plae. Eah ZIP detetor has four phonon hannels on its
top surfae, and the relative magnitude and timing of the four pulses, as well as their
absolute delay relative to the very fast ionization signal, provide information about
the physial loation of the event. In partiular, problemati shallow interations at
the detetor surfaes an be eetively rejeted.
CDMS-I used Berkeley large ionization and phonon (BLIP) detetors, using neutron-
doped thermistors for the phonon measurement [43℄. These were alorimetri dete-
tors, in whih position and timing information were lost as the reoil energy thermal-
ized. The ZIP detetors of CDMS-II were developed as an improvement on BLIPs
with better potential for surfae event rejetion.
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7.55cm
7.22cm
3.77cm
45°
3.81cm
Figure 2.1: Geometry of a ZIP detetor substrate as seen from the top, showing all
ats. The major ats are at north and south, and the minor ats are at east and west.
The small fth at is at 45
◦
north of the west position, indiating a 〈100〉 rystal axis.
2.1 Crystal substrates
Eah ZIP detetor is a large, ylindrial rystal of germanium or silion. The substrate
is 1 m thik and 3 inhes in diameter (3.81 m radius). The outer edge of the rystal
is not a perfet irle, but has ve ats in order to failitate alignment and handling
(as in Fig. 2.1): two major ats at the north and south positions, separated by 7.22
m; two minor ats at east and west, separated by 7.55 m; and a small fth at at
the northwest, with a distane of 3.77 m to the enter. The exat position of the
fth at indiates the orientation of the rystal axis. All ZIP detetors in use for the
WIMP searh so far have the top surfae aligned with a 〈100〉 axis, and the fth at
entered at 45
◦
north of the west position. Any future detetors made with 〈111〉
substrates will have the fth at entered instead at 30
◦
north of west. This is simply
for identiation; the fth at itself is not aligned with any partiular rystal axis.
ZIP detetors an be made from either n-type or p-type substrates. All the de-
tetors of Tower 1 and Tower 2 have been made with n-type rystals.
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Table 2.1: Isotopi omposition of natural Si and Ge.
Isotope Abundane p n Notes
28
Si 92.23% 14 14
29
Si 4.67% 14 15 unpaired neutron
30
Si 3.10% 14 16
70
Ge 21.23% 32 38
72
Ge 27.66% 32 40
73
Ge 7.73% 32 41 unpaired neutron
74
Ge 35.94% 32 42
76
Ge 7.44% 32 44
Dierenes between the physial properties of silion and germanium lead to sig-
niant dierenes between the two types of detetors. The density of silion is 2.33
g/m
3
, while germanium is muh heavier at 5.34 g/m
3
. Eah Ge ZIP detetor has
a mass of 250 g, while eah Si detetor weighs only 100 g. The A2 enhanement of
oherent sattering on nulei means that Ge, with mean atomi mass 72.6, is strongly
favored over Si (atomi mass 28.1) for spin-independent ross-setions of all but very
WIMP light masses. The substrates are natural silion and germanium, with isotopi
ompositions as shown in Table 2.1. All isotopes have even numbers of protons and
neutrons exept
29
Si (4.67%) and
73
Ge (7.73%), eah of whih has an unpaired neu-
tron. These give CDMS-II its sensitivity to WIMPs with spin-dependent interations.
The speed of sound is signiantly faster in silion than in germanium. This gives
shorter phonon pulse delays and faster rise times in Si detetors. The band gaps and
the average energy required to reate an eletron-hole pair are also dierent in the two
materials. These dierenes will also have eets on the use of Si and Ge detetors
in the dark matter analysis.
2.2 Ionization signal
Partile interations in the rystal dissipate some of their energy by reating eletron-
hole pairs. This ionization proess proeeds in ompetition with phonon emission; for
eletron-reoil events, as reated by inident betas and gammas, the partition of
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energy is haraterized by a quantity ǫ, equal to the average inident energy required
to reate one eletron-hole pair. This is larger than the band-gap Eg beause some of
the energy is shed as optial and aousti phonons. These values inform the hoie
of bias voltage for our ionization hannel, and are important for orret alulation
of the reoil energy sale. See Appendix C for a review of urrent knowledge on the
energy partition and epsilon numbers. We adopt ǫGe = 3.0 eV and ǫSi = 3.82 eV,
independent of energy over the range of interest to CDMS.
For satters o of nulei, as experiened by neutrons or WIMPs, ionization is
smaller by a fator of ∼2-3. This quenhing fator for nulear reoils is energy-
dependent and dierent for silion and germanium targets.
The harge signal an be suppressed by a number of other eets, disussed in
more detail in Chapter 5. In partiular, the eletrons and holes in the initial loud
an reombine if they are not separated quikly enough. This happens when the drift
eld is too low. As the eld is inreased, the harge signal asymptotially approahes
a full olletion value with no reombination.
2.2.1 Charge transport and Luke phonons
In the absene of any outside inuene, the eletrons and holes would gradually
reombine. We apply a bias voltage of -3 V (Ge) or -4 V (Si) to reate a drift
eld, under whih the harges separate and migrate to opposite faes of the rystal.
When the harges exeed the sound speed in the rystal they begin to shed energy to
phonons, known as Neganov-Tromov-Luke phonons, or simply Luke phonons.
Charge transport
In general, harge transport in pure rystals at low temperature is a ompliated
and inompletely understood phenomenon. A group at the University of Modena has
olleted experimental data and onstruted a Monte Carlo simulation for eletrons
and holes in silion and germanium, published over six years in a series of four mon-
umental papers [44, 45, 46, 47℄. They nd drift veloities on the order 10 km/s at 3
V/m, somewhat higher in Si than in Ge. Drift veloity generally inreases at lower
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temperatures and higher elds, although there are regions of negative dierential mo-
bility. Transport is strongly anisotropi, as disovered by Sasaki and Shibuya [48℄. In
partiular, ondution of eletrons ours in band minima at the edges of the Bril-
louin zone, along the 〈111〉 diretion in Ge and the 〈100〉 diretion in Si. Somewhat
ounterintuitively, this results in larger mobility in 〈100〉 in Ge and 〈111〉 in Si. In
the ase of holes, the band minima are all in the enter of the Brillouin zone, but the
eetive mass is not isotropi, with larger mobility along 〈100〉 in both ases. These
results, however, go to temperatures no lower than 8 K in most ases, and are aeted
by both phonon emission and sattering on thermal phonons. In the ase of CDMS
at 50 mK, the thermal phonons eetively disappear, and only phonon emission and
harge-harge interations are important. A Monte Carlo simulation appropriate to
these onditions is urrently being developed by Kyle Sundqvist. Preliminary results
show good agreement with the Modena group at 8 K, and in some ases predit faster
drift veloities at 40 mK [49℄. This simulation will allow the Luke phonon spetrum
to be alulated as well.
Current ZIP detetors are made with 〈100〉 rystals for both silion and germa-
nium, so that the harges are drifted along the fast axis for Ge and an axis that is
faster for holes, but slower for eletrons, in Si. Some future test detetors will be fab-
riated on 〈111〉 rystals, with the expetation that this may hange the distribution
of Luke phonons as well as the fousing of primary phonons.
Luke phonons and Luke orretion
Luke phonons an be emitted when the harges travel faster than the sound speed in
the rystal; they are analogous to erenkov radiation or a soni boom [50, 51℄. As
the harges travel, work is done on them by the drift eld, and the energy is entirely
shed as Luke phonons:
ELuke = Q× V = NQeV. (2.1)
The observed harge signal is alibrated in units of energy eletron equivalent, that
is, the energy of an eletron reoil that would generate the same amount of ionization.
For nulear reoil events, this is 1/3-1/2 the true reoil energy. This is known in CDMS
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as the ionization energy, EQ = NQǫ. The Luke ontribution to the phonon signal an
therefore be rewritten
ELuke =
EQeV
ǫ
. (2.2)
This remains true even when some harges are trapped before reahing the surfae. As
given in more detail in 5.1, the measured harge signal is proportional to the number
of harges and the Ramo potential that they drift through. When some harges stop
within the rystal, the loss to the ionization signal is in the same proportion as the
loss to Luke phonons. Therefore, Eq. 2.2 is appliable to all lasses of events.
2.2.2 Charge measurement
The top and bottom surfaes of eah detetor serve as eletrodes for the harge iruit.
The top surfae is grounded
1
, while the bottom is biased to a few volts. As the harges
drift aross the rystal, image harges are indued on the metallized top and bottom
surfaes. Aording to Ramo's theorem, the harge indued is equal to the harge
drifted, so that the integrated urrent owing to either surfae is a measurement of
the ionization produed by the initial interation. This is disussed more fully in
Setion 5.1.
The ionization side is divided into two separate eletrodes: a disk-shaped inner
eletrode (85% by area) and a thin, annular outer eletrode (15% by area). These
are read out separately. The inner eletrode denes a duial volume in whih harge
olletion is good, and the outer eletrode forms a guard ring to rejet events that
may suer from degraded ionization signals. On eah surfae of the detetor is a
layer of amorphous silion, whih has a dierent band struture than the Ge and Si
rystals. This suppresses the diusion of harges of the wrong sign to the eletrode
for events ourring near the surfae, ameliorating the surfae beta problem.
Eah ionization hannel is biased through a large resistane, and apaitively
oupled to a FET amplier. This ensures that the eletrodes are well oupled to the
readout for fast pulses, and oupled only to the bias iruit over longer time periods.
1
The top surfae also ontains the voltage-biased phonon sensors, but their Vbias is on the order
of µV and is entirely negligible here.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.2: ZIP detetor ionization side: old design (left) and urrent design (right).
The old design has a very narrow outer eletrode near the major ats. If the alignment
of the photolithography is not perfet, there may be gaps in the outer eletrode. In
the new design, the eletrode boundaries follow the ats, so that the outer eletrode
has a onstant width. The old design is used in T1 Z1, Z4, and Z6. The new design
is used in all others.
The bias and readout are thus deoupled. The ionization iruit is shematially
shown in Fig. 2.3.
The harge bias line passes through a large (40 kΩ) bias resistor, whih does not
dissipate muh harge over the time sale of a pulse. Eah eletrode is onneted to
a 300 pF oupling apaitor, whih passes the fast harge pulses, but keeps the bias
and readout iruits relatively oating. The amplier ontains a feedbak apaitor
of about 1 pF, whih has the same harge indued on it as the feedbak apaitor.
The FET amplier has its seond input grounded, and adjusts the output voltage
to remove the potential dierene between its inputs. Thus, the very fast generation
of image harges at the eletrode is onverted into a fast step in the output voltage
of the amplier. The feedbak apaitor is in parallel with a feedbak resistor of 40
kΩ, whih slowly bleeds o the harge. The ombination of feedbak resistor and
apaitor ats as a high-pass lter with time onstant ∼40µs. The ionization pulses
therefore have a very fast rise, with rise time set by the amplier response and the
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Figure 2.3: Ionization readout eletronis. The ZIP detetor has apaitane Cd ∼50
pF, and is oupled to the amplier through a oupling apaitor Cc =300 pF. As
an image harge is indued on the detetor surfae, the same harge appears at the
feedbak apaitor Cfb ≈1 pF. The FET amplier adjusts the output voltage to keep
zero potential dierene between its two inputs. The harge is bled o through the
feedbak resistor Rfb =40 kΩ. There are also stray apaitanes Cs ∼ 100 pF. The
detetor is biased with a voltage Vb, through a bias resistor Rb =40 kΩ.
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antialiasing lter in the RTF boards, and a 40µs fall time set by RfbCfb.
A fration of the harge signal is lost in the apaitive oupling. The harge
indued at the feedbak apaitor is less than the indued image harge by a fator
Cc
Cc+Cd+Cs
, where Cc =300 pF and Cd ≈50 pF  depending on the dieletri onstant,
ǫ =11.8 (16.0) in Si (Ge), and on the geometry (with lower apaitane for QO
than QI). The stray apaitane Cs inorporates several dierent omponents, and is
harder to alulate. This inludes the relative apaitane of QI and QO, apaitane
to neighboring detetors, and to the detetor housing. The redution of the harge
signal is aeptable, no worse than ∼ 50%.
2.2.3 Noise
Theoretial ionization noise is dominated by the voltage noise of the JFET amplier
and by Johnson noise in the feedbak and bias resistors. In pratie, there is also a very
large ontribution from pikup of ambient noise. This has been redued by the use
of an RF-shielded experimental enlosure (Se. 3.1) and a areful grounding sheme,
but it remains signiant. Fortunately, the bulk of the noise pikup is in large peaks
at frequenies above 100 kHz, while the ionization pulse have most of their signal
power below 10 kHz. Therefore, the eletroni noise an be very eetively ltered
out, so that the performane of the ionization hannel is limited only by its intrinsi
signal-to-noise. Chapter 7 gives the history of observed noise levels during Soudan
Run 118 and Run 119, along with a demonstration of the insensitivity of our event
reonstrution to external noise.
An expression for the total voltage noise of the iruit as shown in Fig. 2.3 has
been derived by Shutt [52℄:
e20 = |A(f)|2
{
e2FET
[
(Cd + Cs + Cfb)
2 (2πf)2 +
(
1
Rfb
+
1
Rb
)2]
+4kBT
(
1
Rfb
+
1
Rb
)}
. (2.3)
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Figure 2.4: Predited and observed noise spetrum of the ionization hannel. In (a),
the noise model of Eq. 2.3. All resistanes and apaitanes are as given in Se. 2.2.2.
A 1/f noise omponent has been added, with arbitrary amplitude. The lter in the
nal urve is a 336-kHz seond-order Butterworth lter in the RTF board (See Se.
3.6). In (b), a omparison with a typial data set for a Si ZIP detetor. The outer
hannel has lower noise beause of its smaller detetor apaitane. The 1/f has been
saled to approximately math the data. Strong peaks from eletromagneti pikup
are visible above 100 kHz.
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The signal shape A(f) is given by
A(f) =
Rfb
1 + 2πifRfbCfb
. (2.4)
The temperature for the Johnson noise term is that of the bias and feedbak resistors,
whih are on the side oax board at 50 mK. The voltage noise of the JFET has been
measured by Mandi to be typially 0.5 nV/
√
Hz at 50 kHz [53℄.
2.3 Athermal phonon signal
When a partile interats in the detetor, athermal phonons are generated through
several distint proesses with very dierent energy spetra and transport properties.
The initially displaed nuleus or eletrons shed their kineti energy in the form of
primary phonons at the interation site. Drifting harges shed Luke phonons (Se.
2.2.1). At the surfae, the harges are trapped by a layer of amorphous silion.
They slowly tunnel aross, at whih time reombination phonons are emitted. The
apportionment of energy among the various proesses for eletron reoils is given by
a model due to Claude Klein, disussed in detail in Appendix C. Using C.3, we an
predit the fration of energy in eah phonon population.
The primary phonons onsist of high-energy, low-momentum optial phonons,
and lower-energy aousti phonons that ome from the residual kineti energy of the
harges. The energies from primary and reombination phonons are
Eoptical = eNQE¯R =
EE¯R
ǫ
(2.5)
Eacoustic = eNQ × 9
5
Eg =
9EEg
5ǫ
(2.6)
Erecombination = eNQ × Eg = EEg
ǫ
. (2.7)
Using appropriate values for Ge (Si), this gives 30.6% (14.6%) of the reoil energy
in primary optial phonons, 44.6% (54.8%) in primary aousti phonons, and 24.8%
(30.5%) in reombination phonons. These sum to 100%, as all of the initial reoil
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energy is in priniple reoverable in phonons.
Luke phonons dissipate energy that was not deposited in the initial satter, but
has been added by the work that the drift eld does on the moving harges. The
ontribution to the total phonon energy is given by Eq. 2.2. At a bias of 3V in Ge, or
3.82V in Si, the Luke phonon ontribution is equal to the primary and reombination
phonons. This informs our hoie of 3V bias in Ge and 4V bias in Si.
The optial phonons have frequeny 7-9 THz in Ge, and 12-16 THz in Si, while
the primary aousti phonons have energies of a few THz [54℄. Luke phonons in Si
have an average frequeny of about 250 GHz under a drift eld of ∼ 4V/m [55℄. The
ase in Ge is similar.
2.3.1 Phonon transport
At 50 mK, phonon-phonon interations are negligible. The athermal phonons are
subjet to two types of sattering, both of whih beome stronger with inreasing
frequeny. Therefore, lower-energy phonons propagate more freely in the rystal.
Isotope sattering is Rayleigh sattering on isotopi impurities, with a ν4 frequeny
dependene. It is a form of elasti sattering. For silion and germanium, isotope
sattering is independent of diretion and phonon mode [56℄, with sattering time [57℄
τ−1 = A0ν
4
(2.8)
Ao ≈ ca3
(
∆m
m¯
)2
(2π)4
4πv3
. (2.9)
Here c is the onentration of mass impurities, a is the lattie spaing, ∆m/m¯ is
the frational mass dierene, and v is the sound speed. Reported values of A0 are
3.67×10−41s3 for Ge [58℄ and 2.43×10−42 s3 for Si [56℄, orresponding to a mean free
path of ∼ 0.15 mm and 3.5 mm at 1 THz.
Anharmoni deay ours when a higher-energy phonon splits into two lower-
energy phonons. The frequeny dependene is τ−1 ∝ ν5. This sattering proess
ours primarily for longitudinal aousti phonon modes, rather than slow or fast
transverse modes. The rates for transverse phonons are very anisotropi, and an
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approah the rates for longitudinal phonons only in ertain diretions . However,
this does not mean that phonons in emitted in some transverse modes avoid down-
onversion. It has been found that the frequent elasti sattering of phonons at
frequenies apable of down-onversion mixes the several modes and randomizes di-
retions suiently well that all modes and diretions undergo anharmoni deay [59℄.
The rates for longitudinal aousti phonons at low temperatures (3 K) and 1 THz are
1.23×105 s−1 and 1.62×106s−1 in Si and Ge [60℄.
For phonons below about 350 GHz (Ge) or 750 GHz (Si), the path length is as
long as the thikness of the rystal, and the phonons an reah the surfae without
sattering [61℄. These low-energy modes propagate ballistially at the speed of sound.
Very high energy phonons, on the other hand, satter very frequently. They quikly
down-onvert until they reah a bottlenek frequeny around ∼ 1.6 THz, in whih
isotope sattering dominates. In this regime, the phonons undergo many isotope
satterings and oasional anharmoni deays, so that the motion is a random walk
with inreasing step size. This mode of propagation is known as quasi-diusion.
While ordinary diusion is haraterized by a travel distane proportional to the
square root of time, in quasi-diusion the inreasing mean free path auses a ball of
phonons to expand nearly linearly with time. The harateristi speed is about 0.14
times the sound speed in Si and 0.07 times the sound speed in Ge [62℄.
Ballisti phonons are the most prompt omponent of the phonon pulse, and are
subjet to phonon fousing [63℄. The quasi-diusive phonons form a long-tailed dis-
tribution and do not exhibit phonon fousing. There are also intermediate phonons
with intermediate energies, below the bottlenek frequeny but still sattering sev-
eral times before reahing a surfae. For eletron reoils, the aggregate behavior of
all these populations gives a pulse with the highest energy deposition at about 1/3
the sound speed in Si [64℄ and presumably somewhat later in Ge.
Only a very small fration of primary phonons travel ballistially. For eletron
reoil events, the ballisti fration has been bounded ≤25%, and Monte Carlo sim-
ulations predit ∼ 0.9%. For nulear reoils, there is a possibility that phonon hot
spots or hot eletron-hole droplets ould be formed beause of the very dense en-
ergy deposition at the interation site. These very loalized hot regions would emit
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thermal phonons with a signiant fration having low enough energies to travel bal-
listially, and high enough to be deteted. The existene of a ballisti enhanement
has not been established so far. The enhanement of ballisti phonons for nulear
reoils is in any ase not large, 2 ± 5% of the total phonon energy [65℄. Therefore,
primary phonons are onsidered mainly diusive for both nulear reoils and eletron
reoils in the bulk of the rystal.
Reombination phonons are emitted at high energy, but at the surfae of the de-
tetor. Beause they an interat with the metal of the phonon and ionization sensors,
they an quikly shed energy and are onsidered prompt when emitted. Therefore,
reombination phonons and Luke phonons are onsidered ballisti.
2.3.2 Phonon measurement with TESs
The top surfae of eah ZIP detetor is patterned with tungsten transition edge sensors
(TESs) for olleting and measuring phonons. A TES is a small strip of superon-
duting material kept at the temperature of its superonduting-normal transition.
Beause this transition is very steep, a small hange in the temperature of the metal
auses a sharp hange in its resistane. A TES is thus a very sensitive devie for
deteting any energy deposited into its eletron system. Our TESs are tungsten (W)
thin lms with a Tc of 80-90 mK.
In order for a TES to be stably operated, it must somehow be kept at its transi-
tion temperature. This ould be ahieved by very preisely adjusting the temperature
of the substrate, but this requires ne ontrol, and only works if every TES on the
same rystal has the same transition temperature. TESs have been suessfully op-
erated with a urrent bias [66℄. the substrate is kept near the transition temperature.
Beause the resistane R is a steeply rising funtion of temperature, Joule heating
P = I2R auses a warmer portion of the TES to be heated even more. Therefore, in
the urrent-biased regime, Joule heating must be kept small, and the energy deposited
in the TES by an event is removed by thermal ondution. The interplay between the
temperature of the TES and the applied power is known as eletrothermal feedbak
(ETF) - in this ase, unstable, positive ETF.
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Figure 2.5: QETs on a ZIP detetor. At upper left, the entire phonon side: eah
quadrant has 37 5mm×5mm dies. The area outside the stairstep boundary of the
phonon sensors is overed with metal grid, and is eletrially isolated in some de-
tetors. At upper right, a single die with 28 TESs surrounded by Al grid (green
rosshath). The horizontal stripes of grid bias the TESs, with one stripe at the bias
voltage and the next at ground. Around the periphery are bias rails (grey diagonal
hath), wire bonding pads (red horizontal hath), and alignment marks (blue diagonal
rosshath). Bottom: a single QET, showing the Al absorber ns around the thin W
TES.
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A muh more onvenient sheme is the voltage-biased TES with negative ETF
[67℄. The power applied by Joule heating is now P = V 2/R. If the temperature
rises, the inrease in resistane auses the power to fall, returning to equilibrium. If
the temperature falls, the power inreases, and the TES again returns to the same
equilibrium. Voltage-biased TESs are stable, and a large number of individual TESs
an be biased in parallel with a single bias voltage. A TES with a higher Tc will
automatially draw a larger urrent, and one with a lower Tc will draw a smaller
urrent, so that both are stably maintained within their transitions. This is the
approah adopted by CDMS-II.
The heat ow from the tungsten into the rystal substrate is given by P =
κ (T n − T ns ), where n has been measured to be 5 in similar devies. The steepness of
the superonduting-normal transition is haraterized by a dimensionless quantity
α = T
R
dR
dT
. The full energy of a partile interation is pulled out of the rystal through
the deit in Joule heating and the inrease in energy radiated into the substrate:
ET =
∫
(∆PJ +∆PS) dt. (2.10)
If α is large, the W temperature remains almost onstant during a pulse; and the
rystal substrate is large, so that Ts is also nearly onstant. Then, ∆Ps = 0, and the
full energy of the event is equal to the deit in Joule heating.
Strong ETF makes the phonon pulses muh faster: the fall time of a pulse is sped
up from τthermal =
C
G
to τETF =
1
α
C
G
. For the tungsten lms used in ZIP detetors,
the transition width is as narrow as 1 mK at 70 mK, for α ∼ 1/100.
2.3.3 Phonon olletion
Phonons in the rystal do not ouple diretly to the W lms, but to an absorber,
whih in this ase onsists of ns of superonduting aluminum radiating outward
from eah TES (See Fig. 2.5, lower). The aluminum has thikness 3500 and an
energy gap 2∆
Al
= 0.36 meV. A phonon reahing the Al with more than this energy
an break a Cooper pair in the Al, reating quasipartiles. As the quasipartiles relax
to the gap energy, they an break other pairs as well as emitting sub-gap phonon
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Al fin W TES
∆Al
Figure 2.6: Quasipartile-assisted phonon measurement. An inident phonon breaks
a Cooper pair, reating quasipartiles above the Al gap. These diuse into the W-Al
overlap region, and emit phonons to relax to the smaller gap. They no longer have
enough energy to migrate bak into the Al n and are trapped. The quasipartiles
nally diuse into the W TES and ontribute to the observed pulse.
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bak into the rystal. The quasipartiles diuse throughout the Al, until they reah
the end near the TES. There is a zone of overlap between the Al and W, with a
superonduting gap smaller than that of Al, but larger than that of W. This ensures
that any quasipartiles that diuse into the overlap are trapped and an only ontinue
into the W, rather than going bak into the Al. As the quasipartiles enter the W they
raise its eletron temperature, inreasing the resistane. This overall design, using
voltage-biased tungsten TESs with Al absorber ns, is known as the quasipartile-
assisted eletrothermal feedbak transition edge sensor (QPA ETF TES, or QET -
an aronym of aronyms!). The proess is illustrated in Fig. 2.6.
At 50 mK, thermal phonons have energy on the order of kBT = 4µeV, or gigahertz
frequenies. The thermal phonons annot break Cooper pairs in the superonduting
lms as long as Ephonon < 2∆, where 2∆ is the superonduting energy gap of the
lm. Aording to BCS theory, 2∆ ≈ 7
2
kBTc, whih is 360µeV for Al and ∼ 24µeV for
our Tungsten lms. The thermal phonons have too little energy to destroy Cooper
pairs (but in the ase of the W lms, not by muh). Indeed, this is preisely why Al
and the W lms are superonduting at base temperature, with the W not far from
its transition. Thus, the QETs are not sensitive to thermal phonons in the rystal,
in ontrast to the thermistors used with BLIP detetors. ZIP detetors are instead
sensitive to higher-energy, athermal phonons. The energy gap of the Al absorber ns
allows phonons of energy ≥ 88 GHz to ontribute to the observed phonon signal.
The QETs of a ZIP detetor are arranged in four quadrants, eah onsisting of
1036 TESs wired in parallel. For onveniene of fabriation, the phonon sensors are
formed in square dies 5 mm on a side, with 28 TESs per die and 37 dies per quadrant.
The sensor geometry is shown in Fig. 2.5. Eah aluminum n is 380 µm long, hosen
to math the diusion length of quasipartiles in our aluminum lms.
2.3.4 TES bias and SQUID readout
The TES readout must onvert a small urrent through the TES into a voltage that
an be digitized. This is aomplished with SQUID ampliers as shown in Fig. 2.7.
Eah quadrant is in series with a 250 nH indutor alled the input oil, whih generates
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a magneti eld proportional to the urrent. The input oil sits on a washer that also
houses a DC SQUID array. The voltage aross the SQUID depends on the ux
through it, in a way that is periodi and nonlinear. The SQUID's output voltage is
amplied by an integrating amplier, and returned to a seond indutor on the same
washer, the feedbak oil. The feedbak oil has only one turn while the input oil
has ten turns, so that Li/Lfb = 10. The amplier adjusts its output voltage to anel
the ux through the SQUID, giving a losed-loop gain of 10. This amplier is fast
ompared to the time sale of detetor phonon pulses, so that the SQUID remains
loked at the same ux, and the nonlinearity of its ux-voltage harateristi does
not have a large eet.
A feedbak resistor Rfb = 1kΩ in series with the feedbak oil onverts the urrent
signal to a voltage, so that ∆Vout = ∆Is × 10 × Rfb. The input oil and the sensor
resistane form a low-pass lter with time onstant τ = Li/Rs ≈ 2.5µs.
2.3.5 Noise
The largest soures of noise in ZIP phonon hannels are the Johnson noise of the TES
and other resistive elements in the QET iruit, and the phonon noise in the TES.
Johnson noise is aused by the thermal utuations of harge arriers in a resistor
at nite temperature. For an ordinary resistor, the Johnson noise an be onsidered
a voltage noise per unit bandwidth vn =
√
4kBTR in series with the resistor, or
equivalently, as a urrent noise per unit bandwidth in =
√
4kBT
R
in parallel with the
resistor. These expressions hold, with no frequeny dependene, for all frequenies
f ≪ kBT
h
. This frequeny is 1 GHz for a resistor at 48 mK, older than any resistive
element in ZIP detetors. Sine CDMS digitizes at only 1.25 MHz, this uto an
safely be ignored.
A TES in negative eletrothermal feedbak, on the other hand, must be treated in
a dierent way. The TES bias urrent performs work on the voltage noise soure (or
equivalently, the TES bias voltage performs work on the urrent noise soure), whih
must be inluded in the power load of the devie. The result is that the Johnson
noise of a TES is suppressed at frequenies below the ETF frequeny. This was rst
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Figure 2.7: Phonon hannel bias and readout eletronis for one quadrant. The TES
is shown as a variable resistane Rs ∼100 mΩ. It is eetively voltage biased by being
plaed in parallel with a shunt resistor Rs ≈ 25 mΩ. The parasiti resistane Rp is
small, a few mΩ or less. This bias ondition reates stable, negative eletrothermal
feedbak. The urrent soure is provided by a large resistor Rb = 1kΩ at room
temperature. The input oil Li ≈ 250nH ouples the TES urrent to the SQUID. The
integrating amplier adjusts its output voltage to anel the ux through the SQUID,
resulting in an ampliation given by the turn ratio of the input and feedbak oils,
Li/Lfb=10. The feedbak resistor Rfb=1kΩ onverts the urrent signal to a voltage.
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pointed out for bolometers by Mather [68℄, and the expression for noise in the ase
of a voltage-biased TES was derived by Irwin [67℄ in the form
I2TES =
4kBT
R0
n2/α2 + ω2τ 2eff
1 + ω2τ 2eff
+
4kBT
R0
n/2
1 + ω2τ 2eff
. (2.11)
In this expression, the rst term is the Johnson noise, and the seond term is the
phonon noise (i.e. thermal utuations in the thermal link between the tungsten
eletron system and the substrate).
The noise at the input oil resulting from the Johnson noise of the parasiti resis-
tane and the bias and shunt resistors is given by the following sum:
i2R =
4kBTp
Rp

 Rp
Rs +Rp +Rsh
(
1 + Rsh
RB
)−1


2
+
4kBTsh
Rsh

 Rsh
Rsh + (Rs +Rp)
(
1 + Rsh
RB
)−1


2
+
4kBTB
RB

 RB
RB + (Rs +Rp)
(
1 + RB
Rsh
)−1


2
. (2.12)
This expression an be simplied using the fat that the bias resistor is very large
ompared to the other resistanes, RB ≫ Rs +Rp +Rsh.
i2R =
4kB
(Rs +Rp +Rsh)
2
(
TpRp + TshRsh + TB
R2sh
RB
)
. (2.13)
The total urrent noise at the input oil an then be written down:
i2L =
4kB
(Rs +Rp +Rsh)
2
(
TpRp + TshRsh + TB
R2sh
RB
)
+
4kBTTES
Rs
n2/α2 + ω2τ 2eff
1 + ω2τ 2eff
+
4kBTTES
Rs
n/2
1 + ω2τ 2eff
. (2.14)
This entire expression is rolled o at high frequenies by the self-indutane of the
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Figure 2.8: Predited and observed noise in a ZIP detetor phonon hannel. The
resistanes in Eq. 2.14 are as measured by Dennis Seitz during SQUET testing, or in
the ase of Rs, as inferred using saturating pulses from muon events. The disrepany
at around 100 kHz indiates an unexpeted resonant behavior of the SQUID amplier,
whih extends the bandwidth beyond the L/R uto.
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input oil, with a time onstant L/Rs. The ation of the RL iruit is a single-pole
low-pass lter, with a gain
GL(ω) =
ωL√
R2s + (ωL)
2
. (2.15)
In the ase of CDMS, some of the quantities in this expression are known well,
while others an only be estimated. The sensor resistane is typially Rs ∼250 mΩ
in the biased state, with Ts ≈ Tc ≈ 70− 90mK. These vary by detetor and hannel,
depending on dierenes in fabriation, and on the bias urrent settings for eah QET.
The shunt resistor, Rsh = 20 mΩ, is at the 600 mK stage, while the bias resistor,
RB = 1.2 kΩ, is at room temperature (300K). The parasiti resistane is attributed
mainly to pressure ontats (Millmax pins) in the ryogeni wiring, with a resistane
of Rp ∼4 mΩ at 4K. This gives a frequeny-independent i2R of 4.5 pA/
√
Hz. The
ontributions from the parasiti resistane and shunt resistor are omparable, while
the ontribution of the large bias resistor is negligible.
For thin-lm tungsten TESs, n = 3, α is as high as 100 (depending on fabriation
and bias point), and τetf is 25-140 µs.
2.3.6 Observed phonon noise
For omparison with observed noise spetra, it is onvenient to group the total urrent
noise at the input oil into two terms: one that is frequeny-independent, and one
that rolls o for low frequenies (slow ompared to the ETF time).
i2L = A+
B
1 + ω2τ 2eff
(2.16)
where
A =
4kB
(Rs +Rp +Rsh)
2
(
TpRp + TshRsh + TB
R2sh
RB
)
+
4kBTTES
Rs
, (2.17)
B =
4kBTTES
Rs
(
n2
α2
+
n
2
− 1
)
. (2.18)
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Figure 2.9: Correlation of predited and observed phonon noise at 20 kHz. Eah
symbol represents one hannel of one detetor: PA (x), PB (o), PC (*), PD (+). All
twelve detetors are shown, using noise traes from the data set 140808_1920.
Then, the dierene between the noise at low and high frequenies is a measurement
of B, and an be used to extrat information about the bias ondition of the QET.
The noise predited by 2.14, rolled o by the L/R low-pass lter 2.15, may be om-
pared to the observed noise power spetral density. The alulation and omparison
are shown for one hannel in Fig. 2.8. The agreement at low frequenies, where term
B dominates, is not good, sine the value of α for eah sensor is not well known. The
agreement at middle frequenies around 10 kHz is quite good. At higher frequenies,
the observed noise spetrum typially does not roll o at the L/R frequeny, but at
a signiantly higher point. In some hannels, there is even a notieable bump in
the noise spetrum just below the roll-o. This indiates the presene of resonant
behavior in the SQUID amplier.
We have used the old hardware resistanes, measured by Dennis Seitz for eah
SQUET ard, and the transition temperatures measured by the Berkeley and Case
Western test failities in alulating the expeted phonon noise. The biased-state
sensor resistane Rs has been alulated from saturating muon pulses [69℄. We nd
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very good agreement between the predited and observed noise at 20 kHz, as shown
in Fig. 2.8.
2.3.7 Bandwidth
The intrinsi rise time and delay of a phonon pulse are modied by the bandwidth
of the QET iruit and the SQUID amplier. The urrent through the QET is
indutively oupled to the SQUID, giving an intrinsi L/R time onstant, where R
is the resistane of the QET. Nominally, L = 0.25 µH, but this is modied by the
oupling of the feedbak oil to the input oil, so that a value of 0.35 µH is seen
in pratie. Additionally, the RTF board inludes an antialiasing lter immediately
before the signal is digitized. This lter ats as a seond-order Butterworth lter at
335 kHz. The atual bandwidth of the readout iruit is heavily aeted by resonant
behavior in the SQUID amplier, so that the minimum rise time is typially faster
than L/R (∼ 1.5 µs), but still slower than the frequeny of the antialiasing lter.
2.3.8 Falling edge
When energy is quikly deposited into a TES, it must ool bak to its equilibrium
temperature by shedding heat into the substrate. The power dissipated from the TES
is approximately onstant. In equilibrium, it exatly balanes Joule heating; when
the TES warms up, the Joule heating is greatly redued, so that the TES ools. This
is the eet of negative eletrothermal feedbak (ETF). The thermal time onstant
of the TES is τ0 = C/g, while the ETF time is muh faster [67℄:
τetf =
τ0
1 + α/n
. (2.19)
However, we nd that the falling edges of pulses reated by partile interations have
muh longer fall times. This indiates that the physial arrival of energy at the TES is
not all fast: there are long tails, either beause some phonons ontinue to be absorbed
in the aluminum ns at late times, or beause some quasipartiles are trapped in the
aluminum until late times.
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Figure 2.10: Pulse fall time and bare ETF time in phonon hannel. The glith event
has two sharp, delta-funtion depositions of energy into the QET, and reveals the
bare ETF time ∼ 30 µs. The gamma event shows a slower rise and fall. Pulses shown
are from quadrant A of T1 Z5.
The bare ETF time, unaeted by the long tails in energy arrival, may be esti-
mated using noise glith events. During Run 118, there were frequent noise events
seen on all phonon hannels of all detetors. These have a harateristi, very re-
peatable double-pulse shape. A rst, very fast delta-funtion deposition of energy
heats the TESs, after whih they reover with the ETF time onstant, until a seond,
somewhat smaller burst of energy ours 100 µs later. The glith is believed to ome
from external eletronis, and heat the TES through Joule heating. There are very
small additional depositions of energy between the two large spikes, and after the
seond spike, but these have a negligible eet on the fall time.
By averaging over many of these noise glith traes and tting exponentials to the
falling tails, the true ETF time of eah sensor of Tower 1 has been found. Beause
the glith events were eliminated by improved grounding and eletroni isolation in
Deember of 2003, before the start of Run 119, they are not available for determining
the ETF times of Tower 2 detetors. The fall time of a real gamma event and an
averaged glith are shown in Fig. 2.10 along with the time onstants. The long tails
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from late phonons or from quasipartile trapping ause the fall time of a true pulse
to be long, ∼ 150 µs, muh longer than the ∼ 30 µs ETF time. Understanding the
long tails is one goal of the detetor physis simulations urrently in progress and to
appear in the dotoral thesis of Matt Pyle.
2.4 Tc tuning
The transition temperature Tc of the TESs depends on the thikness and phase mix-
ture of the tungsten lms. Two dierent phases ommonly appear in tungsten thin
lms: an α phase with body entered ubi struture, and a β phase with more
ompliated and less well understood A15 struture [70℄. Although α-W has a low
Tc of 15.5 mK, the long-range struture of β-W allows it to superondut at higher
temperatures, up to 4 K. Tungsten TESs operated at ∼100 mK must have a mixture
of the two phases. This requires areful ontrol of the metallization proess and wafer
preparation aording to a reipe developed at Stanford [71℄.
The properties of the lms often vary aross the rystal, leading to a Tc gradient.
The most ommon pattern is a Tc that is highest at the +y edge and lowest at the
−y edge, with little variation in x.
After eah detetor is fabriated, it is ooled to below 50 mK in one of two CDMS
test failities, at Berkeley and Case Western. Eah quadrant is haraterized by
measuring its Ib − Is harateristis: the variation of sensor urrent as a funtion of
bias urrent at a xed substrate temperature. This is equivalent to measuring the
sensor resistane as a funtion of bias urrent.
At low bias, the sensor is fully superonduting, and there remains only a small
parasiti resistane Rp. At suiently high bias, the sensor has its full normal-state
resistane Rn. Between these two limits is the biased region, in whih the resistane
is intermediate and the TESs are held within their transition. A representative set
of Ib − Is data is shown in Fig. 2.11. Based on the ritial-urrent and Ib − Is data
a model is built for the distribution of Tc among the dies in eah quadrant. The
omparison of data and model for a good Ge detetor is shown in Fig. 2.12.
Fine ontrol over Tc is ahieved by implanting magneti
56
Fe
+
ions, whih suppress
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Figure 2.11: Ib − Is data for a silion detetor, S09 hannel D. In (a) is the sensor
urrent as measured. In (b) is the alulated resistane of the sensor. In () is the
alulated Joule heating power of the sensor. The QET is in the superonduting
state at low urrent, appearing as a diagonal line in (a) and a at line near zero in (b)
and (). At high urrent, the tungsten is driven normal, with a onstant normal-state
resistane. This appears as a diagonal line with smaller slope in (a), a horizontal line
in (b), and a parabola in (). In between is the biased region. The shape of the power
urve in the biased region indiates the Tc distribution of the sensor.
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Figure 2.12: Sensor Tc distribution inferred from Ib − Is data for detetor G33C
hannel C, taken at 60 mK before ion implantation. In (a), the output of a simulation
is overlaid on the data; as Ib is swept from negative to positive, the QET passes
through the bias region twie. Beause the substrate temperature is well below Tc,
there is substantial phase separation. In (b), the distribution of Tc for the TESs in
the model. A later ion implantation redued the Tc to a more uniform ∼ 80 mK.
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the transition temperature [72℄. The implantation is performed in stripes oriented
nearly parallel to the x axis, to math the Tc gradient and give uniform performane.
A seond run at one of the test failities veries that the post-implantation detetor
harateristis are as intended.
2.5 Calibration
The energy response of ZIP detetors is determined in situ using radioative soures.
We use a
133
Ba gamma soure with strong lines at 275, 303, 356, and 384 keV to
alibrate the ionization energy in Ge detetors. Beause the Si detetors rarely ontain
the full energy of a gamma at these energies, the lines do not appear in Si ZIPs.
Instead, we alibrate Si detetors using shared events: if a 356-keV gamma distributes
its energy between a Si detetor and an adjaent Ge detetor, the sum should math
the full 356 keV. Eah of the Ba lines is therefore visible as a diagonal line with slope
of -1 in a satter plot showing the energy in eah detetor. We adjust the alibration
in the Si detetor to orretly plae the shared energy line. The peaks are also visible
in the phonon spetrum for Ge detetors, but with oarser resolution at high energy.
Therefore, instead of alibrating the phonon response diretly, we set ionization yield
(harge / phonons) to one for gamma satters. The spetra from the alibration
soure are also simulated in Monte Carlo, and give very good agreement with the
data, as seen in Fig. 2.13.
The reoil energy sale for nulear reoils should also be unquenhed, but it is
oneivable that the dierent phonon populations for eletron and nulear reoils
ause a systemati dierene in alibration. We an hek this by omparing the
spetrum from alibration with a
252
Cf neutron soure to the preditions from a Monte
Carlo simulation. The Monte Carlo has been performed in the dotoral dissertation
of Sharmila Kamat [73℄, whih is shown in Fig. 2.14 along with the Run 118 neutron
alibration spetra. After alibration, the gamma band sits at y = 1 by denition,
and the neutron band is at y ≈ 1/3 (Ge, as in Fig. 2.15) or y ≈ 1/2 (Si).
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(a)
(b) ()
Figure 2.13:
133
Ba gamma spetra in Run 118 ompared with Monte Carlo estimates.
The top plots (a) and (b) show a Ge detetor, T1 Z5, with prominent lines at 356
and 384 keV in ionization energy. The bottom plots () and (d) show a Si detetor,
T1 Z4, with no visible lines. The plots on the left, (a) and (), are ionization energy,
while (b) and (d) show phonon reoil energy. The agreement between data and Monte
Carlo is very good. Soure: L. Baudis.
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Figure 2.14: Comparison of observed
252
Cf neutron spetrum (heavy stairstep) with
Monte Carlo (lighter line) for Tower 1 detetors in Run 118. The detetors are (top
row) T1 Z1 and Z2, (middle row) Z3 and Z4, and (bottom row) Z5 and Z6. The good
agreement demonstrates that the energy sale for nulear reoils is not inorret.
Soure: S. Kamat [73℄.
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Figure 2.15: Gamma and nulear reoil bands for a Ge ZIP detetor.
Chapter 3
The CDMS-II experiment
3.1 Experimental sites
The rst experimental site for CDMS was the Stanford Underground Faility, at a
depth of 11 m [74℄. The rst version of the iebox and refrigerator, along with all
passive shielding and the muon veto, were used for several runs with BLIP detetors
through 1999 [43, 75, 76℄. The rst WIMP-searh data run with ZIP detetors was
Run 21, from August 2001 through July 2002 [77, 74, 78℄. The shallow depth of SUF
was suient to stop the hadroni omponent of osmi rays, but there remained a
high ux of muons (6 kHz through the veto shield). Most of the neutrons produed
by muons were vetoed, but oasionally, a muon interated in the walls of the avern
to produe an external neutron that passed through the shield and interated in
the detetors. These external neutrons onstitute an irreduible bakground for SUF,
as they annot be distinguished from WIMP satters on an event-by-event basis.
However, they an be statistially subtrated, sine some of them satter in multiple
detetors, and they produe more frequent above-threshold events in Si than in Ge
(unlike all but the lightest WIMPs).
The seond CDMS-II installation is in the Soudan Mine of northern Minnesota's
Iron Range. The mine was Minnesota's oldest, deepest, and rihest underground iron
mine, operated by U.S. Steel until its losure in 1962. It is urrently owned by the
state Department of Natural Resoures, and is open to the publi as a state park.
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The DNR and the University of Minnesota have formed a partnership to make part
of the mine available to physis experiments as the Soudan Underground Laboratory.
Current and past projets inlude the Soudan and Soudan II proton deay detetors
[79℄, the far detetor of the MINOS neutrino osillation experiment [80℄, and low-
bakground ounting failities. The laboratory is in Level 27, the deepest level of the
mine at 2341 feet (714 m) below the surfae. This orresponds to an eetive depth of
2100 mwe. Aess to the laboratory requires aompaniment by a qualied member
of the laboratory sta, as well as an operator for the eletri mine hoist. Although
the DNR and the laboratory sta are very helpful in aommodating the exigenies
of a ryogeni experiment, there is no regular aess at night or on weekends. Outside
of working hours, emergeny aess an be arranged within half an hour or one hour.
Every eort has therefore been taken to make the operation of the experiment robust,
automati, and remotely ontrollable.
3.2 Cryogenis
ZIP detetors operate in the strong ETF regime, with substrate temperatures well
below the tungsten Tc. Therefore, they must be enlosed in a ryostat that an ahieve
50 mK or better over long periods of ontinuous operation. Cooling is provided by
an Oxford Instruments 400S dilution refrigerator, whih an apply 400 µW of ooling
power at 100 mK. In order to keep the detetors in a radio-pure environment, the
fridge is attahed to an external iebox made out of ounted opper (Fig. 3.5). The
iebox onsists of six nested opper ans, at room temperature, 77K, 4K, 600mK,
50mK, and 10mK nominal temperatures. These orrespond to thermal stages of the
fridge, and eah an is attahed to the appropriate fridge layer via a old stem of
nested opper tubes known as the old stem or C-stem. The innermost an is sunk
to the mixing hamber, and ahieves temperatures around 50mK when running with
twelve detetors in the iebox.
The detetor readout is through an eletronis stem or E-stem, opposite the
C-stem. The E-stem brings the signal striplines from 4K to room temperature with
heat sinking at 4K and 77K. It also provides gamma shielding with a opper blok
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that lamps around the striplines (without making thermal ontat) as the E-stem
penetrates the lead shield. The end of the E-stem is a breakout box with 48 vauum-
tight D onnetors.
This design has modied the Stanford ryogeni setup as little as possible. The
one major hange is that the E-stem and C-stem are attahed to opposite sides of the
Iebox, while at SUF the E-box was immediately next to the fridge.
3.3 Cryogeni ontrol
The ryogeni ontrol systems allow the experiment to run in a stable mode within
the aess onstraints of the underground laboratory. Although the iebox and refrig-
erator losely math the SUF installation, extensive eletroni ontrol and monitoring
have been added. These are provided by several disrete systems that work together
to over most aspets of ryogeni operation, as shown in Fig. 3.1.
The
3
He/
4
He mixture irulation loop is ontrolled by an Oxford Intelligent Gas
Handling unit (IGH). The IGH ommuniates aross a modied RS-232 serial link
with a Maintosh omputer running virtual instruments in LabVIEW, partly from
Oxford and partly speially written for CDMS. The IGH Ma is equipped with remote
desktop software that allows it to be aessed from the surfae building. The mixture
an be diverted into or taken out of the storage keg, and the irulation pumps, as
well as the pump on the 1K pot, an be turned on or o in this way. Heaters on
the mixing hamber, still, and helium bath are also ontrolled in this way (although
they are unused during ordinary running). The IGH also allows monitoring, but
not ontrol, of fridge temperatures and ryogen levels. The IGH Ma publishes the
urrent values, trending plots, and long-term historial data to a web page (Fig. 3.2)
that an be monitored from anywhere.
Muh of the ryogeni system ommuniates with a Moore APACS industrial
ontrol unit. It ontinuously monitors temperatures in the refrigerator and iebox,
ryogen levels, pressures and pump speeds, and an automatially open and lose
valves, initiate or stop ryogen transfers, and turn o pumps to prevent damage in
runaway situations. As long as dewars are attahed to the transfer stations, APACS
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Figure 3.1: Cryogeni ontrol system at the Soudan Underground Lab. Components
inside the dashed box are physially inside the mine. Two-way arrows represent
ontrol and monitoring, while one-way arrows represent monitoring only. The remote
Intellution nodes are the primary means of remote ontrol, with the surfae IGH Ma
for ontrolling mixture irulation only. The web pages are the primary means of
remote monitoring.
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Figure 3.2: Trending monitoring plots from 2003, from IGH web page. Note two
ryogen transfers daily.
an keep the helium and nitrogen reservoirs and the old trap dewars full. These
operations an be triggered by minimum level thresholds, or on a pre-set daily shed-
ule. APACS an also adjust a needle valve to ontrol the lling rate of the 1K pot.
This is a oarse setting, used as a bakup for the nely adjustable manual needle
valve. These apabilities make it possible for the fridge to run over weekends with no
human intervention, and to reah a safe state if anything unexpeted should happen
overnight.
A PC running Fanu Intellution software is the interfae to APACS, allowing man-
ual ontrol from the loal PC or from Intellution nodes at the surfae and at Fermilab.
Monitoring (but not ontrol) is supported through a web page. The Intellution PC
also aggregates historial data and sends it to the DAQ for use in the DAQ's remote
monitoring GUI.
The APACS hardware has its own hannel of ommuniation with the DAQ, used
as an interlok. Before starting a ryogen transfer, APACS noties the DAQ and
waits for data taking to stop. After the transfer has nished, APACS signals the
DAQ that it is safe to start taking data again.
The mine is subjet to oasional power outages, espeially on summer nights when
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Minnesota has thunderstorms. Sudden loss of power ould easily ause a fridge rash
as the vauums soften, the 1K pot warms up, and irulation stops; it is important
to ensure that the automati and remote ontrol systems, as well as the remote
monitoring, an survive an outage long enough for the rew to take ation. The
APACS abinet, IGH, and the Intellution and IGH omputers are all powered through
uninterruptable power supply (UPS) units. The irulation pumps, vauum pumps,
and 1K pot pump have also been onneted to UPSs sine the beginning of Run 118.
3.4 Cold hardware
The iebox ontains a set of old hardware needed to mount and operate the detetors.
These xtures have been designed to minimize the heat onduted and radiated into
the old stages, and to allow the FETs to operate with suitably low noise. They
have been onstruted from sreened low-bakground materials, in partiular opper,
kapton, and a ustom low-ativity solder. The design and onstrution of the old
hardware for CDMS-II have been overseen and doumented with great are by Dennis
Seitz of the UC Berkeley group.
The full old hardware assembly is shown in Fig. 3.3. The detetors hang in the
middle of the iebox an, in a stak of six; their eletrial interfae is through the
detetor interfae board (DIB) and side oax board. Above the stak sits a heat-
sinking assembly known as the tower, and on top of the tower sit the old hardware
eletronis on a FET board and a SQUID board. The signals are arried to room
temperature in opper-kapton striplines, not shown in the gure. These omponents
are desribed in more detail in the setions below.
3.4.1 Detetor housing
Eah ZIP detetor is mounted in a hexagonal opper housing, held in plae with
three irlex lamps on the top fae and three on the bottom fae. In ontrast to a
on design that would maximally isolate eah detetor, the ZIP detetor housings
are open at the top and bottom. There is a vauum gap of 1 mm between adjaent
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Figure 3.3: Overview of old hardware, detetor stak, and iebox an. The ongu-
ration shown is for the Stanford iebox. At Soudan the inner lead shield is absent, and
the towers are plaed loser to the edge of the an (with one exatly in the enter).
Diagram by Dennis Seitz.
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detetors. This allows partiles to multiply satter in several detetors, whih an be
a powerful tool for studying and rejeting surfae ontaminant bakgrounds. Lids are
present only below the bottom and above the top detetor of a stak.
The detetor substrate's ats leave spae between the housing and the edge of
the rystal. The gap at one of the major ats is used to house the detetor interfae
board. The DIB is mounted to the detetor housing with two 0-80 srews, one at eah
end of the board. In order for the DIB to mate with the mill-max pins on the side
oax board, a speial slot is ut in the side of the detetor housing at this position.
3.4.2 Detetor Interfae Board
The immediate onnetion to the ZIP detetor is through the detetor interfae board,
or DIB, shown in Fig. 3.4 (a). It is a printed iruit board that sits at the major
at in the +y diretion of eah detetor (as shown in Fig. 3.3 for the topmost ZIP).
The DIB is wire-bonded to the detetor and mates with the side oax board through
mill-max onnetors.
The DIB also ontains the LEDs used to neutralize the detetors, shown in Fig.
3.4 (b). The position and orientation of the LEDs is important for understanding the
eetiveness of neutralization. Beause the LEDs are both loated on top of pin 10 of
the DIB, they are near the top surfae (phonon side) of the detetor, 6.2 mm to the
right of the enter. This orresponds to an angle of 10◦ lokwise from +y. One LED
is plaed physially in front of the other, so that the front LED looks out diretly at
the detetor, while the bak LED is partly shadowed. The intended onvention for
wire bonding is that the front LED be wired to pin 9 (LED 1), and the bak LED
be wired to pin 11 (LED 2). However, this has not been uniformly followed. DIBs
that were wire bonded at Berkeley have LED 1 in front of LED 2, but DIBs that
were wire bonded at Stanford have LED 2 in front of LED 1. Figure 3.4 (a) shows
the Berkeley onvention. The LED assignment will be standardized for future old
hardware assembly, with LED 1 always losest to the detetor.
The LEDs are Photoni Detetors PDI-E940 GaAs near-infrared emitters, with a
peak wavelength of 940 nm. CDMS uses the bare, 0.4-mm ubial LEDs rather than
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.4: The DIB and LEDs. In (a), an entire DIB, with the LEDs above the tenth
trae. The small holes are mill-max onnetors that mate with the side oax board,
while the two larger holes on either end mount the DIB to the detetor housing.
The tinned hannels at the top and bottom are wire-bonded to bonding pads on the
detetor itself. In (b), a loser view of the LEDs (photo by Dennis Seitz). The three
hannels at the top right are used for the LEDs: both anodes are epoxied to the
entral pin, and the athodes are wire-bonded to the pins on either side. One LED
sits diretly in front of the other.
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the pakaged surfae-mount version. Emission is through the top surfae (outside the
irular gold athode, visible in 3.4 (b)) and partly through the side surfaes. The
emission angle is 70◦ half-angle about the vertial : the light is preferentially direted
upwards, away from the detetor itself, and towards the detetor above. Therefore,
the exat geometry of the LEDs, and the pin assignment, should have little inuene
on the eetiveness of neutralization. The standard approah to neutralization uses
only LED 1, whih is intended to be the nearest LED to the detetor. Although some
detetors have the two LEDs reversed, the diretion of illumination means that there
should be little dierene between baking and ashing with the front or bak LED.
In a few ases, the wiring or behavior of the LEDs are dierent from usual. The
Si detetor T1 Z6 has its LED 1 upside-down, with the athode epoxied to the DIB
instead of the anode. It an still be operated by using a negative voltage bias, but
the light from the diode may shine mainly into the epoxy. This detetor is espeially
diult to neutralize.
3.4.3 Side Coax and Tower
Six detetors, along with their housings and DIBs, are assembled to make a stak.
Above the stak sits the tower, a multi-stage wiring and heat-sinking onstrution
that brings the detetor eletronis from the base temperature stage to the 4K stage
of the iebox. Although the term tower stritly refers only to the heat-sinking
assembly, the entire ombination of six detetors plus old hardware is often referred
to as a tower as well. On top of the tower are mounts for the SQUET ards and
SQUID boards that ontain the old eletronis for eah detetor.
The onnetion between the mill-max sokets on eah detetor's DIB and the
tower is made by the side oax board, whih holds sixteen oaxial lines and a set of
mill-max onnetor pins at eah end. The side oaxes ome in six dierent lengths, to
attah to the six detetor positions within the stak. The feedbak and bias resistors
for the ionization readout, as well as the oupling apaitor, are also housed on the
side oax board, near the detetor end.
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3.4.4 Cold eletronis
Some of the omponents of the phonon and ionization readout iruits, shown in Figs.
2.7 and 2.3, must be operated at ryogeni temperatures. The four SQUIDs sit on a
small board at 600 mK. The FET and additional omponents are on a larger board
onneted to the 4K stage; the FET itself is only weakly heat-sunk, and self-heats to
a toasty ∼130 K for optimal noise performane. The two boards are onneted by a
yover able, and the whole assembly is olletively known as a SQUET.
3.4.5 Striplines
The signals are arried to room temperature through exible, 2.5-m-wide, 3-meter-
long opper-kapton striplines. These are heat-sunk at 4 K and 77 K, and pass through
a opper radiation shield as they proeed through the eletronis stem and into a
breakout box.
The old end of a stripline attahes to a SQUET ard, and the warm end attahes
to a vauum D onnetor in the E-stem breakout box. The striplines are exible
enough to turn over a radius of a few inhes, but annot easily ross over eah other.
Therefore, it is neessary to arrange and stagger the striplines with the orret lengths
to reah their target SQUET ards with no rossings. This arrangement is xed before
the striplines are inserted, as the striplines are lamped into the thermal interepts and
a gamma radiation interept before the entire bundle is pulled through the eletronis
stem.
In preparation for the ve-tower run, the arrangement of the striplines was pre-
planned with a full-sale paper and ardboard mok-up. This should be re-made
before installing any additional detetor towers.
3.5 Shield
To redue bakgrounds to an aeptably low rate, the iebox is surrounded by several
layers of passive and ative shielding, as shown in Fig. 3.5. Innermost is the opper
of the detetor tower and housing itself. This opper is thin (∼few m on average),
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but is suient to stop alpha and beta radiation. Beause betas are an espeially
problemati bakground, it is important that the detetors are exposed to betas
only from soures on the detetors themselves and a small amount of immediately
surrounding, lean material.
Outside the iebox is a lead shield to stop environmental gammas. The outer 18
m are ordinary lead, and the inner 4.5 m are anient lead with no remaining
210
Pb.
Outermost is 40 m of polyethylene neutron moderator. The lead and polyethylene
shields are shaped similarly to the iebox, with a ylindrial form and a removable
lid. An ative muon veto is used to rejet (rare) events aused by osmi ray muons
passing through or near the iebox. The veto is omposed of 40 panels of sintillating
plasti, with photomultiplier tubes attahed to them. WIMP andidate events are
required to be in antioinidene with veto hits. A full desription of the Soudan veto
an be found in the dotoral thesis of its prinipal arhitet, Raymond Bunker [81℄.
3.6 Data aquisition hardware
The interfae to the detetors at room temperature is through the ZIP front end
board (FEB). This is a 9U rak-mounted board designed and built at Fermilab. It
applies the harge and phonon bias voltages; biases and loks the SQUIDs; zaps the
SQUIDs to remove trapped ux when neessary; runs the FET heaters; and ontrols
the ashing of the LEDs for spae harge neutralization. The front end board ontains
the integrating amplier that keeps the SQUID loked, and a front end amplier for
the ionization iruit. The nal stage is an output driver on eah hannel, with a high
pass lter at ∼ 1 Hz. A seond slow output for eah phonon hannel is low-pass
ltered instead, and retains only the osets. The FEBs are housed in an eletronis
rak immediately next to the eletronis stem.
From the FEB the signals are passed to a reeiver-trigger-lter (RTF) board in the
eletronis room. The reeiver adjusts all signals to be referened to the RTF board
ground, and reates a summed pulse for the four phonon hannels, and one for the two
harge hannels. The RTF board uses the phonon and / or harge summed pulses to
generate triggers aording to adjustable thresholds. There are ve distint triggers
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Figure 3.5: CDMS-II shield. The opper iebox is at the enter, surrounded by inner
polyethylene, anient lead, outer lead, outer polyethylene, and the muon veto. The
fridge is to the left, and the eletronis stem is to the right.
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per detetor: a high and low threshold for phonons, a high and low threshold for
harge, and a very low whisper trigger for phonons. The signals from the individual
hannels proeed from the reeiver to the physis lter. This adjusts the oset of the
signals in order to ontrol the baseline voltage, applies a high-pass lter at 150 Hz to
the harge hannels only, and nally passes all signals through an antialiasing lter.
This is the last stage before digitization. The antialiasing lter is nominally a 500
kHz low-pass lter, but simulation using Spie software shows it atually rolls o at
336 kHz.
The phonon and harge hannels are reorded with Struk SIS 3301 digitizers.
These have a 100 MHz sample rate, but perform on-board averaging in bloks of 80
samples to produe a signal at 1.25 MHz with true 14-bit preision. When a trigger is
reeived, the digitizers reord 2048 samples (1.6384 ms) for eah hannel. The trigger
is at sample number 512, so that we aquire the trae for 410 µs before and 1229 µs
after the trigger time. The slow oset signals are monitored and reorded only one
per trigger.
A trigger logi board (TLB) aggregates the trigger signals from the RTF boards,
and generates a global trigger whenever ertain programmable onditions are satised.
Usually, a phonon low trigger on any detetor gives a global trigger. Global triggers
an also be aused by hits in multiple veto paddles or by the DAQ software (random
triggers) to sample noise. The global trigger instruts the DAQ omputers to read
out the digitizers and trigger information. All triggers are stored in a trigger history
buer (SIS 3400) with 1 µs timing resolution, inluding those triggers that do not
ause a global trigger. The original history buer was apable of lling up and
overowing if it aumulated too many hits before a global trigger. In that ase
triggering information would be lost. In early 2004 it was upgraded to a ring buer,
whih is not vulnerable to this problem.
The veto paddle traes are reorded by Joerger VTR812 digitizers, whih take
1024 samples and operate at 5 MHz. Veto information is both stored as raw traes
and run through a omparator to generate disrete hits, whih are saved in a veto
history buer. The DAQ an be ongured to trigger on simultaneous hits in multiple
veto paddles (in the absene of any detetor ativity), for use in bakground studies
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with the veto itself.
3.7 Data aquisition software
The CDMS-II DAQ software has two omponents: the DAQ servers, whih run in the
mine; and the DAQ graphial user interfae (GUI), whih an be used anywhere. Both
software pakages have been developed by the UC Santa Barbara group of CDMS,
and are detailed in the dotoral dissertation of Joel Sander [82℄.
The loal DAQ server software runs on six dediated omputers in the eletronis
room, running Fermi Sienti Linux: tower1, tower2, vetorate, builder, ontrol, and
monitor. The rst three mahines reeive the data stream from the digitizers for the
detetors of Tower 1, Tower 2, and the muon veto respetively. Control ommuniates
with the DAQ hardware aross a GPIB interfae, sending ommands and settings to
the FEBs, RTF boards, TLBs, and TCBs. Builder reeives all event data from
the hardware, inluding digitized traes and the history buers, and forms CDMS-II
raw event data strutures that are written to disk. Monitor ensures that the DAQ
hardware and other software omponents are working orretly, and ommuniates
with the GUI.
An auxiliary omputer in the mine, datasrv, runs a web server to publish in-
formation from the DAQ. The arhived ryogeni monitoring information from the
Intellution PC is kept here, as well as a table of ompleted data sets with operator
omments and information about the run mode and number of events, a reord of the
experimental onguration, and noise spetra from eah run. One the data has been
written to disk in the mine, datasrv writes a opy to digital tape, and sends a opy to
the Soudan Analysis Cluster in the surfae building. A seond tape arhive is made
at the surfae. Beause the internet onnetion from the SAC to the outside world
has limited bandwidth, raw data is sent to other institutions for future reproessing
in the form of tape arhives. The raw data is proessed and redued with Dark Pipe
at the SAC and other institutions (see Se. 8.1).
The DAQ GUI is a self-ontained program that an be run anywhere. It has been
written in Java, and is ompatible with any omputer arhiteture and operating
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system that has a Java virtual mahine. Ordinarily, the GUI allows users to see
the DAQ state, monitoring information, and trending ryogeni data. Users in this
observer mode annot ontrol anything, beyond posting messages that are visible
to all users. The DAQ GUI an also be run in a trusted mode from a few loations
in the mine and at the surfae. This allows runs to be started and stopped, and all
run ongurations to be hanged. Operators taking shifts at Soudan an fully ontrol
the experiment through the GUI, whih ommuniates with the servers using Java
remote method invoation (RMI) and CORBA protools.
Routine operations of the DAQ are automated, and require little or no operator
intervention. Data taking is automatially stopped before a ryogen transfer begins,
using the signal reeived from APACs, and restarted after the end of the transfer.
The detetors and DAQ hardware are ongured at the start of eah run using stored
settings. LED ashes are also performed periodially, in order to maintain good
neutralization and ensure full harge olletion. Shift takers use the GUI to hange
the experimental mode when taking alibration data with a radioative soure, to
take test data, and to diagnose or x problems with the experimental state.
Extensive remote monitoring is possible through the DAQ GUI. A noise viewer
shows the noise power spetral density on eah hannel, using the 500 noise traes
reorded at the beginning of every data set. This is routinely heked by the shift
takers in order to make sure that the detetors are properly biased, and that no
new soures of noise pikup have appeared (for instane, from a piee of eletroni
equipment that's not normally in use during data taking). There is also an automati
hek of the noise spetra, used as a bakup for diret human supervision. The DAQ
also monitors the rate of triggers on eah detetor, the rate of veto hits, and the osets
on the phonon hannels. Any hange in these generates a warning, and may indiate
that a hannel is not ongured properly, has a loose eletrial onnetion, or has lost
SQUID lok and needs to be reset. In most ases, suh problems an be resolved by
stopping the data run and restarting, sine this repeats the entire detetor and DAQ
onguration proedure.
Besides the DAQ monitoring tools, there is a separate fast analysis program,
written in Root, whih generates additional diagnostis. These inlude box and delay
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plots, energy spetra, and yield bands, and are often helpful to the shift takers in
diagnosing and xing any problems.
The CDMS-II DAQ at Soudan an take data at a high rate, with a dead time
as low as 26 ms (38 Hz). The trigger rate during low-bakground data is low, less
than 1 Hz, but in alibration mode we take data at 10 Hz or above. This is useful
for aumulating large statistis in the gamma alibration, but is most important
for in situ neutron alibration. Exposure to neutrons ativates the Ge detetors,
transmuting some
70
Ge atoms into unstable
71
Ge. We therefore desire to minimize
the time spent with the neutron soure inserted, and to take neutron alibration data
at as high a rate as possible.
3.8 Commissioning
The CDMS-II experiment at Soudan reahed stable operation through the onerted
eort of many people. A large part of this dotoral thesis work was spent in the
ommissioning eort from 2002 through 2005. The author's rst shift at Soudan was
in June 2002, with 25 trips between then and February 2005. A very omplete reord
of the ommissioning proess may be found in the thesis of another graduate student
who was instrumental in making the experiment work, Vuk Mandi [53℄.
Chapter 4
ZIP position sensitivity
ZIP detetors were designed to provide a very rih stream of information for every
interation. The quasipartile-assisted TESs respond quikly to athermal phonons,
with rise times on the order of tens of miroseonds. The sound speed is about 5
mm/µs in Ge and 8 mm/µs in Si1, so that the shapes and start times of the phonon
pulses ontain information about the types of phonons absorbed and the distanes
they traveled before reahing the sensors. Beause the phonon sensors are segmented
into four quadrants, the partition of energy among the four hannels and their relative
delays allow the x-y position of events to be estimated in two independent ways. The
good performane of the straightforward position reonstrutions in the inner few
m of the detetor has been demonstrated using ollimated soures [84℄, but here we
fous on the badly-behaved regions where reonstrution beomes very diult.
This and subsequent hapters will use a oordinate system xed to the ZIP de-
tetor, with its geometry shown in Fig. 2.5. The depth z is dened to be zero at the
top (phonon) surfae, and 1 m at the bottom (harge) surfae. The positive x axis
is dened by the line from the enter of the detetor along the boundary between
quadrants C and D, and the positive y axis is the boundary between quadrants A
and D. These will often be onverted into polar oordinates r and θ where onve-
nient. These detetor oordinates do not have the same true orientation in spae for
1
At 20 K. The values at 50 mK are similar, with dierent group veloities for the transverse and
longitudinal modes.
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Figure 4.1: Box plot for T1 Z5. Cyan (light) points are inner eletrode events, while
red (dark) points are outer and shared events.
all detetors. Starting from the topmost detetor of a tower and going down, eah
detetor is rotated by 60
◦
relative to the one above it.
4.1 x-y position
The rst position reonstrution omes from the partition of energy among the four
phonon quadrants. The two oordinates are
xppart =
pc + pd− pa− pb
pt
yppart =
pa + pd− pb− pc
pt
They an also be expressed as polar oordinates, useful for the ylindrial ZIP
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detetors.
rppart =
√
xppart2 + yppart2
thetappart = arctan−1
(
yppart
xppart
)
A plot of these two partition oordinates is also known as a box plot beause of
its harateristially square shape. Partition is a good estimator of position near the
enter of the detetor, but farther out it begins to undergo some pathologies. The
events losest to the outer edge of the detetor, with the highest physial radius, do
not have the highest values of rppart, but instead fold bak to smaller values. The
density of points is very high at the outer edge of the plot, representing a seond
pathology: pile-up where rppart is not very sensitive to hanges in physial radius.
The foldbak and pile-up are learly visible in Fig. 4.1, where the outer-eletrode
events our loser to the enter of the plot than many inner-eletrode events.
A seond position reonstrution omes from the relative delays of the pulses in
the four phonon quadrants. We use a start time dened by the point at whih the
pulse in eah quadrant reahes 20% of its peak value, P ?r20. The two oordinates
are
xdel =
{
PAr20− PDr20, for events in quadrants A or D
PBr20− PCr20, for events in quadrants B or C
ydel =
{
PBr20− PAr20, for events in quadrants A or B
PCr20− PDr20, for events in quadrants C or D
The polar oordinates rdel and thetadel are dened in the same way as their partition
equivalents.
A plot of these two delay oordinates is known as a delay plot. Like partition,
delay has a very lean response near the enter of the detetor, but begins to pile up
and fold bak somewhat at large radii. Fig. 4.2 illustrates the properties using outer-
eletrode events; it also shows the dierene in delay aused by the hoie of rystal
substrate. Delay plots in Si (right) are muh smaller than those in Ge (left) beause
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: Delay plots for T1 Z5 (a) and T2 Z2 (b). Cyan (light) points are inner
eletrode events, while red (dark) points are outer and shared events. The delay plot
on the right is muh smaller beause of the faster speed of sound in Si than in Ge.
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of the faster sound speed in Si. The physial outer edge of the rystal atually
orresponds to the inner edge of the ring of QO events. This radial degeneray
is unfortunately generi to ZIP detetor position estimators, beause of dereased
resolution far from the quadrant boundaries, and beause of inreased reetion from
the outer detetor edge. Fortunately, delay and partition do not undergo foldbak at
exatly the same physial radius, so one an be used to break the degeneray of the
others. This will be explored later in this hapter.
4.2 Depth (z position)
The original design goal of ZIP detetors was to use the fast, athermal phonon signals
to measure the depth of eah event. Beause the phonons take several miroseonds to
propagate aross the 1-m thikness of the rystals, while the ionization signal is very
fast, it was expeted that the delay of the phonon pulse relative to ionization would be
diretly proportional interation depth. An interation near the top (phonon sensor
side) would produe a phonon pulse starting almost immediately, with a very small
delay. For an interation near the bottom (ionization sensor side), the phonons would
have to propagate aross the full 1 m before being absorbed, and would therefore have
a large delay. Events in the bulk of the rystal would have intermediate phonon start
times, faster or slower depending on the z oordinates of the interations. This depth
sensitivity would be used to rejet events near either surfae, where the ionization
signal an be suppressed and yield-based disrimination is ompromised.
In pratie, this ontinuous depth information is overwhelmed by several other
eets. The rst is the large ontribution of the fast Neganov-Tromov-Luke phonons
to the rising edge of the phonon pulses. Beause the Luke phonons have relatively low
energies (THz frequenies), they satter very little and propagate ballistially. The
number of Luke phonons is diretly proportional to the bias of the ionization iruit.
In the deep site at Soudan, and for half of the shallow SUF run, the bias is -3V for Ge
detetors and -4V for Si detetors. At this bias, the phonon signal is omposed of equal
parts primary and Luke phonons. The primary phonons are initially high-energy, and
undergo frequent sattering (elasti Rayleigh sattering) and down-onversion. They
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propagate as a diuse loud until they are absorbed or reah a low enough energy that
their mean free path is long ompared to the size of the rystal and they propagate
ballistially. The primary phonons produed by an interation therefore onvey depth
information that an be extrated by studying phonon pulse delay. The Luke phonons,
on the other hand, are always fast, propagating ballistially from the start. They tend
to dominate the rising edge of the pulse, and to wash out the depth information.
2
If the Luke phonons are tightly beamed in the diretion of travel of the harges,
the situation may be even worse: they an atively anel out some of the posi-
tion information of the primary phonons. If an interation takes plae near the top
(phonon side) of the detetor, the harges (ordinarily, holes) moving toward the bot-
tom (ionization side) travel through a potential dierene of nearly the full 3V, while
the harges (ordinarily, eletrons) moving toward the phonon side experiene only
a small hange in potential. The majority of the Luke phonons are then emitted
by the holes and beamed downward, away from the phonon sensor. In the oppo-
site ase, an interation near the bottom of the detetor will produe Luke phonons
predominantly beamed toward the phonon sensor. Thus, the start of the phonon
pulse beomes faster for events far from the phonon side, and slower for events near
the phonon side. This runs exatly ounter to the depth sensitivity of the primary
phonons, and may partially negate it.
The seond eet that makes depth reonstrution using phonon start time dif-
ult is a surfae eet. When an interation takes plae near either the top or
the bottom surfae, the phonon pulses beome signiantly faster than usual, both
in start time and rise time. This eet is attributed to the interation of primary
phonons with the metal lms on the surfaes, allowing them to down-onvert to lower
energies and beome ballisti. Beause the eet is similar on both sides of the de-
tetor, it is not simply proximity to the phonon sensors that is important, but to any
metallized surfae. The faster timing for surfae events (and relatively slower timing
for neutrons) is shown in Fig. 4.3.
In summary, the expeted diret mapping between z and phonon pulse start time
2
At low ionization bias this eet disappears, and the dispersion in phonon delay for gamma
satters inreases. This is an indiation of partially reovered depth sensitivity.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.3: Delay (a) and rise time (b) of surfae events in T1 Z5. The small (blue)
points are
133
Ba alibration gamma satters, the light (green) points are
252
Cf neu-
trons, and the dark (red) points are ejetrons from the barium alibration set. All
events are 10− 100 keV in reoil energy.
is weak, but there is a signiant surfae eet that gives events very near the surfaes
faster start times and rise times. Although this is not the form of depth information
originally envisioned from ZIP detetors, it is now the standard way of dening a
duial volume and rejeting surfae events in CDMS-II. We wish to remove near-
surfae events that may have redued ionization yield, and keep events in the bulk.
For this appliation, analog depth information is not needed, and the faster rise and
delay of surfae satters provide enough information.
4.3 Compliations of ZIP detetor analysis
The simplest analysis of ZIP detetor data is a diret appliation of the tehniques
developed for an earlier generation of CDMS detetors, the Berkeley Large Ionization
and Phonon detetors ("BLIPs") [43℄. The BLIPs were true alorimeters, olleting
thermal phonons from the rystal using neutron transmutation-doped thermistors.
As suh, they provided no information about the physial loation of an interation,
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with the exeption that events ourring inside the thermistors themselves were iden-
tied and rejeted. The slow, thermal phonon pulses had typial rise times of several
milliseonds, and fall times of tens of milliseonds; the shapes and start times of these
pulses did not allow disrimination of surfae reoils from bulk reoils. Furthermore,
the alorimetri measurement had no signiant position-dependent eets, and nat-
urally gave a linear response with energy, so that there was little need for omplex
orretions or reonstrutions. The phonon pulses were t in the time domain, with
a xed template for eah hannel. The phonon response of the BLIPs did suer from
a dependene on the rystal substrate temperature, but this was eetively removed
using a time-varying alibration based on daily heat-pulse alibrations and ontinuous
measurements of the NTD resistanes. The ionization pulses were t using a xed
signal template for eah hannel, but in the frequeny domain with an optimal lter
generated by the template and the known noise power spetrum.
Therefore, it was possible to eetively extrat and use all of the information
provided by BLIP detetors in a straightforward way. Eletromagneti bakground
rejetion was aomplished by a ut on ionization yield, assuming Gaussian variane
on the energy estimates and a simple energy-dependent form for the mean yield of
nulear reoils: YNR = cE
d
R and σNR = aER + b. The four parameters a, b, c, and d
were tted to the observed yield bands of neutrons from in situ
252
Cf alibrations. Be-
sides the main yield-based bakground rejetion ut, a duial volume ut was applied
based on the amount of energy in the outer and inner eletrodes, and data quality
uts rejeted events with exessive eletroni noise, event pile-up, or oinidene with
muons in the veto [75, 76℄.
This analysis was arried over to ZIP detetors with a few hanges: a dierent
energy estimation algorithm, and new uts to make use of the new position informa-
tion generated by ZIPs. Beause the ZIP phonon pulses are muh faster, and beause
their shapes are not xed, they are t in the frequeny domain with an optimal l-
ter (Se. 8.1.1) instead of a time-domain template. This deision to apply optimal
ltering to the phonon pulses had signiant onsequenes for the uniformity of the
phonon energy alibration, as will be seen. The ZIP detetors were designed to take
advantage of phonon timing information, so an additional ut was developed to use
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rise time to rejet events near the rystal surfaes, where yield-based disrimination
an fail.
Surfae event rejetion an be aomplished by a xed ut on 10-40% rise time.
Surfae events have faster rise times and are rejeted, while most bulk nulear and
eletron reoils have suiently slow rise times to be aepted. This rise time ut,
ombined with the standard ionization yield ut, onstitutes the most straightforward
ZIP analysis, and the one losest to the analysis tehniques used for BLIPs. During
the rst run of six ZIP detetors at SUF, however, it quikly beame apparent that
this simple approah was inadequate. The phonon pulse shape, inluding the rise
time, has a strong intrinsi position dependene, and the phonon energy alibration
may also vary with position for detetors with a signiant T c gradient, as desribed
above 4.1. Furthermore, the use of optimal ltering on the phonon pulses introdued
new ompliations. The optimal lter was alulated from a template with a xed
pulse shape for eah hannel, but ZIP detetors (by design) have pulse shapes that
vary with depth, Luke phonon fration, and x-y position. Optimal ltering folds
this pulse shape variation into the phonon energy alulation: two pulses with the
same total energy, but dierent shapes, generally have dierent estimated energies.
In partiular, the pulse whose shape is more similar to the template shape will have
a higher estimated energy. Only one of the original six ZIP detetors, Z1, had a very
large T c gradient, but all suered from optimal lter-indued variation in the phonon
energy alibration, and all required a way to separate the depth information in pulse
shapes from the intrinsi variation with x-y position in order to rejet surfae events
while keeping bulk events aross the rystal.
Chapter 9 is devoted to the onstrution of timing uts used to rejet surfae
events for the one- and two-tower WIMP-searh runs from Soudan.
4.4 Look-up table orretion
These issues have been addressed by orretions applied before making any uts.
The intent was to reate relative quantities that are uniform with x-y position and
energy, and as far as possible, onsistent aross detetors. The orreted phonon
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reoil energy is the best estimate of the physial energy deposited by an interation.
The orreted timing quantities, on the other hand, no longer orrespond diretly
to the physial properties of the phonon pulse, but instead ombine several dierent
kinds of information into a timing parameter suitable for utting on. For example,
the orreted rise time of a pulse may be quite dierent from the physial rise time
of that pulse, but orreted rise time retains depth information while evening out
x-y position and energy dependenes. The orretion algorithms desribed below
were developed by Blas Cabrera and Clarene Chang, and are detailed in the latter's
dotoral dissertation [83℄.
The rst pass at a position orretion was a matrix made by gridding the detetor
radially and azimuthally on a delay plot. The orretion value for a given quantity
at a given grid ell was found by averaging that same quantity for a sample of good
alibration gamma events in that ell. The grid of orretion values formed a look-up
table: the orretion was applied by interpolating between the nearby grid points
to nd the loal orretion value, and dividing it out. This tehnique was applied
diretly to timing quantities like rise time, and phonon energies were orreted by
applying the orretion to ionization yield.
3
Near the enter of the detetor, and
for the best detetors, this approah worked well. However, phonon delay is not an
unambiguous measure of event loation beause of pile-up and foldbak. In addition,
the gridding in polar oordinates was somewhat undesirable, sine the size of eah ell
was not very well mathed to the density of alibration points available to alulate
the orretion value for that ell.
The urrent look-up table substantially improves on the earlier version. We use
a matrix of alibration gamma events in three dimensions, with no binning. The x
and y oordinates are the two axes of a partition plot, xppart and yppart. The third
oordinate, forming the z axis, is the delay plot radius rdel. In this spae, the lous
of bulk gamma events takes the form of a basket that urls in around the top, as
both partition and delay beome badly behaved and fold bak. The ombination
of delay and partition is suient to break the degeneraies in eah and ahieve a
3
Assuming that the ionization signal has no position dependene. See Se. 5.9 for a small gradient
in harge alibration.
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Figure 4.4: Look-up table orretion of T1 Z1, showing unorreted yield (top row)
and rise time (middle row). The olumns represent four dierent slies through the
3-d manifold, as indiated in the bottom row. Soure: C. Chang [83℄.
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Figure 4.5: Look-up table orretion of T1 Z1, showing yield before and after or-
retion. The four olumns are four slies through the 3-d orretion manifold, as
indiated in the bottom row. The top row shows unorreted ionization yield, and
the middle row shows orreted yield. Soure: C. Chang [83℄.
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good orretion. The metri of this three-dimensional spae is Eulidean, with a
xed saling applied to the delay of eah detetor so that the basket is about as tall
as it is wide. Eah look-up table point is reated by averaging the yield, rise time,
et. of a number Navg of alibration gammas. To apply the orretion to a given
data event, its values of xppart, yppart, and rdel determine its loation in the 3-d
spae of the manifold. The orretion fators used for the event are the weighted
average of the Nneighbor nearest look-up table points, where Nneighbor is optimized to
be large enough to smooth out any random satter in the look-up table points, but
small enough to preserve real position variation. The manifold for the look-up table
orretion is shown in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5. In eah ase, we show four slies through
the manifold, as indiated on the box plot in the bottom row of the gure. Figure
4.4 shows unorreted ionization yield and phonon rise time, and Fig. 4.5 shows the
eetiveness of the orretion in removing the position orretion in ionization yield.
In addition to position dependene, the timing of ZIP detetor phonon pulses
varies with energy. The phonon energy alibration also varies somewhat with en-
ergy, beause of nonlinearities in the TES responses. Therefore, the urrent phonon
orretion also inorporates an energy orretion, determined by a simple funtional
form with a few parameters. The total phonon energy is linearized relative to the
ionization energy (assuming that the ionization signal has no saturation eets or
other nonlinearities), using the funtional form p′ = τ
(
e
p
τ − 1). The timing pa-
rameters, suh as rise time and phonon delay, have been orreted using the form
p′ = p
a+cEb
R
. In the most reent analysis of Soudan data, some timing parameters are
instead energy-orreted with the funtional form p′ = p
a+c tanh(bER)
, but the idea is
unhanged. The oeients are hosen so that the energy dependene of eah timing
quantity is removed for a sample of good bulk alibration gamma events.
The look-up table orretion, inluding the energy linearization, has been a very
suessful and integral part of all published CDMS results from ZIP detetors [85, 86,
87, 27℄.
It is important to note that the look-up table orretion breaks the degeneray in
the partition and delay plots in order to group events that are physially near eah
other in x-y position, but it does not provide an estimated x and y. Suh a position
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reonstrution would also be quite useful in several ways. First, it is somewhat
diult to study the eets of the urrent look-up table orretion in the three-
dimensional manifold spae. Seond, a physial radius an be used to help lassify
multiply-sattering events: low-yield surfae events in two detetors should be found
at almost the same loation in both detetors, but doubly-sattering neutrons travel
farther between interations and are likely to have moved farther in x-y spae. Third,
surfae ontaminants may be loalized on or near the detetors, so that a position
reonstrution an help identify them. Finally, the eetiveness of the timing and
yield disrimination appear to be dominated urrently by systematis assoiated with
remaining position dependene, espeially in the outer parts of the detetor, where
delay and partition are worst-behaved and the manifold tends to bunh up. A
position reonstrution would make these problems more tratable.
As a more general onsideration, the analyses using the look-up table orre-
tion are fored to hoose some measured quantities as position estimators (relative
partition and delay of phonon energy among the four quadrants), and others as dis-
rimination parameters (rise time and delay of phonons relative to ionization). In
reality, all of these quantities are sensitive to position, reoil type, and depth, to
varying degrees. (This is true to an even greater degree for the new generation of
one-inh-thik detetors, now under development). The partition and delay used to
reate the orretion manifold do not have idential distributions for bulk eletron re-
oils, surfae eletron reoils, and nulear reoils, so that a look-up table reated from
a gamma alibration annot perfetly orret neutrons or surfae betas. It would be
desirable to put all of the measured quantities on an even footing, taking advantage
of the information about x-y position, reoil type, and depth in every observable in a
onsistent way.
4.5 Delay-based position reonstrution
The problem of reonstruting event loation has also been addressed by Gensheng
Wang, as detailed in his dissertation [88℄. His approah uses physial alulations
and empirial ts to data to onstrut a mapping from event loation to measured
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phonon delay. Inverting this map allows the loation of an event to be estimated in
x, y, and z. The delays used are the start times of the phonon signals in all four
phonon sensors relative to the start of the ionization signal.
The alulation begins with simulated events distributed throughout the rystal
in a uniform grid of x, y, and z oordinates. For eah starting loation, it is assumed
that the phonons propagate ballistially until they are absorbed by one of the phonon
sensors and ontribute to the observed pulse in that sensor; or run into another
surfae, and are lost. The result is a alulated delay between eah interation and
the start of the phonon pulse in eah of the four quadrants. This alulated result
is mathed to the data by allowing the delays in eah quadrant to be saled by a
onstant fator, and demanding that the delay plot have the orret size. This gives
a formula for delay as a funtion of position, with a alulated funtional form and
four free parameters. The inverse funtion is represented by a fth-order polynomial,
and an be used as a position reonstrution.
This reonstrution does largely eliminate the fold-bak in delay radius for most
detetors, although it leaves a region of pile-up near the edge of the detetor. Beause
the reonstrution is dened for bulk gammas, other types of events (neutrons and
surfae betas, whih have very dierent delays) are assigned reonstruted positions
that are not physial, but that may still be useful. For example, a signiant fration
of nulear reoils have reonstruted position with radius > 3.81 m (the physial
radius of the detetor substrate), allowing the reonstruted radius to be used as a
disrimination parameter. Interpretation of the reonstruted z oordinate is om-
plex. Like the phonon delay time itself, the z oordinate onstruted in this analysis
has weak sensitivity to depth within the bulk of the rystal, and signiant sensi-
tivity to surfae eets, so that events near either surfae have low reonstruted z,
and events in the bulk of the rystal have a distribution of z values. This has also
suessfully been used by Wang as a ut parameter for surfae event rejetion.
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4.6 Parametrizing the look-up table manifold
Sine the spae of the look-up table does a reasonably good job of breaking the
degeneraies present in the delay and partition reonstrutions individually, this same
spae ould form the basis of a position reonstrution. All that would be needed is
a way of parametrizing the two-dimensional manifold within the three-dimensional
spae of xppart, yppart, and rdel. A rst attempt along these lines was made in 2003,
during the analysis of the one-tower run in the Stanford Underground Faility, but
with rdel replaed by another position-sensitive quantity: the sum of the peak-to-20%
fall times in the four quadrants, ftsum.
The approah in this analysis was ompletely empirial, and was only applied to
one Ge detetor (Z5). First, the detetor was divided into twenty narrow pie-slie
wedges using the partition angle. Within eah slie, the lous of points in the two-
dimensional spae of rppart and ftsum formed a shape resembling a shrimp, with
the tail at the enter of the detetor, the bak urving along the region in whih the
two parameters fold bak, and the head made up of points near the edge, in the outer
eletrode. The points an be ordered by following the shrimp from its tail (r = 0) to its
head (r = 3.81 m), and this ordering gives a physial radius estimate when ombined
with the onstraint that gamma events in the low-bakground data set should have a
uniform physial density. The reonstrution was performed iteratively. The zeroth
step ordered the points aording to the sum of rppart and ftsum, appropriately
weighted, and the ordering was saled to give a radius parameter between 0 and 1
for eah data point. The rst step t a seond-order polynomial to rppart and to
ftsum as a funtion of the radial parameter. These funtional-form ts eetively
parametrized the manifold. Every data point was mathed to the losest point on the
parametrized manifold, giving a new ordering and a new radial parameter. The seond
step t new polynomials to rppart and ftsum as funtions of the radial parameter
from the rst step, and so on through four iterations. All iterations after the rst used
third-order polynomials. The nal step was to onvert the nal ordering of points into
a physial radius estimate using the known uniform distribution of low-bakground
events.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.6: Partition radius rppart (a) and delay radius rdel (b) vs. radius reon-
struted aording to the method of setion 4.6. Blue points are events primarily in
the inner eletrode, while red points are events primarily in the outer eletrode.
This proedure was very suessful, onstruting a monotoni radius estimate for
gamma events in a single detetor, shown in Fig. 4.6.
However, this approah had several limits on its appliability. First, it required
a signiant amount of human intervention to build the model. The relative weight-
ing of rppart and ftsum were set by hand, and the degrees of the polynomials in
eah step were arefully hosen so that the iterative proess would not fall into any
pathologies, suh as over-tting. Even so, the ordering of points produed by this
proess was not perfet; near the edge of the detetor, the ts sometimes doubled
bak on themselves, produing non-physial and inorret radial estimates. There-
fore, applying this tehnique to multiple detetors would be labor-intensive. Seond,
the ts in eah pie-slie of the detetor were ompletely independent of eah other.
Thus, it ould not be guaranteed that the parameterizations in neighboring angular
bins would math up well, and the tting proess had to be supervised to ensure
this. Third, the fall-time sum proved only to be a useful position parameter for some
detetors. In the silion detetors, it does not onvey any useful position information
at all. This was also true in one of the germanium detetors, Z2.
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Therefore, this reonstrution an be regarded as a promising and interesting ap-
proah, but in need of further development. The ZIP funtional-form-based position
orretion developed in Chapter 6 of this thesis will improve and generalize this ap-
proah into a full and robust analysis of ZIP detetor data.
Chapter 5
Position dependene in ionization
Although the ionization signal is not as strongly position dependent as the phonon
signal, several types of position dependene are seen. There are strongly loalized
features assoiated with fringing eets and hanges in grounding near the outer
edge of eah detetor. When a detetor is not well neutralized, its harge olletion
eieny may vary with event loation. Finally, even in the ase of well-neutralized
detetors, we onsistently see a residual gradient in harge olletion, manifested as
a gradient along the detetor's y axis. Several possible auses of this eet will be
disussed.
These eets are dealt with in the analysis in dierent ways. The disrete, near-
edge eets are ut out by the duial volume ut. Neutralization problems are
avoided through an adequate LED ashing routine and monitoring, with any suspet
data sets removed from the analysis. The residual gradient is orreted using a simple
funtional-form adjustment as desribed below.
5.1 Theory of ionization readout
Whenever a partile interation reates ionization in the rystal, the harges initially
appear as a small loud of eletrons and holes. Some of these quikly reombine, but
most of them are separated in the drift eld and move aross the rystal. Sine we
ordinarily operate with a harge bias of −3 V in Ge or −4 V in Si, the drift eld is
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Figure 5.1: Mehanism of ionization signal. The initial interation produes a loud
of eletrons and holes (left). As they drift aross the rystal, urrent ows to form
image harges on the eletrodes (right).
3−4 V/m, with positive holes attrated towards the eletrode on the ionization side
of the detetor, and negative eletrons attrated towards the ground plane dened by
the phonon side. The harges are ontinuously aelerated by the drift eld, and they
shed energy by emitting Neganov-Tromov-Luke phonons (Luke phonons) until they
reah a onstant drift veloity (approximately the speed of sound). At the surfae,
the harges are trapped at the boundary between the rystal and the amorphous
silion layer, where they remain until they slowly tunnel aross this barrier into the
eletrode. This tunneling is very slow ompared to the harge readout, so that it
allows surfae harges to dissipate without aeting the ionization signal.
Although the harges do not physially enter the eletrodes over the time sale of
a pulse, the motion of the harges through the rystal does indue external urrents.
The physial harges ause image harges to arise on the ondutors as shown in
Fig. 5.1, and these image harges are atually measured. Ramo's theorem provides a
onvenient method of alulating the indued urrents.
The bottom fae of eah ZIP detetor is segmented into an inner dis-shaped
eletrode and an outer annular eletrode. Any motion of harges within the rystal
indues urrents on the eletrodes. In general, the urrents an be indued on the
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inner and outer eletrode, ground, and the eletrodes of neighboring detetors; all of
these possibilities must be onsidered. For the usual, full-olletion ase (Se. 5.1.2),
it will be shown that the situation is simple, and there is no rosstalk.
5.1.1 Ramo's theorem
Ramo's theorem gives the urrent indued by the motion of harges in spae, on a
ondutor held at onstant potential. The theorem an be stated as
Ij = −q~v · ~∇Vj (5.1)
where Ij is the urrent indued on the j
th
ondutor by the motion of a harge q with
a veloity ~v. The Ramo potential Vj is the potential that results if the ondutor j
is held at 1 volt, all other ondutors are grounded, and any other spae or surfae
harges are removed. However, the measured pulse height depends only on the total
indued harge, not on the instantaneous urrents. The integral of the urrent has the
very onvenient property that it only depends on the Ramo potentials at the stopping
and starting points, and not on the path that the harges follow. The indued harge
is
Qj = −q (Vj (~xf )− Vj (~xi)) (5.2)
when a harge q travels over a path from ~xi to ~xf . In our detetors, the ordinary
ase is that a number n of eletrons and n holes are reated at an initial interation
site ~xi, the eletrons all drift until they reah a surfae at ~xe, and the holes reah a
surfae at ~xh. The indued harge is then
Qj = ne (Vj (~xe)− Vj (~xh)) (5.3)
depending only on the nal destination of the eletrons and the holes.
The Ramo elds of the inner and outer eletrodes, along with the full drift eld,
an be alulated by relaxation. The CDMS ollaboration has performed several suh
omputations to study dierent aspets of the ionization readout. One alulation
has been done by Blas Cabrera using a nite element method in Matlab's PDE
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toolbox. Another alulation, taking into aount the oating metal surfaes in the
outer region of the detetor, has been performed by the author using a xed grid in
Matlab. The results of this alulation are shown in Fig. 5.5, and will be used to
understand various harge-hannel phenomena in the following setions. It is assumed
that all harges drift along eld lines until they enounter an eletrode, the edge of the
detetor, or a trapping site. This assumption is not perfet, however, sine eletrons
and holes in ryogeni Si and Ge have anisotropi masses. However, deviations from
this law are unimportant whenever the eld oinides with a 〈100〉 or 〈111〉 rystal
axis, as is the usual ase for ZIP detetors.
Speial are has been taken in handling the oating metal surfaes in the outer
region of the phonon surfae. These pathes are ondutors, so there an be no
potential dierene aross them; however, the potential is not xed, and is not known
a priori. We assume that the oating regions are oupled to the ground of the phonon
side through a large resistane, so that they are at 0 V before the beginning of a pulse.
As the harges drift, the total harge on eah oating path must be kept onstant.
This ondition is imposed using the priniple of superposition. We rst perform a
relaxation to nd the Ramo eld when the oating metal is held at 1 V, and then
a seond time at 0 V. These alulations give two sets of Ramo potentials, V 1 Vj (~x)
and V 0j (~x). In eah ase, we then use Gauss's law to nd the indued harge on the
oating metal. Let this be denoted Q1 Vfl and Q
0
fl for the two voltages. The true
Ramo potential is
Vj(~x) = V
0
j (~x)−
Q0fl
Q1 Vfl
V 1 Vj (~x). (5.4)
This gives the orret Ramo potential of any point in the detetor (inluding the
oating metal surfae itself) relative to the ondutor j, in the presene of the non-
grounded ondutor.
5.1.2 Full harge olletion
Full harge olletion ours when the eletrons migrate to the grounded surfae
of the detetor's phonon side, and the holes migrate all the way to the inner or
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outer eletrode. For full-harge-olletion events in the inner region, Vinner (~xe) =
Vouter (~xe) = Vouter (~xh) = 0, and Vinner (~xh) = 1, so that Qinner = ne and Qouter = 0.
Thus, Ramo's theorem shows that there is no intrinsi rosstalk between the inner
and outer hannels, and that the indued harge is equal to the amount of ionization
produed. This ase orresponds to the main QI population of events (Fig. 5.2 A),
and the seondary QO population of events (Fig. 5.2 I ).
Although Ramo's theorem predits no dependene on the value of the bias voltage,
the eld must be large enough to separate the eletrons and the holes in the initial
harge loud. If the voltage is set to zero, many of the harges reombine, and harge
olletion is zero or small, depending on the residual stray elds. As the voltage is
inreased, harge olletion inreases, approahing a onstant, full olletion at a few
volts.
5.1.3 Suppressed harge olletion
Whenever the harges fail to reah a surfae with Ramo potential of zero or one, the
indued harge on the eletrode will be less than ne. This an happen for a number
of reasons. The drifting harges may be trapped at harged impurity sites; they may
interset the outer ylindrial wall of the detetor; they may reah a surfae that
is eletrially oating; or they may fail to be separated eetively and reombine.
These ases are summarized shematially in Fig. 5.2 and disussed in the following
setions.
5.2 Charge trapping and neutralization
Charge trapping ours when the eletrons or holes enounter harged defet sites
in the rystal. When the detetors are initially ooled to operating temperature,
there are many suh sites, so that the drift length is short. Beause the harges are
stopped before drifting aross the full thikness of the rystal, the indued harge is
suppressed, and yield-based disrimination may be ompromised. In order to ahieve
a good ionization signal, the detetor is illuminated with LEDs while the eletrodes
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are grounded. The near-infrared photons exite eletrons and holes that are trapped
at the harged impurities, neutralizing them. As the drift length approahes the
thikness of the detetor, full harge olletion is restored. Extended LED baking is
performed at the beginning of eah fridge run, until the trapping sites are neutralized
and full harge olletion is ahieved. Historially, the initial, high-trapping state
has been known as Mode I, while the neutralized, high-harge-olletion state has
been known as Mode II [89℄. Under normal data-taking onditions, every partile
interation reates mobile harges in the rystal. These eletrons and holes re-harge
the trapping sites, so that extended data taking (espeially high-rate alibration data
with radioative soures) gradually de-neutralizes the rystals. Therefore, are must
be taken to perform intermittent LED ashing during ordinary data taking, frequently
enough to maintain good neutralization.
The Ge rystals are muh easier to neutralize than Si, so extra are must be taken
in baking the Si detetors. This is espeially true for the Si detetors in the bottom
position in Tower 1 and Tower 2, sine they an be neutralized only by their own
LEDs. Detetors in other positions an reeive photons from their own LEDs as well
as those of the detetors below them. The Si detetor at the bottom of Tower 1, T1
Z6, is espeially diult to neutralize, as its LED is oriented in the wrong diretion
(see Se. 3.4.2).
5.3 Surfae events
The top and bottom surfaes of the detetor form an ionization dead layer with a
thikness of a few mirons. Reoils ourring within the dead layer do not have full
harge olletion, beause some of the harges in the initial loud diuse to the wrong
eletrode before the eletrons and holes are separated in the drift eld. Therefore,
ionization yield is suppressed. The problem is ameliorated by a layer of amorphous
silion, whih has a dierent band gap and presents a barrier to prevent this mode of
trapping [89℄.
Surfae events are shown as population C in Fig. 5.2. Eletron reoil events very
lose to the surfae an have yield low enough to fall within the nulear reoil band. In
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Figure 5.2: Ionization olletion in the inner and outer eletrode of a Ge ZIP. Right
plot is zoomed in around inner eletrode events. The features are (A) full olletion
in inner eletrode; (B) holiday islands; (C) inner-eletrode surfae events; (D) full-
olletion shared; (E) oating-ground shared; (F) funnel; (G) ear; (H) oating-
ground outer eletrode; (I) full-olletion outer eletrode.
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low-bakground running, the surfae events primarily onsist of eletrons from beta-
emitting radioative ontaminants on the detetor. Calibration with a Ba soure
also gives a population of surfae events: when a photon Compton satters near the
surfae of one detetor, it may ejet an eletron into a neighboring detetor. The
eletron then has a small penetration depth in the neighboring detetor, and appears
as a surfae event. This population of photon-indued surfae events is known as the
ejetrons, and is used to set uts for surfae event rejetion in Chapter 9.
5.4 Disontinuities
Three of the detetors in Tower 1 were fabriated using an older design for the ele-
trode geometry. In this design, the outer eletrode beame very narrow near the
ats, and sometimes left gaps (See Se. 2.2.2 and partiularly Fig. 2.2). These gaps
ompromise the eetiveness of the duial volume ut in these detetors. Aeted
detetors are T1 Z1, Z4, and Z6. In all subsequent detetors, the shape of the outer
eletrode follows the ontours of the ats, so that QO has a onstant width. The gap
an be learly seen in the position-reonstruted plots for T1 Z1, Fig. 6.7.
5.5 Floating metal surfaes
The phonon sensors of a ZIP detetor do not extend all the way to the edge of the
rystal, but have a stair-step outer boundary a few mm to one m from the edge.
Outside of this boundary are inative metal features: this is ordinarily an aluminum
grid pattern, but oasionally may be solid metal, depending on the eetiveness of
mask exposure near the wafer edge. Condution through the amorphous silion allows
these features to stay at 0V over suiently long time sales, but over the duration of
an ionization signal they are eletrially oating. This is seen as a slight suppression
in the ionization signal for these events. Furthermore, beause the Ramo potential
at the oating surfaes is nonzero relative to both the inner and outer eletrodes,
a small signal is also seen in the wrong eletrode; eetively, events near oating
pathes on the ground side have extra QI-QO rosstalk. These eets are primarily
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Figure 5.3: Layout of eletrodes and ground plane near outer edge of ZIP detetor. A
vertial ross-setion through the detetor is shown. The holiday islands are where
QI overlaps with the oating grid.
seen in outer-eletrode events. However, beause the boundary is a stairstep instead
of a irle, it does not follow the division between the inner and outer eletrodes
perfetly. Some inner-eletrode events in the regions known as holiday islands are
assoiated with oating pathes on the ground side, and some outer-eletrode events
reah true ground. The holiday island events are found in region B of Fig. 5.2,
while the grounded QO events are found in region I.
The onguration of biased, grounded, and oating surfaes is shown in vertial
setion in Fig. 5.3. The layout along the detetor's top surfae is shown in data and
in a shemati in Fig. 5.4. Charges that ome to rest at the oating metal do not
indue the same signal as harges that ome to rest at the grounded phonon sensors.
This an be taken into aount by nding the Ramo potential at the oating outer
grid. The Ramo potential relative to eah surfae as alulated by the author in a
model with ylindrial symmetry is shown in Fig. 5.5.
Beause the detetors are in a lose-paked onguration, the phonon side of
one detetor (whih serves as the ground of the ionization readout iruit) is very
lose to the ionization side of the neighboring detetor. Although the oating metal
pathes annot draw urrent to form image harges, the nearby ionization eletrode
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Figure 5.4: The holiday islands shown in data (a) and in a shemati (b).
an do so. This manifests itself as a between-detetor rosstalk speially assoiated
with the outer regions of the detetor. Under ordinary operating onditions the
detetors have their ionization sensors biased at a negative voltage, so that eletrons
drift upwards to the phonon side, while holes drift downwards to the harge side. The
detetor-detetor rosstalk involves a positive image harge formed on the harge side
of the next detetor, while the harge side ordinarily forms a negative image harge.
Therefore, the detetor-detetor rosstalk appears as negative-going ionization pulses,
that is, a negative ionization energy.
Study of these events has led to an improvement in later ZIP detetors. The
detetors of Tower 3 and later have the outer metal surfaes on the phonon side
onneted diretly to ground, so that there are no longer any oating pathes. This
eliminates the anomalies in yield and rosstalk aused by oating pathes in Tower 1
and Tower 2 detetors.
However, stray apaitanes and the non-zero resistane to ground prevent the
grounding of the phonon side from being perfet even in the absene of oating metal.
Therefore, a very small irreduible rosstalk eet ours even in detetors without
the holiday island problem. This is shown in Fig. 5.6 for T2 Z3, a detetor of Tower
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Figure 5.5: Ramo potentials in the outer part of a Ge ZIP detetor. The outer and
inner eletrodes are on the bottom fae; the metal on the top fae is grounded in
the entral (right) part, and oating in the outermost portion. The Ramo potential
is shown relative to the inner eletrode (a), outer eletrode (b), inner eletrode of
the detetor above (), and outer eletrode of the detetor above (d). The nonzero
potential in () and (d) generate detetor-detetor rosstalk.
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Figure 5.6: Residual rosstalk in a detetor with no holiday island problem. The
horizontal axis shows energy in the inner ionization hannel in the detetor T2 Z2
in keV, with the pulse start time fored to zero in order to guarantee that negative-
going pulses are found. The dark (blak) histogram represents events with 0-50 keV
of energy in the next detetor, T2 Z3, while the light (red) histogram shows events
with 200-500 keV in T2 Z3. All events are required to pass the inner-eletrode ut
in T2 Z3. The shift between the two histograms shows a small residual rosstalk of
order 0.2%.
2 whih is found not to have the large rosstalk aused by oating regions. Even
without the oating metal problem, large ionization signals ause a small rosstalk in
the detetor above.
5.6 Bare outer surfae
The ylindrial outer wall of eah ZIP detetor is unpolished, bare rystal. Whenever
the fringing elds of the ionization bias interset this surfae, the drifting harges may
stop and beome trapped, as shown in Fig. 5.7. This outer wall has a Ramo potential
relative to either eletrode that is generally between 0 and 1, so that ionization
olletion will be nonzero but inomplete. The ear events in Fig. 5.2(G) our in
this region. These events are well removed by the duial volume ut, so they are not
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Figure 5.7: Shemati of ear events. Holes drift to the bottom eletrode, but ele-
trons are trapped on the ylindrial outer surfae beause of fringing elds.
a signiant soure of leakage into the nulear reoil band.
5.7 The funnel
The shared region between the inner and outer eletrodes has a peuliar population
of events known as the funnel, region F in Fig. 5.2. The funnel events have yield
values from near zero up to full harge olletion, and a xed ratio of inner to outer
eletrode signal. The eet is seen in all Ge detetors in Run 118 and Run 119,
although it was not seen in previous data sets from the shallow Stanford site. There
is no lear funnel eet in Si detetors.
The partition of harge between the inner and outer eletrodes is not perfetly
onstant, but varies with position. All funnel events are in the outer part of the
detetor, within the outer eletrode or the outer edge of the inner eletrode. Charge
partition has a lear dependene on azimuthal angle θ: it hanges dramatially near
the ats in the substrate, as is shown in Fig. 5.8. Sine the outer eletrode hanges
shape to keep a onstant width near the ats, it may be that the funnel eet is
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Figure 5.8: Position dependene of the funnel in T1 Z5. Events shown are
133
Ba
alibration events with low yield between 0.3 and 0.75. Full olletion inner eletrode
events are dened to have partition +1, and outer eletrode events have partition −1.
The band of events near −1/2 are funnel events, and the events near −1.5 are ear
events. For funnel events, the partition favors QO more near the ats (major ats at
±90◦, minor ats at 0 and 180◦), and QI more away from the ats. The ear events
form a mirror image, with the opposite position dependene.
sensitive to the geometry of the outer eletrode. The physial origin of the funnel
events remains poorly understood, but they indiate harge trapping in the bulk in
the outer region, whih is surprisingly diult to eliminate through LED ashing. A
similar phenomenon has been studied in the Edelweiss experiment, whih uses the
dierent propagation times of eletrons and holes in Ge rystals to estimate interation
depth [90, 91, 92, 93℄.
Funnel events are ordinarily rejeted by the duial volume ut, sine they have
a signal in the outer eletrode. However, when the ionization signal is small, noise
in the QI signal may ause some of them to leak into the nulear reoil aeptane
region. In the analysis of this thesis, we have made a speial eort to avoid suh
events in setting the timing uts; see Se. 9.4.1.
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Figure 5.9: Eletri elds (heavy arrows) and motion of harges when tangential elds
exist.
5.8 Tangential elds
In some ases there may be eletri elds parallel instead of perpendiular to the
detetor surfae. The gap between the inner and outer eletrodes, with bare, non-
ondutive rystal surfae between, implies the existene of small tangential elds
at the harge side. Additionally, if ondution through the amorphous silion is not
able to hold the oating metal surfaes, or bare unmetallized surfaes, on the phonon
side to 0V, tangential elds will form between these areas and the grounded phonon
sensors. These tangential elds imply that there must be loations of null eld, where
harges an reombine before they are eetively separated. If the tangential elds are
suiently strong, interations near the null region may have their eletrons drift to
the grounded phonon-side grid, and their holes drift to the slightly negatively harged
outer regions. This eet is shown shematially in Fig. 5.9. Suh events form a
negative image harge on the ionization side of the detetor above, so that they reate
a positive-going rosstalk signal. Beause the harges drift through only a small Ramo
potential dierene, the ionization signal is heavily suppressed. Therefore, events
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Figure 5.10: Low-yield events explained by tangential elds in T1 Z4. Points inside
the irle are strongly lustered near the −y side of the detetor, and show large
rosstalk to the Z3 ionization hannels, unlike other events.
assoiated with tangential elds at the phonon side should have highly suppressed,
tightly lustered ionization yields with energy shared between the inner and outer
eletrodes, and positive-going rosstalk to the detetor above.
Suh tangential elds should be extremely rare, sine ondution through the
amorphous silion is ordinarily suient to prevent signiant voltage dierenes
along the surfae. Evidene of tangential elds is seen in the two silion detetors of
Tower 1, Z4 and Z6, in the area near the major ats (see Se. 2.1 and partiularly
Fig. 2.1). This is illustrated for T1 Z4 in Fig. 5.10. It is likely that post-fabriation
detetor surgery intended to remove shorts between two phonon hannels ut through
the metal and amorphous silion layers, reating small islands on the phonon side with
no eletrial onnetion to the rest of the detetor.
These events have ionization shared between the two eletrodes, so they are gen-
erally removed by the duial volume ut. However, sine they have low ionization,
random noise on the QO measurement ould ause them to leak into the nulear
reoil aeptane region. Improvements in the fabriation proess should prevent the
ourrene of tangential elds in all detetors beyond Tower 1.
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Figure 5.11: Stability of the ionization gradient in T1 Z5. Early Run 118 (Otober-
Deember 2003) data is shown in (a), and late Run 119 (July-early August 2004)
data is shown in (b). The 356 and 384 keV
133
Ba lines are learly visible, with the
same position dependene in both time periods. The solid red urve shows the form
of the orretion used for this detetor in the ombined Run 118 / Run 119 analysis.
5.9 Ionization gradient
In addition to the eets desribed in the preeding setions, there is a residual
position dependene of the ionization signal even for bulk eletron reoils well within
the area of the inner eletrode. This harge gradient is seen most learly as a
variation in the pulse height of the large
133
Ba peak at 356 keV in Ge detetors.
Beause the Si detetors very rarely absorb the full energy of 356-keV gamma rays,
they do not show strong lines in the Ba alibration, and any position dependene of the
ionization signal is therefore undetetable. In Ge, the harge gradient is quite stable
with time, and has a generally onsistent form from detetor to detetor. Stability
is shown by omparing data from the beginning of Run 118 with data from the end
of Run 119. There is no appreiable dierene in the form or size of the signal, as
shown in Fig. 5.11.
The gradient is oriented along eah detetor's own y axis. For a given gamma line
in a Ge detetor, the smallest ionization signal is onsistently seen in the +y diretion,
nearest the DIB and the LEDs; the largest signal is in the −y diretion, farthest from
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Figure 5.12: Orientation of the position dependene in T1 Z1 (a) and T1 Z2 (b). The
356 and 384 keV lines vary as a funtion of azimuthal angle of the satter loation
within the detetor. The solid blak lines show the diretion of the detetor's own LED
(+90◦) and the opposite diretion (−90◦); the dotted lines show the diretion of the
LED on the detetor below (+150◦) and the opposite diretion; and the dashed green
lines show the diretion of the LED on the detetor above (+30◦) and the opposite
diretion. (There is no detetor above Z1). The ionization signal is symmetri about
the detetor's on y axis, and not skewed by exposure to its neighbors' LEDs.
the DIB. This suggests that the gradient may be aused by harge trapping in the
regions of the rystal near the LEDs. This is the opposite of the expeted behavior,
sine the very purpose of the LED ashing is to neutralize all defet sites and prevent
trapping. However, it is possible that not all radiation from the LEDs has the desired
eet. In addition to the near infrared light at 940 nm, the LEDs self-heat to an
unknown temperature of tens or even hundreds of kelvin, and emit thermal radiation.
As this heats the rystal, thermally exited harges an de-neutralize the trapping
sites.
The LEDs are mounted on top of the DIB, whih sits at the +y major at of
eah ZIP detetor.
1
From this position it illuminates not only its own detetor, but
also the detetor above. Thus, it is oneivable that any gradient in neutralization
1
As desribed in Setion 3.4.2, the LEDs themselves are oset from the +y diretion by about
10◦. This ould potentially resolve the soure of de-neutralizing thermal radiation as oming from
the LEDs alone, or the entire DIB.
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Figure 5.13: Position dependene at 0V bias in T1 Z1 (a) and T1 Z2 (b). The
horizontal axis is the same as in Fig. 5.12, but the vertial axis is ionization yield,
the ratio of energies inferred from harge and phonons.
ould be orrelated with the loation of the detetor's own LED, and also that of the
detetor below it. This an easily be tested. Eah detetor in a tower is oriented
dierently, with a 60
◦
oset between adjaent slots. Therefore, the gradient would
be somewhat skewed relative to the detetor's own axis. This is not observed. In all
Ge detetors, the gradient is strongly symmetri about the detetor's own axis (Fig.
5.12).
A similar position dependene is seen when a detetor is operated with its ele-
trodes grounded. In this ase, there is no applied drift eld, so the harges an only
diuse randomly. If there are any spae harges in the rystal, however, they an gen-
erate residual elds that separate the eletrons and holes and pull them towards the
eletrodes. Even small residual elds as low as 0.1 V/m an ahieve harge olletion
that is a signiant fration of the full-bias ase. Several 0V bias data sets were taken
at the end of Run 119, and they show substantial harge olletion in parts of the Ge
detetors. The ionization signal is typially largest in the +y diretion, and lose to
zero in the −y diretion, as in Fig. 5.13.
The oinidene between the regions where harge olletion is suppressed and
regions where there are residual elds at zero applied voltage strongly suggests that
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the two eets are related. The LED ashing must heat the rystals enough near
the DIB that neutralization is somewhat ompromised, and the Ge detetors reah
an equilibrium state where harge olletion does not improve after ontinued baking
or ashing. This may be aused by diret heating by infrared photons from the
LED itself, or it may heat the DIB enough that the entire assembly radiates into the
rystal. In order to generate stray elds with a onsistent polarity at zero applied
voltage, the spae harge must lie predominantly near one fae of the rystal. This
fat is onsistent with diret heating by the LED, whih is plaed near the edge of the
detetor's top surfae. It would also be unlikely for the DIB to reah a temperature
muh higher than that of the detetor housing, sine it is mounted to the housing
with two 0-80 srews, whih should provide adequate heat-sinking.
This model for the origin of the ionization gradient an be tested by arefully
ashing a detetor using only its neighbor's LEDs. This an be done in the Iebox in
Soudan, or in a test faility run with multiple detetors. After repeatedly ashing the
LEDs of the detetor below, the detetor above would be expeted to ahieve a more
uniform ionization response, or in a more pessimisti ase, to show a reorientation of
its gradient by 60◦. If the test onrms suh an origin for the gradient, the urrent
LED ashing sheme should be modied to proeed from the top to the bottom of eah
tower. As eah detetor's LED ashes the rystal will be somewhat de-neutralized
towards the DIB, but the subsequent ashing of the LEDs below it should serve to
undo the eet.
5.10 Ionization position orretion
The gentle gradients desribed in the previous setion have been orreted in a simple
way to give a uniform alibration of the ionization response within the inner eletrode
region. This position orretion is integrated with the alibration and removal of
rosstalk. The raw output of the optimal lter is in QIOF and QOOF, in units of
volts and aounting for rosstalk in the templates. The orreted quantities are qi
and qo, in units of keV (eletron equivalent). The position of the interation within
the detetor is indiated by xdel and ydel, the delay plot oordinates. The x and y
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dependenes are onsidered independent beause the primary eet is onsistently in
the y diretion, and only a very small orretion is ever required in the x diretion.
The form of the orretion is as follows:
qi =
A× (QIOF +B ×QOOF )[
1 + C sin
(
xdel−E
F
)]× [1 +G sin (ydel−H
J
)]
qo = K × (QOOF + L×QIOF ).
The parameters A and K are alibration fators onverting volts at the front-end
amplier to keV (eletron equivalent) of the interation. Any residual rosstalk is
removed by B and L. The oeients C and G represent the magnitude of the
gradient in the x and y diretions, respetively; C is onsistently small. The shape
of the gradient is represented by a simple sinusoid with adjustable period (F , J) and
oset (E, H).
Beause the ionization response is at in the outer regions of the detetor, this
orretion is only applied within an inner window. For loations outside this window,
the orretion fators are held onstant:
xdel ←


xmindel , xdel < x
min
del
xdel, x
min
del ≤ xdel ≤ xmaxdel
xmaxdel , xdel > x
max
del
ydel ←


ymindel , ydel < y
min
del
ydel, y
min
del ≤ ydel ≤ ymaxdel
ymaxdel , ydel > y
max
del
.
All adjustable parameters are mathed to the observed behavior of the
133
Ba 356-keV
line in alibration data. The shape of the orretion for T1 Z5 is shown in Fig. 5.11.
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Figure 5.14: Cli phenomenon in T2 Z5. The vertial line at ydel = −20 µs shows
the li ut used to remove the problemati region.
5.11 Cli phenomenon
In one detetor, T2 Z5, there is a feature of the ionization response that is similar
to the usual gradient, but more loalized. In the extreme −y region, where phonon
quadrants B and C meet, the ionization yield sharply inreases ompared to the rest
of the detetor (see Fig. 5.14). This sudden shift has been labeled the li eet.
This region has been found to ontain a disproportionate number of events with low
yield that are diult to remove with the timing uts. These outlier betas are the
most problemati bakground for CDMS. The ionization position orretion is used to
remove this eet as well as possible, but it is not lear that the form of the orretion
is a good math to the phenomenon. The phonon look-up table orretion should
remove the eet in ionization yield, but it may not adequately separate events on
the two sides of the sharp transition. Some events therefore have (after the orretion)
redued yield and bulk gamma-like timing. In Se. 9.3 we impose a li ut on this
detetor to remove the problemati region from the WIMP-searh analysis.
Chapter 6
Funtional-form position
reonstrution
In this hapter we develop a position orretion that ombines a number of observ-
able quantities to produe a single, best-estimate physial position for every event.
Although eah of the observables individually may have regions of foldbak, pile-up,
or other pathologies, a well-behaved quantity an be reated by using all of them
together. The approah is to make an empirial model of the detetor response as a
funtion of position - primarily from data, but with guidane from detetor Monte
Carlo work. The model itself is a set of funtions taking physial oordinates as in-
puts and giving the values of observable quantities as outputs: that is, it predits the
response of the ZIP detetor to a physial interation at a given loation. In the basi
position reonstrution, the physial oordinates are r and θ. This framework an
be generalized to inlude other physial oordinates: depth z, reoil energy ER, and
event type (nulear reoil vs. eletron reoil, bulk vs. surfae event). The observable
quantities are seleted from the usual redued quantities of CDMS ZIP detetor anal-
ysis: relative partition and delay of the energy deposited in the four phonon sensors,
delay of the phonon signal relative to ionization, and measures of phonon pulse shape
suh as rise time and fall time.
The model an then be applied in the opposite diretion as well: given the set of
measured quantities for one event, determine the orresponding physial oordinates
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(for instane, by varying the physial oordinates to minimize a hi-squared). This
works as a reonstrution of position.
Let qi be the m observable quantities, and xj be the n physial oordinates. Then
the model is dened by a set of funtions fi(x1, x2, ..., xn;αi), where αi are the free
parameters of the model, tted to the data. The hi-squared to be minimized in
reonstruting the physial oordinates for an event is alulated from the dierene
of the observed quantities qi and the model preditions fi:
1
χ2 =
n∑
i=1
|qi − fi (x1, x2, ..., xn;αi)|2
σ2i
. (6.1)
We adjust xi for eah event to minimize the χ
2
. This approah has several advan-
tages. First, given a suitable hoie of funtional forms for the model, the numerial
model parameters an be tted automatially. This allows the detetor models to be
generated for eah detetor with little or no human supervision. Seond, it gives a
natural interfae with detetor simulations. Third, it an naturally be generalized to
a full duial-volume and reoil-type disrimination analysis.
6.1 Model onstrution
6.1.1 Expetation-Maximization
For real events in the alibration data set, the physial oordinates are in general
unknown: they are latent variables. The proess of onstruting the model must
somehow reover the values of the latent variables. In a 2-d position reonstrution,
the physial azimuthal angle θ is very lose to the angle on a box or delay plot. The
radial position r is more ompliated. We make the assumption that eah of the
1
This formula neglets orrelations. If orrelations are nonzero but xed for all events, then let
C−1ij be the inverse of the ovariane matrix, and
χ2 =
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
C−1ij (qi − fi (x1, x2, ..., xn;αi)) (qj − fj (x1, ...;αj)) .
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observable quantities varies with r in a ontinuous and suiently smooth way. We
an then use the algorithm of expetation-maximization (EM), a onvenient tehnique
for tting the parameters in models with latent variables [94℄.
Expetation-maximization is an iterative proess with two alternating steps. The
estimation step of EM estimates the values of the latent variables, given xed model
parameters. The maximization step hooses new values for the model parameters,
given the urrent estimates of the latent variables. EM alternates these two steps
to give a self-onsistent model that ts the data well after several iterations. In the
appliation to ZIP detetor data, the E-step estimates the physial oordinates xj
for the alibration events. The M-step ts new parameters αi to make the model
funtional forms fi math the data. The proess an be started by making initial
guesses at the αi based on easily determined information like the width of the box
and delay plots. For the 2-d position reonstrution, θ an be alulated rst in a
straightforward way. Then, the E-step onsists of estimating the radial position r
for eah event, and the M-step onsists of alulating the parameters that govern the
behavior of the observable quantities in r and θ. Eah iteration of E and M improves
the model and the reonstruted oordinates.
6.1.2 First-guess model
The expetation-maximization proess must be started with an initial guess that is
suiently good to ensure that iteration will onverge to a orret model without any
pathologies. It is onvenient to let this initial guess be an M-step: we need an initial
value for eah of the model parameters αi. We hoose a funtional form for eah
observable quantity, informed by results from Chapter 4, up to an overall saling.
The saling is then set for eah detetor by taking the median value of the quantity
from alibration data.
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6.2 2-d position reonstrution
This setion is a rst reonstrution of the position of events from the Run 118 and
Run 119 two-tower data in two dimensions. The model is onstruted for eletron
reoil events. With this well-behaved r oordinate in hand, the initial model an be
a stepping stone for the study of the detetor response to other oordinates suh as
depth and reoil type.
The initial model takes the azimuthal angle θ from a orreted partition angle
θpart, and onstruts r as a latent variable using EM based on on three phonon pulse
parameters: rppart, rdel, and the delay pdel. The earlier position reonstrutions
desribed in 4.6 and 4.5 provide guidane about whih funtional forms to hoose.
6.2.1 Theta reonstrution
Determining the azimuthal angle θ is a logial rst step beause the partition-plot
and delay-plot angles are already monotoni and well behaved. When these azimuthal
oordinates are ompared for the same events in Fig. 6.1 they are mutually onsistent,
although eah shows bunhing near the enters of quadrants. Besides this onsisteny
hek, the orretness of delay and partition azimuthal angles an be veried using
surfae events shared between neighboring detetors. The most useful lass of events
for this test are those in whih a radioative ontaminant (suh as
210
Po, part of the
radon deay hain) on a detetor surfae undergoes alpha deay. It is not unommon
for the energy of the reoiling atomi nuleus to be absorbed in one detetor (possibly
aompanied by a small part of the alpha energy), while the next detetor absorbs the
energy of the alpha partile. Sine the detetors are in a lose-paked onguration,
separated by 3.5 mm with no intervening material, the interations are onstrained
to be within a few mm of eah other in x-y position. The good agreement of the
delay-plot and partition-plot angles between the two detetors, shown in Figs. 6.2
and 6.3, onrms that these angles are physially meaningful.
To remove the bunhing near the quadrant enters, a simple orretion is applied
to the partition angle to make the distribution of gamma events from low-bakground
data uniform. We assume that eah detetor has perfet fourfold symmetry, e.g., that
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Figure 6.1: Delay-based and partition-based θ. The tight orrelation indiates that
eah of these independent quantities is a good representation of physial θ.
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Figure 6.2: Partition-based θ. In (a), the distribution of low-bakground gamma
events in a single detetor, showing strong bunhing at quadrant enters. In (b), the
orrelation between θ in events multiply sattering in two adjaent detetors. The
stairstep pattern is a result of bunhing.
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Figure 6.3: Delay-based θ. In (a), the distribution of low-bakground gamma events
in a single detetor, showing sparsity around quadrant edges. In (b), the orrelation
between θ in events multiply sattering in two adjaent detetors.
there is no variation between the four quadrants. The term in sin(4θ) orrets for
bunhing at the enter of eah quadrant, while the term in sin(8θ) is simply the next
harmoni, inluded beause the shape of the bunhing is not perfetly mathed by a
single sinusoid.
θ = θpart − a1 sin (4θpart)− a2 sin (8θpart) . (6.2)
If the distribution funtion for physial angles is given by ρ(θ), it an be transformed
to give the distribution of events in observed θpart:
ρ′(θpart) = ρ(θ)× (1− 4a1 cos (4θpart)− 8a2 cos (8θpart)) . (6.3)
The parameters a1 and a2 are adjusted to make this distribution funtion math the
observed distribution of points in the low-bakground data set, with ρ(r) = onstant.
However, the assumption that θ an be reonstruted independently of r is not
perfet. Very near the enter of the detetor, where the edges have little eet,
xppart and yppart both respond linearly and independently, so that θpart = θ with
no bunhing. Around the orners of the box plot, there is onsiderable bunhing,
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apparently in both r and θ. This orrelation is an added omplexity, but it is not
large in magnitude. We neglet it for the present, and will briey onsider it again in
Se. 6.3.1.
6.2.2 Funtional forms and parameter seed values
For the initial position reonstrution, only three observables are used: partition
radius rppart, delay radius rdel, and delay pdel of the summed phonon signal relative
to ionization. The model is very simple, with only a few tted parameters. The
azimuthal dependene is limited to a single sinusoidal form with xed period of
π
2
.
This fores the detetor model to have exat fourfold radial symmetry. The funtional
form for rppart is suggested by Fig. 4.6(a): a parabola passing through the origin,
with its apex at r ≈ 2.5 m. Similarly, the funtional form for rdel is suggested by
Fig. 4.6(b): a kinked line passing through the origin, rising linearly until r ≈ 3.0 m
and then linearly dereasing again. The nal funtional form, that for pdel, is a at,
onstant value below r ≈ 3.0 m; outside this radius, it rises linearly. The sharp
bends are smoothed over a radius τ = 0.1 m in order to avoid singularities in the
minimization routines. The approximate formulas below make use of the Heaviside
step funtion H(x), replaed by a smooth sum of exponentials in the exat formulas.
The radial dependenes (shown in Fig. 6.4(a-)) are given by
rppart ∼ q1 = b11r(1− b12r) (6.4)
rdel ∼ q2 = b21
(
b22 − τ log
(
1 + e
r−b22
τ
)
− τ log
(
1 + e−
r−b22
τ
))
(6.5)
≈ b21r + b21(b22 − 2r)H(r − b22)
pdel ∼ q3 = b31 + τb32 log
(
1 + e
r−b33
τ
)
(6.6)
≈ b31 + b32(r − b33)H(r − b33).
Eah of the parameters bij is permitted to have an azimuthal dependene of the form
bij = aij + cij cos(4θ). The only exeption is b31, whih annot vary with θ sine q3
must be single-valued at r = 0.
As a starting point for the EM proess, reasonable initial values are needed for
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Figure 6.4: Funtional form hosen for rppart, rdel, pdel, ptrt, and pfrac in the rst-
pass ZRM analysis, as given by Eq. 6.4-6.9. The urves shown use typial values of
the free parameters for Ge detetors. The dashed (red) vertial lines show the radius
at whih eah funtional form typially folds bak or beomes onstant. The dotted
(blue and green) horizontal lines indiate typial minimum and maximum values for
eah quantity.
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all the free parameters in the model. We base these hoies on typial ZIP detetor
behavior and histograms of the measured quantities for eah detetor. No azimuthal
dependene is allowed in the rst M-step:
cij = 0 ∀i, j. (6.7)
The radial dependenes are set in the following way:
a11 = (mean of rppart + 1σ)× 2/2.5
a12 = 1/(2× 2.5)
a21 = (mean of rdel + 1σ)/3.0
a22 = 3.0
a31 = mean of pdel near enter of detetor
a32 = (mean of pdel in outer eletrode− a31)/(3.81− a32)
a33 = 3.0
The standard deviations used in the rst E-step are similarly reasonable, representa-
tive values: σrppart = 0.7, σrdel = 35, and σpdel = 1.5 × 10−5. The rst E-step then
proeeds by minimizing the hi-squared dened in Eq. 6.1 to nd the best-t values
of the latent variable r for eah event.
6.2.3 Add ptrt, pfra
After this initial round we add two more observable quantities: the rise time ptrt
of the summed phonon pulse, and the ratio pfrac of phonon energy in the event's
loal quadrant to energy in the opposite quadrant. The rise time ptrt is modeled by
a onstant value near the enter of the detetor and a linear rise near the edge, with
the kink smoothed by an exponential (exatly the same funtional form as for pdel).
The phonon fration pfrac is modeled by a parabola with its maximum value near
r = 2.5 m, like rppart, but onstrained to pass through 1 instead of 0 at the origin.
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These hoies are shown in Fig. 6.4(d, e).
ptrt ∼ q4 = b41 + τb42 log
(
1 + e
r−b43
τ
)
(6.8)
≈ b41 + b42(r − b43)H(r − b43)
pfrac ∼ q5 = 1 + b51r(1− b52r) (6.9)
The standard deviations are again xed by hand to reasonable values: σptrt = σpfrac =
5.
6.2.4 "R step" - make gammas uniform
The r produed in the E step maps onto physial radius, but it requires a alibration.
This requires more physial input: we need a sample of events whose true distribution
in spae is known, to serve as a standard. There are several possible hoies. The
gammas from the
133
Ba alibration favor the side of the detetor losest to the soure.
Results from the Monte Carlo simulation for the barium data set give the true event
density and high statistis [95℄. Here, however, we use a simpler approah. The
gammas from low-bakground data should be uniformly distributed in x and y, and
for suiently high energies, also in z.2 We dene a alibration by dividing the
detetor into 100 bins in θ, and assigning the low-bakground events in eah bin a
value of rphysical that preserves the ordering from the E-step, but mathes the expeted
distribution. The same orretion an then be applied to the alibration and other
data sets. This onstitutes an additional R step, performed immediately after eah
E step.
6.2.5 Results
The reipe desribed above suessfully generates a well-behaved model for all twelve
ZIP detetors of Towers 1 and 2, with no human intervention. This produes a good
2
This is only approximately true. Radiation impinging on a detetor from surrounding materials
is more likely to ome from the sides, and has therefore a slight bias towards the outer regions of
the rystal.
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radius estimator for bulk gamma events, without foldbak. The results are shown
here for several example detetors: T1 Z1, T1 Z5, and T2 Z2.
The Ge detetor T1 Z1 has strong position dependenes aused by a Tc gradient
and the appliation of an early ion implantation sheme. The valid reonstrution of
physial radius for this detetor is therefore a good test of the ability of this analysis
to work in the fae of diult detetor behavior. Figure 6.5 shows the results of
this reonstrution. In (a)-(e) the horizontal axis is the reonstruted physial radius
after making the low-bakground gammas uniformly distributed. The vertial axes
show the observed and model values of the ve input observables as a funtion of
radius and azimuthal angle. The overall behavior is orret, although there remain
features that are not reprodued by the model. Subgure (f) shows the shape and
orientation of the azimuthal slies relative to the ZIP detetor quadrants. Figure
6.7 shows x-y plots for the same detetor using reonstruted r and θ. Color shows
the variation in eah quantity with position aross the detetor. Panel (a) shows
partition of harge between the inner and outer eletrode, indiating that the outer
eletrode has been orretly reonstruted to be around the outer edge of the detetor.
Panels (b) and () show two of the ommonly used position indiators, both of whih
peak at middle radius and fold bak towards the outer edge. Panel (d) shows the
ionization yield, whih is lowest in the enter and rises at middle radius. This is
aused by the onentration of biased and working phonon sensors in the middle of
the detetor: outside of the entral region, the TESs have Tc too low to bias, and
so the phonon sensors are not ative. This auses the ratio of ionization to phonons
signals to inrease.
By ontrast, Figure 6.8 shows the beautiful results for a good Ge detetor, T1 Z5,
and Figs. 6.6 and 6.9 for a good Si detetor, T2 Z2. The x-y plots of ionization yield
reveal the stairstep pattern at the edges of the phonon sensors in risp detail, and
the symmetri delay and partition plots show that the phonon sensors are all working
well.
This version of the position reonstrution, using ve observables, has been run on
all WIMP-searh and alibration data in the Run 118+Run 119 ombined data set.
It will be used in some of the WIMP-searh analysis, partiularly some of the timing
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Figure 6.5: Fitted funtional forms and data for detetor T1Z1. The data and tted
forms are shown in 18
◦
azimuthal bins, although the tting is unbinned. The loations
of the azimuthal bins are shown in (f).
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Figure 6.6: Fitted funtional forms and data for detetor T2Z2. The data and tted
forms are shown in 18
◦
azimuthal bins, although the tting is unbinned. The loations
of the azimuthal bins are shown in (f).
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Figure 6.7: Results of the position reonstrution for detetor T1Z1. Reonstruted
x and y are alulated from orreted θ, and r after the last R-step.
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Figure 6.8: Results of the position reonstrution for detetor T1Z5. Reonstruted
x and y are alulated from orreted θ, and r after the last R-step.
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Figure 6.9: Results of the position reonstrution for detetor T2Z2. Reonstruted
x and y are alulated from orreted θ, and r after the last R-step.
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uts in Chap. 9. In order to make the alulation of the E step run in a reasonable
amount of time, it was neessary to write ustom optimization ode. I have written a
vetorized Nelder-Mead minimization routine whih is muh faster than the standard
Matlab funtion for this appliation. It may be found in Appendix D.1.
6.3 Follow-up to initial position reonstrution
With the initial position reonstrution in hand, a number of useful and interesting
studies of the detetors beome possible. Two of them are briey desribed here, with
rst glanes at the results, and nally, we give an outline for the further development
of the ZIP model-based analysis.
6.3.1 Disentangling r and θ
The onversion of radial and azimuthal parameters into physial oordinates depended
on the assumption that the bunhing in partition angle is independent of radius.
However, this assumption is not expeted to hold at all radii. The atual behavior
an be heked by using multiple-satter events, and taking advantage of some quirks
of the ZIP Tower geometry.
The ZIP detetors in a tower are paked losely, with a 3.5-mm separation and
no intervening material. Therefore, near-surfae events in one detetor are very often
seen in the next detetor, with a very nearby physial position. Given a multiply
sattering event with a position (r1, θ1) in one detetor, the most likely position of the
satter in the next detetor is the point diretly above or below it. However, the tower
assembly rotates eah detetor by 60◦ relative to its neighbors. Therefore, the most
likely point in the detetor oordinates of the neighboring detetor will be (r2, θ2) =
(r1, θ1 ± π3 ). This is extremely onvenient beause it is not ommensurable with
the quadrant geometry of a ZIP detetor, so that the degeneraies in reonstruting
positions are broken. We an take advantage of this to onstrut a better θ orretion
that allows the amount of bunhing to vary with r, and does not rely on the density
of events. Fig. 6.10 shows a rst version of suh an analysis. We selet multiple
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Figure 6.10: Radial dependene of the bunhing in θ. In (a), the value of θpart in
T1 Z3 is orrelated with the values in adjaent detetors for multiple satter events.
The urves show the best-t orretions from Eq. 6.2 with a2 = 0 (to t only the
leading-order eet). In (b), the bunhing fator a1 as a funtion of radius.
satter events between the detetor T1 Z3, and its neighbors Z2 and Z4. Several bins
are dened in reonstruted radius r from the preeding setions. Then, within eah
radial bin, we adjust the parameters of the θ orretion in Eq. 6.2 to minimize the
squared-sum distane between the interations in neighboring detetors. The ts in a
single radial bin, 2-3 m, are shown in Fig. 6.10(a), while Fig. 6.10(b) shows how the
amount of bunhing depends on radius. We nd the least bunhing at large and small
radius, and more at intermediate r. Unfortunately, the low statistis in the entral
region make it diult to determine whether or not the bunhing entirely disappears
at the enter of the detetor.
6.3.2 Depth information
There are several ways in whih depth information may be enoded in the phonon
signals. The ZIP detetor was originally designed under the assumption that depth
would be diretly reeted in the overall delay of the phonon signal: events near the
phonon side would be seen immediately, events near the harge side would start later
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beause of the travel time of the phonons, and there would be a ontinuous gradient in
between. In pratie, surfae eets aused the phonon pulses to have substantially
shorter delays near both surfaes, with longer delays in the bulk. There is also a
substantial dependene of delay on x-y position. These eets make it diult to
extrat any depth information from delay exept in the surfae regions.
Phonon partition may also be expeted to reet depth. Near the phonon side, a
larger fration of the initial phonons is absorbed very loally, and a smaller fration
is left to propagate aross the rystal. Therefore, phonon-side events will have larger
phonon partition radius, or equivalently, larger values of pfrac. This eet is in fat
observed in the Ge detetors. Events at or within a few millimeters of the harge side
have lower partition, with no depth eet; a few mm into the rystal, partition begins
to inrease with inreasing z; and surfae events at the phonon side an have very
large partition. This is demonstrated in Figs. 6.11 and 6.12. Partition radius is the
vertial axis in the rst plot and the horizontal axis in the seond plot; unorreted
ionization yield is indiated by the oloring, whih an be used to distinguish dierent
populations of events. In eah ase, it is apparent that the foldbak happens in several
dierent plaes. The innermost foldbak, with a relatively larger number of events, is
the maximum partition for events near the ionization side (bottom) of the detetor and
through about half of the depth. The outermost foldbak is the maximum partition
for events near the phonon side (top) of the detetor. As a funtion of depth, we
propose that the value of foldbak at partition is qualitatively similar to
rmaxpart (θ, z) = r
max
part (θ)×


1, z ≤ 1/2
1/3× (z − 1/2), z > 1/2
& 1.2, top surfae events
. (6.10)
A similar dependene of partition on depth appears to hold in other loations as
well, and not only at foldbak. In one-inh-thik detetors, the depth dependene of
partition appears to be further enhaned. Therefore, it may be possible in the new
detetors to extrat muh more analog depth information in this way.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.11: Depth sensitivity through phonon partition, in partition radius and
angle. The x− y oordinates are similar to one orner of the partition or box plot,
zoomed in to the top left orner to show only Quadrant A. In this view, the box plot
is onveniently shown in r and θ. Color in (a) is unorreted ionization yield, and is
used to identify the populations of events labeled in (b). The plot overs quadrant
A of T1 Z5, in r and θ from the box plot. The regions are: A, events very near the
enter of the detetor; B, outer eletrode events; C, holiday island events; D, bulk
inner eletrode events; E, the foldbak point for Q-side events; F, the foldbak point
for P-side events; and G, P-side surfae events.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.12: Depth sensitivity through phonon partition, in partition and delay ra-
dius. Color in (a) is unorreted ionization yield, and is used to identify the popula-
tions of events labeled in (b). The plot overs a slie through the middle of quadrant
A of T1 Z5, in r from the box plot and delay plot. The regions are: A, events very
near the enter of the detetor; B, outer eletrode events; C, holiday island events;
D, bulk inner eletrode events; E, the foldbak point for Q-side events; F, the foldbak
point for P-side events; and G, P-side surfae events.
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6.4 Further diretions
Muh work remains to be done in the position reonstrution, and in moving beyond
loation to a full funtional-form event reonstrution. This setion lists some of the
next tasks as well as longer-term goals.
 Calulate true standard deviations for the observable inputs. These would re-
plae the urrent values, whih are put in by hand to math the average thikness
of the various quantities over all detetors. Instead, σ should be alulated from
the part of the dispersion in eah RQ that is not explained by position. The
ontribution to σ from baseline noise an be diretly alulated, using the same
simulation developed in Se. 8.10.
 Adopt more physially meaningful observables as inputs. This will give the
funtional form model a more diret interpretation for omparison with the
detetor Monte Carlo and detetor physis alulations. For example, the par-
tition radius an be replaed with P ?int/PT int, the fration of total phonon
energy (as alulated using the integrated pulse) found in one phonon sensor.
Here the question mark represents quadrant A, B, C, or D. The phonon integral
is to be preferred over the optimal lter beause it does not depend on pulse
shape; and raw quantities are preferred over orreted quantities beause we
wish to retain all position dependene.
 Add depth as one of the oordinates. Depth information omes mainly from
partition; although we have some physial understanding of this, it ompliates
model building and has been left out so far.
 Adopt less idealized funtional forms that allow for asymmetry and imperfe-
tions in the detetor. This may benet from input from the detetor Monte
Carlo eort.
 Perform a more sophistiated θ orretion that takes into aount the dierent
amounts of bunhing in the inner and outer parts of the detetor.
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 Calulate model detetor responses for neutrons and surfae events as well as
bulk gammas, using alibration samples.
 Construt timing uts based on the reonstruted properties of real events as
ompared to the model gamma, neutron, and beta responses.
 Tarek Saab at the University of Florida has plans to aquire a sanning soure
for use in CDMS detetor testing. This would allow the detetor response
funtions fi(xj;α) to be diretly measured!
Chapter 7
Soudan data sets
The data set analyzed in this work onsists of two runs, Run 118 and Run 119,
made up of about 1600 series numbers. These rst data runs followed several test
and ommissioning runs of the Soudan refrigerator and iebox. One the ryogeni
system in the mine was operational, Towers 1 and 2 were shipped to the site and
installed in the iebox. Installation was ompleted in Marh 2003. It was deided to
initially ommission and run only Tower 1, onsisting of the same six detetors that
had previously been run in the Stanford shallow site, and only then to turn on the
new detetors of Tower 2. The rst Tower 1 ommissioning data was taken on August
13, and stable running onditions were reahed in early Otober. This period of data
taking with one tower ontinued through January 11, 2004, and is known as Run 118.
Commissioning of Tower 2 began with the end of Run 118. This did not require a
warmup and ooldown, so the two-tower data was taken during the same physial
run of the dilution refrigerator. However, for onveniene, the two-tower data set was
given the designation Run 119. These run numbers orrespond roughly to ooldowns
of the dilution unit of the Soudan refrigerator, plus an oset of 100 to distinguish
Soudan runs from SUF runs.
Eah time the DAQ is ongured and started, a new series number is assigned
to the inoming data. These series numbers are onstruted from the date and time
when the DAQ was started, as follows: XYMMDD_hhmmss, where Y is the last
digit of the year, MM is the month, DD the day, and hhmmss is the loal time in
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hours, minutes, and seonds. The rst digit X is a loation ode: 1 represents the
Soudan deep site, 0 represents the Stanford shallow site, and 2 and 3 indiate the test
failities at Berkeley and Case Western. Sine they were taken at Soudan in 2003 and
2004, all of the Run 118 and Run 119 data sets have series numbers beginning with
13 or 14.
Within eah data set, the events are identied by event numbers of the form
FFFFEEEE. The rst part, FFFF, is the le number, and the seond part, EEEE, is
the sequential event number within the le. Eah le has 500 events. The rst event
of eah data set is therefore event number 10001, the rst event of the seond le is
20001, and so on.
7.1 Run 118: One tower
Run 118 was the rst siene run at the Soudan deep site, using Tower 1 only. The
analysis of Run 118 was the subjet of dotoral dissertations by Clarene Chang [83℄
and Vuk Mandi [53℄. The WIMP-searh results as published in a preliminary short
paper [85℄ and a full publiation [86℄ set exlusion limits that led the eld using the
germanium data. The blinded analysis found no andidate events, and a subsequent
analysis using a dierent ionization energy estimator found a single event in Z5 at 64
keV. No Si results were published from Run 118 alone, sine only one good Si detetor
was ative.
WIMP-searh data
The primary running mode of CDMS is WIMP-searh data taking, also known as
low-bakground data. This means that no radioative alibration soures are in-
serted through the shielding, and in fat the soure storage box should be removed
to a separate avern, behind the MINOS experiment. Low-bakground data has a
low event rate, < 1 Hz, and eah series number typially overs at least an hour of
ontinuous running, and up to about twelve hours (limited by the need to transfer
ryogens twie daily).
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The rst low-bakground data was taken on August 29. The period of stable
WIMP-searh running began on Otober 2 and ended on January 11 with the be-
ginning of Tower 2 ommissioning. Run 118 aumulated 65.2 live days before uts,
with a total of 1 kg of Ge and 200 g of Si target mass.
Calibration data
Soudan data taking inludes in situ alibration with gamma and neutron soures.
During Run 118, several dierent gamma soures were used. The initial ommission-
ing data in August and early September of 2003 used a 1 mCi
137
Cs soure with a
gamma line at 662 keV, and a 1 mCi
133
Ba soure with lines at 276, 303, 356, and
384 keV. With the soures inserted all the way through the lead shield, to give the
best resolution of spetral lines, these soures gave trigger rates of > 2 kHz. Beause
eah event is digitized over 1.6 ms, suh a high event rate leads to substantial pileup.
Therefore, we purhased a weaker, 1-µCi Ba soure and used it beginning on De-
ember 1, 2003. This soure allowed alibration with as little intervening material as
possible, while keeping the trigger rate reasonably low, and it therefore beame the
primary gamma alibration soure for Run 118 and Run 119. Barium alibrations
were taken intermittently throughout the stable running period.
Neutron alibration was performed with a 5 µCi 252Cf soure. Beause neutron
apture ativates the Ge detetors, neutron alibration is performed only rarely, and
only after stable running is ahieved. Run 118 inluded three neutron alibration
runs, on November 25, Deember 19, and January 5 (series numbers 131125_1538,
131219_1447, and 140105_1556).
Noise performane
During the ommissioning of the Soudan faility, a large eort was put into reduing
the ambient eletroni noise levels, espeially by removing noise soures inside the
RF-shielded lean room. Some omponents of the ryogeni monitoring and ontrol
system, suh as the liquid nitrogen level meter and the base temperature thermome-
try, were found to be problemati and were disabled during data taking. All plumbing
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lines entering the room had dieletri breaks installed, and the penetrations were in-
sulated so that the plumbing did not touh the Faraday age. Traking down and
eliminating noise soures was a large projet onduted mainly during spring and
summer of 2003, led by Vuk Mandi with the eort of the author and many others.
In addition, the mains power supply to the RF room was arefully evaluated, and
reworked as neessary, by Stan Orr. However, Run 118 still had substantial exter-
nal noise, partiularly on the ionization hannels. There was a forest of prominent,
distint lines from pikup at high frequenies. Several soures of this noise were dis-
overed during the ourse of Run 118 and eliminated during the ommissioning of the
two-tower run in early 2004.
Grounding
The grounding sheme used during Run 118 was suseptible to pikup of external
eletroni noise. In partiular, the detetor readout ables running between the front
end boards (inside the RF-shielded room) and the RTF boards (in the eletronis
room) ompromised the grounding sheme: one pin of eah able onneted the ele-
trial ground inside and outside the RF-shielded room. This onnetion both reated
ground loops, with one new loop for eah detetor, and allowed noise piked up in
the eletronis room to propagate to the ground inside the RF-shielded room. In
diagnostis between Run 118 and Run 119, we veried that disonneting Pin 20 of
eah detetor able at the RF room wall dramatially redued noise pikup on the
ionization hannels.
As part of a general improvement to grounding, these onnetions were broken
during January of 2004, before the start of Run 119. The improvement in noise levels
an be seen in Fig. 7.1. Beause the noise pikup primarily appeared at frequenies of
a few hundred kHz, whih is rejeted well by the optimal lter used for pulse height
estimation, these hanges have a small eet on energy resolution. However, they are
signiant for pulse timing reonstrution, espeially at low energies.
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Figure 7.1: Ionization hannel noise stability in Run 118 and Run 119. The standard
deviation of the pre-pulse ionization baseline is shown for events in Run 118 (blue)
and Run 119 (red). The noise level is lower and more stable after the grounding
hanges.
Sliding seal heater
The top of the helium bath is losed by a sliding O-ring seal between the fridge
dewar and the insert. This O-ring was warmed by a resistive heater tape to keep it
from freezing. The sliding seal heater was ontrolled by a thermostat, and ame on
for about a minute out of every 5-10 minutes, depending on the bath boilo rate.
During Run 118 the AC power supply to the sliding seal heater was piked up on
the detetors' ionization hannel readout, ausing elevated noise during the heater's
ative phase. Although this extra noise did not signiantly impat the quality of
pulse tting, it did ause elevated hi-squared values for ionization pulses, ausing
two bands of hi-squared values (see also Se. 8.3.8). In order to simplify the analysis,
it was deided to aept only the lower-noise band, eetively exluding the periods
when the sliding seal heater turned on.
The heater tape was replaed on Marh 5, 2004 with a heater and fan, partially
to eliminate this noise soure. Independently, the orretion of the grounding issues
desribed above better isolated the ionization hannels, so that the signal of the old
heater tape no longer had any eet on noise.
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Publiations
The Run 118 results have been presented in an initial, short paper [85℄ and a longer,
full treatment [86℄ as well as the dotoral dissertations of Vuk Mandi and Clarene
Chang [53, 83℄. The spin-independent WIMP exlusion limits derived from this data
set were the most sensitive available at the time, and the rst to fully over the region
orresponding to the interpretation of the Dama annual modulation signal as a result
of WIMP sattering.
7.2 Run 119: Two towers
The analysis of this data set was the fous of the dotoral dissertations of Angela
Reisetter [96℄, Mike Attisha [97℄, and Joel Sander [82℄. A short paper on the initial
analysis inluded a blinded Ge result with 10-keV threshold; a Si result with 7-keV
threshold; and limits ombining the Run 119 result with the existing Run 118 analysis
[87℄. This ombined limit set the leading exlusion limits for the WIMP-nuleon spin-
independent ross setion at the time. The data set was also analyzed for the ase of
spin-dependent interations, setting the leading limits for sattering on neutrons [27℄.
There was a single Run 119 andidate event, at 10.5 keV in T2 Z5, whih was found
to have ourred during a series number with badly impaired harge neutralization.
Although this event an be ondently interpreted as a bulk eletron reoil with
suppressed yield beause of the degraded harge olletion, it was inluded as a WIMP
andidate for all physis results.
WIMP-searh data
The rst low-bakground data set of Run 119 was taken on Marh 6, 2004, and stable
running was ahieved on Marh 25. The WIMP-searh run ended on August 2. Run
119 took data over 74.5 live days before any uts, for a total exposure of 111.8 kg-days
of Ge data or 44.7 kg-days of Si.
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Calibration data
Run 119 alibration used the same 1 µCi 133Ba soure and 5 µCi 252Cf soure as Run
118. In order to better haraterize any drift or variation in detetor performane
over time, and to ollet the best possible statistis on surfae eletron reoils, it was
deided to take barium alibration data for approximately four hours eah day.
Neutron alibrations were on May 7, June 15, July 12, and August 2 (series num-
bers 140507_0906, 140615_0949, 140615_1014, 140712_0849, and 140802_1341).
When a series number is started, 500 noise traes are digitized right away. These
are intended to sample the noise prole in the absene of any pulses. Therefore, we
ordinarily remove the soure when the DAQ is restarted by pulling the soure bak
through the soure tube until it is outside the lead shield. One the DAQ has taken
500 events, the soure is reinserted. Oasionally, the barium soure was left fully
inserted during the noise traes, usually in order to do overnight alibration running
when no the operators were not physially in the mine.
Noise performane
Between Run 118 and Run 119 the sliding seal heater was replaed and the grounding
sheme was substantially improved. Both of these upgrades led to smaller noise pikup
on all ionization hannels during Run 119. Beause the noise pikup was at high
frequenies above 100 kHz, well away from the frequenies of interest for our signal
pulses, this had only a very small eet on energy resolution. The improvement is
shown in Fig. 7.2.
Publiations
The Run 119 results have already been presented in a short publiation [87℄, and will
be inluded in a longer paper on the reanalysis of the Run 118 and Run 119 data sets
performed in this work. In addition, an analysis in terms of spin-dependent ouplings
has been performed for the rst time [27℄.
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Figure 7.2: Noise spetra from Run 118 and Run 119 in ionization and phonons. The
data sets ompared are 140110_0917, a low-bakground data set from near the end of
Run 118 with high noise pikup, and 140424_0955, a low-bakground data set from
Run 119. In (a), ionization noise on QI of T1 Z1. In (b), phonon noise on PC of T1
Z1.
7.3 Exluded periods
Certain data sets ontain periods in whih the data quality was potentially om-
promised by elevated noise levels or other problems. Although these data sets are
otherwise usable in the WIMP-searh or alibration analysis, the problemati parts
must be removed by a bad data ut. The spei reasons and ranges of exluded
events are listed below.
7.3.1 Transfers during data sets
Three low-bakground data sets, 131011_2115, 131014_1845, and 14508_1035, on-
tinued to run during ryogen transfers. Beause transfers ause elevated noise, these
runs showed abnormally high trigger rates after the transfers started. The high-trigger
periods were exluded by utting out 131011_2115 after event #360222, 131014_1845
after #280027, and 140508_1035 after #100000.
During one barium alibration data set, 131211_0920, the level sensor for the
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liquid nitrogen bath turned on. It is ordinarily inative exept during transfers,
preisely beause it auses elevated noise on the phonon hannels. The bad period
was exluded by utting out events #1200500-1320500.
7.3.2 LED ashes during data sets
Two barium sets, 140630_0917 and 140707_1014, as well as the low-bakground data
set 140525_1552, ontinued to reord data during LED ashing for neutralization.
LED ashing auses elevated temperatures and degraded performane. These periods
are exluded by utting 140630_0917 events #2680376 and 2680377; 140707_1014
events #2500411-2510095, and 140525_1552 events #60123-60128.
7.3.3 Spurious events during Cf data
The alifornium soure was inserted after the rst 500 events (used for noise anal-
ysis) of eah data set. The operator's notes for 140105_1556 note that there were
spurious events during the insertion of the soure. Therefore, the seond 500 events,
orresponding to event numbers 20000-20501, are exluded.
7.3.4 Partial loss of power
During the low-bakground data set 140407_0913, the irulation pumps turned o,
and the SQUIDs lost lok. Therefore, all events after #70155 are exluded. During
the low-bakground data set 140611_1708, a power outage aused some pumps and
other eletronis to turn o. Events after #40428 are exluded.
7.3.5 Z6 not working
The phonon hannels of T1 Z6 were not working during the barium alibration sets
140513_0919, 140525_1338, 140608_0932, and 140622_0938, although the detetor
was ongured and set to trigger. These data sets are exluded for T1 Z6 only.
In addition, the early part of 140622_0938 was dominated by noise triggers from
the non-funtioning detetor T1 Z6. Therefore, events up to #530003 are exluded
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altogether.
7.3.6 Detetors turned o
During some runs, not all detetors were ative. This was deliberate in some Run 118
barium alibrations, when separate runs were taken for eah detetor individually.
At other times, some detetors had problems with front end eletronis or SQUID
stability and were turned o for aeted runs. This was not infrequent for the detetor
T1 Z6 during Run 118. These data sets are ut out for the inative detetors.
7.3.7 Wrong or no triggers
The ordinary trigger mode for CDMS-II is the phonon low trigger. This means that
the signal on at least one phonon hannel must exeed a ertain low threshold in
order to trigger an event. However, several other trigger modes are also supported.
The phonon high trigger demands a muh higher energy, around 100 keV, to trigger.
There are also ionization high and ionization low triggers, as well as gated trig-
gers, whih require the pulse height to lie between the low and high thresholds. A
few data sets do not have the phonon low trigger set for all detetors. In some ases
this was aused by a desire to test the other trigger modes. In other ases, the DAQ
was inadvertently ongured to use a dierent trigger mode. In a very few ases, the
DAQ apparently did not work properly, and used a dierent trigger mode than the
one seleted by the operator.
Data taken with dierent trigger modes may still be used in some ases. For
barium and alifornium data, either the phonon low or ionization low trigger is a-
eptable. For WIMP-searh data, a good understanding of the threshold is very
important. Therefore, we require that the DAQ be ongured for phonon low trig-
gers only, and exlude any data sets in whih the DAQ atually used a dierent
trigger. These data sets are retained for any detetors that were properly triggering
on phonon low.
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7.3.8 Crash after ashing
The low-bakground run 140422_1951 was paused at midnight on April 23 for LED
ashing. After the ashing, the experiment was automatially resumed, but the
detetors were not orretly ongured again. The SQUIDs were not re-loked, so that
the DAQ reorded uninterrupted, random noise with ontinual triggers. Therefore,
the part of this run taken after midnight is exluded.
7.3.9 Trigger burst periods
During several parts of Run 118 and Run 119, there were intermittent bursts of
rapid triggers on the noise in a single detetor. These do not ause spurious WIMP
andidates, sine the traes typially have only brief exursions just above the trigger
threshold. The tted energy is then far below the analysis threshold. However, these
periods do ompliate analysis, in partiular the alulation of ut eienies. Their
usefulness as WIMP searh data is minimal beause the summed live time of a trigger
burst period is near zero, even though it may ontain many events. Therefore, they
are removed.
One type of trigger burst was seen in November and Deember 2003, when spike-
shaped glithes appeared on the phonon hannels. Channel C of T1 Z4 was most
severely aeted. These periods an be identied by studying the pre-pulse standard
deviation of the voltage output on this hannel: many of the traes have spikes in
the pre-pulse period, and therefore have very high standard deviation values. The
aeted runs have been leaned by keeping only periods of time in whih at least 75
onseutive events had pre-pulse noise values onsistent with the absene of any noise
bursts.
The seond type of trigger burst ourred intermittently, mainly in Run 119. This
was not aused by any noise pikup or eletroni glithes, but by hanges in the true
baseline noise level on one detetor. When the noise on a phonon hannel beame
large enough to frequently reah the trigger threshold, a noise burst was the result.
The most frequently aeted detetor was T2 Z2, although T1 Z1 also experiened
a few short trigger bursts. The bursts are identied as periods during whih at least
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30% of all events triggered on T2 Z2 (or 40% on T1 Z1), with less than 1 keV in the
triggering detetor. Whenever this ondition is satised over 100 or more events, the
period is rejeted for all detetors.
The two trigger burst uts have a ombined eet of reduing the total live time
of the WIMP searh data set by 1.04%, and the total number of events by 21.44%.
The uts have been set in the manner desribed above, with no expliit referene to
the live time of the events removed.
7.3.10 Bad neutralization in Ba set
The operation logs for April 2004 note that on April 14, LED ashes during ryogen
transfers were found not to be working orretly. Subsequent investigation of the
reord shows that there were LED ashes during all transfers exept the one beginning
at 6:05 am on April 14. Therefore, data taken between this transfer and the next set
of orretive ashes may not have good neutralization. The only aeted data set is
the Ba alibration run 140414_0757, whih was part of the losed Ba set for the
initial Run 119 analysis.
The problem was redisovered during the ombined analysis, when the single data
set 140414_0757 was found to dominate the timing outlier low-yield events for T2 Z6.
Subsequent investigation showed that the data set has ompromised neutralization
for T1 Z6 and for T2 Z1, Z5, and Z6. It has therefore been exluded for the ombined
analysis. Although systemati KS tests have not been performed for Ba data sets, any
similarly degraded periods of Ba data would also be found through their ontribution
of too many timing outliers to the low-yield population in aeted detetors. In the
absene of any suh remaining eet, we an be ondent that no similarly bad Ba
data sets remain in the seleted data. For WIMP searh data, the KS tests have
already removed any suh problemati data sets.
Chapter 8
Combined analysis
In the ombined analysis of this thesis work, the Run 118 and Run 119 data have
been analyzed anew, starting again with raw data. The goal was to treat the two runs
identially: with the same oine proessing, the same uts, and the same riteria for
good data seletion. This hapter begins by desribing the signiant hanges made
to oine proessing, and espeially to the farming of the data, in Se. 8.1. Setion 8.3
desribes the data quality uts, and Setions 8.4 through 8.10 desribe the physis uts
exept the surfae-event rejetion uts. Finally, Se. 8.11 alulates the eienies
of all uts exept the surfae-event rejetion uts. The timing uts themselves are
omplex enough to merit their own hapter, Chap. 9.
8.1 Oine proessing
The raw data taken by CDMS-II is turned into alibrated quantities suitable for
humans to study by a software pakage olletively known as CDMS Pipe. The
rst stage is Dark Pipe, whih takes as its input raw data les and auxiliary les
written by the DAQ, and produes redued quantities, or RQs, inMatlab le format.
The RQs inlude pulse heights, start and rise times, and information extrated from
the trigger and veto reords. The seond stage is Pipe Cleaner, whih alibrates
the RQs, removes position and energy dependenes, and performs diagnosti tests.
The output of Pipe Cleaner is a set of speial RQ les known as the relative redued
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quantities, or RRQs.
Dark Pipe was originally written for use with BLIP detetors, and was ported
to run on the analysis mahines at Stanford and the test failities. Pipe Cleaner
was initially added to give a onvenient set of alibrated and redued quantities, and
during the analysis of SUF Run 21, was expanded to perform the position orretion.
In preparation for the move to the deep site in Soudan, all the distint versions were
merged into a ommon ode base stored in a entral ode repository, and the remaining
BLIP ode was removed. During the ompletion of this thesis work, a signiant
amount of eort has gone into upgrading, testing, orreting, and maintaining CDMS
Pipe. The entire analysis hain has been put into a form that an be ompiled into a
stand-alone exeutable and run on the Fermilab omputer farm. Previously, CDMS
Pipe was limited to small lusters of omputers under our diret management and
with one Matlab liense required for eah CPU. The new farming apability was
rst demonstrated in the reproessing of the ombined data set.
8.1.1 DarkPipe
This setion is a summary of the analysis performed by Dark Pipe, the rst-pass
automated analysis software of CDMS and CDMS-II. A thorough treatment may
be found in the dotoral dissertation of Mihael Attisha [97℄, who shepherded the
software through the rst two years of data taking in Soudan. At the heart of Dark
Pipe lie four dierent algorithms for estimating pulse heights, and one robust routine
for extrating timing information from raw pulses.
Optimal lter
Ionization and phonon pulse heights are alulated in the frequeny domain using
optimal ltering. In an optimal lter, frequeny omponents whih are represented in
the signal are weighted more heavily, and frequeny omponents that are represented
in the noise are de-weighted. The trae for eah event is integrated against the lter,
with an appropriately aligned start time. To onstrut the lters, a noise sample is
taken as part of eah series number. Five hundred random trigger events are olleted
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immediately, at the beginning of eah data set. After this initial sample, random
triggers are interspersed with ordinary events to make up 5% of the total. These
noise traes are used in both ionization and phonons. The signal pulse in phonons is
represented by a xed, funtional-form template with an adjustable rise time and fall
time for eah detetor. The template in ionization is onstruted by averaging over
many real pulses in eah detetor.
In the past, only the initial 500 random triggers have been used to generate the
noise spetra for the optimal lter. In this analysis, for the rst time, random triggers
taken during the whole data set an be used. We have hosen to use all random trig-
gers for low-bakground data sets. This allows the optimal lter to more aurately
reet onditions during data taking, inluding any hanges over long low-bakground
data sets, and possible systemati dierenes between the beginning of a run and sub-
sequent periods. For alibration data, we ontinue to use the rst 500 noise traes in
the interest of speedy proessing.
The random triggered events are intended to sample baseline noise in the absene
of an event. If there happens to be a real pulse within the time window of a random
triggered event, that event must not be used in optimal lter generation. Whenever
real pulses are inluded in the noise sample, the optimal lter will be tuned to lter
out the frequenies of real pulses, whih should be retained by the lter. There-
fore, it is very important that the lter generation ode be able to onsistently weed
out any aidental pulses in the noise traes. The analysis ode that performs this
funtion has been broken for previous Run 118 and Run 119 analyses. Some photon
alibration runs in Run 118 and Run 119 were taken with the
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Ba soure inserted
during all of the random triggers, so that a non-negligible number of the noise traes
ontained gamma satter events. As these were not rejeted, the optimal lters were
ompromised, leading to defetive pulse height estimation and alibration osets in
some photon alibration data in the published Run 118 and Run 119 analyses. In the
published Run 119 result, this was addressed using an energy resaling on aeted
barium alibration data. A similar resaling was also applied to some WIMP-searh
data sets, with a signiant impat on WIMP-searh results that has not previously
been reognized or doumented. A rst study of this eet and a revision of the
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published Run 119 results are presented in Appendix A.
For the analysis in this thesis, these problems have been studied in detail, and the
ode has been orreted and improved. All data from Run 118 and Run 119 has been
reproessed with orret optimal lters, and stray events during random triggers an
no longer ompromise the optimal lter. There is no need for any resaling, and the
problems desribed in Appendix A do not apply to the analysis and results presented
here.
Fixed template t F5
The ionization hannel is also t with an alternative, time-domain routine alled
F5. The t for eah detetor uses four templates: one eah for the inner and
outer eletrodes, and two to represent rosstalk between them. These are the same
templates used for the optimal lter on the ionization hannel. The t has ve
parameters: the amplitudes of the pulses in the inner and outer hannels; the pre-
pulse baseline in the two hannels; and a ommon start time for both pulses. Of these
ve, three are not atually free parameters of the t, but are alulated beforehand:
the pre-pulse baselines are found by simply averaging the part of the trae before the
pulse starts; and the start time is taken from the optimal lter algorithm.
1
Pulse integral
The phonon hannels also have a seondary energy estimator, the phonon integral.
This is found by rst subtrating the pre-pulse baseline, then rolling o the trae
with a high-pass lter at 100 Hz and integrating. The integral provides a more linear
energy estimator, less strongly aeted by position dependene and saturation eets
than the optimal lter. However, it is more sensitive to noise, and has worse energy
resolution for small pulses. The integral is used for analysis of events at very high
energies, suh as the 5.4-MeV alpha partiles emitted by
210
Po, and also to study the
1
Saturating ionization pulses (above 1 MeV) are analyzed only with the F5 algorithm, and not
the optimal lter. Therefore, another start time must be used. For these pulses, the start time input
to the template t is found by walking bakwards from the rst saturated sample of the trae to
nd the last sample that's within ve standard deviations of the pre-pulse baseline.
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position dependene of the optimal lter.
Timing walk
The start time and shape of eah pulse are analyzed by the rtftWalk algorithm orig-
inally reated by Paul Brink. The pulses are rst smoothed with a seond-order
Butterworth low-pass lter at 22.5 kHz (Ge phonons), 90 kHz (Si phonons), or 200
kHz (ionization). The rtftWalk ode begins at the highest point of the ltered pulse,
whih is dened as the 100% point on both the rising and falling edges. It then
walks down the rising edge to nd the rise time points of interest, and similarly down
the falling edge for fall time points. For eah point of interest it walks down the
slope until it enounters the rst sample that is below the desired threshold, and
then interpolates between the samples just above and just below the threshold
2
. This
interpolation gives an estimate of timing with resolution potentially ner than the
digitizer sample time of 0.8 µs. The points of interest on the phonon pulses are at
every 10% along the rising edge, and at 80%, 40%, and 20% on the falling edge.
The 22.5 kHz low-pass lter applied to the phonon pulses of germanium detetors
appears to be overly severe. It uts signiantly into the bandwidth of the pulse itself,
strething out the rise time and artiially pushing the start time earlier, as in Fig.
8.1. The main eet is that rise times are made more uniform, while delay beomes a
more powerful disriminator. On the whole, we nd that timing disrimination is not
signiantly impaired. Beginning with the ve-tower Run 123, this lter has been
relaxed to 50 kHz. For the Run 118+Run 119 ombined analysis in this thesis, the
Butterworth lter remains at 22.5 kHz for Ge phonon pulses.
2
In the phonon rtftWalk algorithm, this interpolation urrently has a aw when operating on the
falling edge. Instead of interpolating between the samples just above and just below the desired
threshold, it atually extrapolates using the two samples just above threshold. Although this error
was deteted during the transition to ompiled Dark Pipe, it introdues only a slight inrease in
noise for the fall time quantities, whih are peripheral to the analysis. The ode has been kept as it
was for onsisteny within the data set. A orretion will be made for proessing future runs.
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Figure 8.1: Surfae event phonon trae before (blue, solid) and after (red, dashed)
the Butterworth lter.
8.1.2 PipeCleaner
PipeCleaner further proesses the RQs produed by Dark Pipe. It applies alibra-
tions to all energy and timing quantities. It also performs a simple funtional-form
position orretion on the ionization energy estimates and a sophistiated look-up ta-
ble position orretion of phonon quantities (see Se. 5.10 and Se. 4.4 respetively).
Although some data quality uts use Dark Pipe output, all physis uts are based on
quantities from Pipe Cleaner.
8.1.3 Stand-alone version
Sine CDMS Pipe is written for Matlab, it has in the past always been hosted on
dediated lusters of omputers owned and ontrolled by CDMS member institutions,
with one Matlab liense per CPU. The test failities at U.C. Berkeley and Case
Western run CDMS Pipe loally on their own mahines. The Stanford Underground
Faility has a luster of seven proessor Pentium III mahines (mostly dual-proessor,
for 13 CPUs) purhased for the analysis of the shallow site data of CDMS-I and
CDMS-II at Stanford. All of these use data aquisition systems built in LabVIEW,
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with a relatively low maximum data rate of about one event per seond.
For CDMS-II at Soudan, an entirely new data aquisition pakage was written
by the U.C. Santa Barbara group, based on Java and C++ (see Se. 3.7). This was
designed for muh faster throughput, allowing event rates above 50 Hz. The data
rate is now limited by pile-up of multiple events, rather than the apability of the
DAQ. Although the data rate during ordinary low-bakground running is muh slower
than this (less than 1 Hz), it is desirable to take large
133
Ba data sets daily to ollet
a sample of as many near-surfae eletron reoils as possible. During Run 118 and
Run 119, all data taken at Soudan has been initially proessed on-site in the Soudan
Analysis Cluster (SAC, up to 34 mahines and 65 CPUs), and all reproessing at
SUF. With the beginning of ve-tower data taking, however, the data sets are too
large to onveniently proess all data at the SAC or SUF. Therefore, CDMS Pipe has
been modied to reate a stand-alone version that an be run on the Fermilab farm
without requiring that eah mahine have aess to Matlab.
The proess of ompiling CDMS Pipe has required a substantial eort, inluding
the following sub-projets:
 A new utility get_events has been written to read in raw CDMS data. This
replaes the older readEvents. Advantages of get_events inlude ompatibility
aross omputing platforms, exibility in the soure of the data (aross a loal
network, from loal disk, or aross the Internet), and inorporation of several
updates to the data format. The older readEvents was limited to reading events
aross a loal network and required a speial server, netServer, to be running on
eah mahine. The new get_events has the ability to read from unompressed
and ompressed loal les, and works with all ombinations of endianness in the
les and on the loal mahine. In addition, it provides the new apability of
extrating events aross an SSH onnetion, so that users at any institution have
easy aess to events from the omplete raw data repository on disk at Fermilab.
Compatibility has been maintained with the optional use of netServer, and
with the slightly dierent le formats used by the SUF and test faility data
aquisition systems.
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 TheMatlab ompiler supports a substantially restrited subset of theMatlab
programming language. To ompound matters, the ompilers for Version 6
and Version 7 of Matlab are entirely dierent, and have signiantly dierent
requirements for the M-le programs they take as input. Workarounds have
been developed for those Matlab features that annot be ompiled into stand-
alone programs, suh as sript M-les, the eval statement, and many others.
 A preparser for Matlab ode has been written. This allows the neessary
modiations to be made to the software in order for it be ompiled, without
interfering with the existing ode. The preparser reads speial diretives in the
ode beginning with the sequene %//, and outputs a ompiler-ready version.
For example, wherever a sript M-le is invoked, it an be marked with the
diretive %//sript. This instruts the preparser to diretly inlude the text of
the sript M-le. More details, along with the ode of the preparser, may be
found in D.2.
 A redued but ompatible version of the CDMS Analysis Pakage (CAP, do-
umented in [43℄) has been written. Known as miniCAP, it is needed for
ompiling PipeCleaner. CAP is a set of tools for working with RQ data in
Matlab, handling the extration of quantities from le, buering, and the def-
inition of derived quantities and uts. MiniCAP performs the same funtions,
but without buering and with the ability to work with only one series number
at a time.
 Sripts have been written to manage the pre-parsing, ompiling, and pakaging
needed to generate a stand-alone CDMS Pipe pakage. The three user om-
mands are Compile_Dark_Pipe, Compile_Pipe_Cleaner, andMake_DP_Pakage.
The resulting pakage inludes all needed libraries, as well as wrapper sripts
to onveniently run Dark Pipe and Pipe Cleaner.
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8.1.4 Reproessing at Fermilab
The ombined Soudan data set has been fully reproessed at Fermilab, using the
QCD luster and the main Fermilab Farm. In 2005 the CDMS group at Fermilab
purhased a fast mahine with dual Intel Xeon proessors and 8 terabytes of disk,
known as dmstiny. This mahine has a single Matlab liense, and keeps all raw
and proessed data on disk. In Otober 2005 CDMS Pipe was rst ompiled on
dmstiny using the then-new Matlab Version 7. The Run 118 + Run 119 data set
was proessed with Dark Pipe and Pipe Cleaner in November and Deember of 2005.
The Pipe Cleaner portion of the proessing has been re-run in Marh and September
of 2006, to take advantage of improved alibrations. This reanalysis of the one- and
two-tower Soudan data has exerised CDMS Pipe on the Fermilab farm. This is the
primary method for proessing the full alibration data set in the ve-tower runs Run
123, Run 124, and further runs urrently in progress.
After proessing at Fermilab, all data sets have been subdivided into two halves.
This split is done event-by-event, based on sequential event numbers: there is an odd
sample and an even sample. The even-odd split is a separate proess after Dark Pipe
and Pipe Cleaner, and in this analysis, has been performed on the omputer luster
at Stanford rather than at Fermilab. The even and odd portions are important for
the
133
Ba alibration data, where the odd set is used for dening uts, and the even
set provides an independent sample for alulating leakages and eienies.
8.2 Trigger eieny
CDMS is a triggered experiment, so a partile interation must trigger the DAQ if it
is to beome an observed event. The CDMS trigger is performed in the RTF boards,
and ordinarily operates as a user-adjustable voltage threshold on the phonon signal of
eah detetor, summed over the four hannels (see also Se. 3.6). When this threshold
is reahed, a global trigger is issued and the signals in all hannels of all detetors
are digitized and saved. The threshold is typially set just above the noise, so that
WIMP sensitivity extends to the lowest possible reoil energies without the rate of
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triggers on noise beoming too high.
WIMPs are expeted to ause only single satter events, so we are interested only
in the individual trigger eienies for the detetors onsidered singly. However,
alulating the trigger eieny requires a sample of events that do not trigger a
given detetor, whih neessitates onsideration of other detetors. In all past CDMS
analyses, we have seleted events in whih any other detetor generated the rst,
global trigger, and looked for a subsequent trigger in the detetor of interest. The
fration with a subsequent trigger is omputed as a funtion of the energy deposited
in the detetor of interest to give an eieny funtion. The trigger eieny for
detetor i, as a funtion of energy E observed in i, is
ǫi(E) =
N(global not in i, E in i, trigger in i)
N(global not in i, E in i)
. (8.1)
We have demanded that the global trigger arise from another detetor in order to avoid
being biased by events that were reorded only beause of the trigger in detetor i.
These ount as suessful triggers in the numerator, but had the trigger failed in
detetor i, they would never have been digitized at all, and would have been lost to
the denominator as well. Therefore, they should be exluded. This formula would
be exatly orret if we also required that the pulse in detetor i begin after the
global trigger. However, we have not ordinarily imposed this ondition, so there is a
small bias towards making the eieny estimate onservative. To see this, onsider
a pulse in whih the signal for detetor i rosses the trigger threshold rst, followed
by detetor j. A trigger is generated for j. If i also suessfully triggers, then i will be
the global trigger, so this event is exluded from the numerator and the denominator.
If, on the other hand, i fails to trigger, then j will be the global trigger, so the event
is inluded in the denominator only. Thus, there is a lass of events that an ount
as failures, but never suesses. The eet of this disrepany is very small, and it
gives a onservative estimate.
In this analysis, I introdue a modied denition for the trigger eieny that
avoids this issue. Instead of requiring that detetor i not generate the global trigger,
I require only that an enabled trigger appear for at least one other detetor. An
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Figure 8.2: Trigger eieny funtions for Tower 1 detetors.
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Figure 8.3: Trigger eieny funtions for Tower 2 detetors.
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Table 8.1: Fitted parameters for trigger eieny in Tower 1 (left) and Tower 2 (right)
detetors.
T1 a b ×100
Z1 6.78 2.48 12
Z2 2.07 0.59 0.84
Z3 2.05 0.59 0.34
Z4 4.52 0.77 0.98
Z5 1.95 0.56 0.62
Z6 3.81 0.79 0.53
T2 a b ×100
Z1 1.32 0.24 0.08
Z2 0.72 0.16 0.06
Z3 5.88 0.99 0.99
Z4 0.73 0.15 0.47
Z5 8.61 2.09 0.85
Z6 1.02 0.22 0.84
enabled trigger means one that will generate a global trigger if one hasn't already
been issued. This is not the ase when one detetor's triggers are suppressed in order
to take data with high statistis on another detetor, or to exlude a detetor that is
temporarily not working properly. As long as an event has an enabled trigger in at
least one detetor other than i, it is denitely reorded, regardless of whether i fails
to generate a trigger, generates the global trigger, or generates another trigger. This
then gives a truly unbiased eieny estimate:
ǫi =
N(enabled trigger in at least one other det, E in i, trigger in i)
N(enabled trigger in at least one other det, E in i)
. (8.2)
This formula keeps the pre-seletion riterion stritly independent of triggering in
detetor i, for a truly unbiased sample.
The CDMS trigger information is stored in a history buer, reording the time
of eah trigger event along with a mask indiating whih triggers were ative. The
triggers at the time of the global trigger are reorded as TGMask20 and TGTime20.
Up to four preeding triggers are retained as TGMask16-19 and TGTime16-19. Up
to ve following triggers are retained as TGMask21-25 and TGTime21-25. A trigger
relevant for the eieny alulation may appear in any of the history buer slots
20-25. It an in theory never appear in any of the preeding slots, beause the rst
enabled trigger generates the global trigger and appears in slot 20. Therefore, the
eieny alulation must searh TGMask20-25 for relevant triggers within a 50 µs
time window. In some ases there are enough triggers that TGTime25 is within the 50
µs window. It is possible that extra triggers were present, but are not easily available
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for analysis. Therefore, we exlude events for whih TGTime25 < 50µs. The detailed
proedure for alulating ǫi is as follows:
1. For eah detetor, selet all data sets in whih the phonon low trigger is enabled
to generate global triggers.
2. Exlude all events for whih TGTime25 < 25µs.
3. Selet events with an enabled trigger in any of TGMask20-25 in at least one
other detetor.
4. Histogram the events seleted in step 2 over energy E observed in detetor i.
5. Selet all events that additionally have an enabled trigger in any of TGMask20-
25 in detetor i.
6. Histogram the events seleted in step 4 over energy E observed in detetor i.
7. ǫi(E) is the ratio of the histograms from steps 6 and 4.
The trigger threshold an also be estimated by onverting the voltage threshold setting
into a pulse height in keV. This does not give a detailed eieny funtion, but only
an approximate threshold level that an be used as a ross-hek on the alulation.
The results of the full alulation from data, along with the estimates from voltage
level settings, are shown in Fig. 8.2 (Tower 1) and Fig. 8.3 (Tower 2). The data
points are from Ba alibration data, with statistial error bars. They have been t
to an error funtion with three parameters: entral energy threshold, steepness, and
eieny at high energy. The funtional form is
ǫi(E) =
1− c
2
×
(
1 + erf
(
E − a
b
))
, (8.3)
with the tted parameters given in Table 8.1. This is a good t for all detetors
exept T1 Z1.
The two germanium detetors of Tower 2, T2 Z3 and Z5, have rather high trigger
thresholds. The detetor performane and noise levels would have been suiently
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good to allow lower thresholds, but it was not realized until the end of the run that
the thresholds were so high. T1 1 Z1 suers from a large variation in Tc with position:
the entral TESs are well biased and working, while many of the outer TESs are too
warm, and give no signal or a small signal to noise ratio. Therefore, interations of
the same energy at dierent loations ause signals of dierent sizes, and the trigger
eieny is a strong funtion of position. This smears the trigger turn-on out to
higher energies. It is not neessary to perform a more sophistiated eieny t
for T1 Z1, sine it is exluded as a WIMP searh detetor and used only as a veto.
The three remaining T1 Ge detetors, Z2, Z3, and Z5, have sharp and low trigger
thresholds. The two silion detetors T1 Z4 and Z6 are from an older design, with
smaller signal, and similarly have higher thresholds. The four silion detetors of
Tower 2 have very low and sharp thresholds, in two ases below 1 keV.
The detetors with higher trigger thresholds annot detet single satters at low
energy, so the phonon analysis thresholds are adjusted aordingly (see Se. 8.10).
8.3 Data quality uts
A set of data quality uts exlude any periods of time or individual events for whih
the performane of the detetors or the DAQ may be impaired. In most ases, these
uts are targeted at spei, known problems that ourred during the run. There
are also several more general uts that remove events for whih the noise is larger
than normal, or several pulses may have piled up within the digitization window.
8.3.1 Bad data ut
The rst ut applied is a bad data ut to remove the problem periods desribed in
setion 7.3 and those agged by automated Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests. It simply
removes the ranges of events (or detetors) aeted for these data sets. Sine this ut
removes parts of data sets delared a priori to be unreliable, no eieny is alulated
for this ut. Instead, it is aounted for in the pre-ut live time for eah detetor.
The live times after the bad data ut are given in Table 8.2. The main reason for
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Table 8.2: Live times after bad data ut, in live days.
Detetor T1 R118 T1 R119 T2 R119
Z1 38.196 74.473 73.331
Z2 34.725 73.714 71.965
Z3 38.898 74.473 73.674
Z4 36.354 74.429 74.473
Z5 38.678 74.473 73.953
Z6 36.262 73.957 74.114
dierenes between the live times of dierent detetors is that data sets sometimes
fail the KS data quality heks for only one or a few detetors.
Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests
We use automated heks of data quality as an aid in onstruting the list of good
data sets. These heks ompare the one- and two-dimensional distributions of various
quantities in eah series number to template data sets with known good performane,
applying a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to determine whether the distributions are on-
sistent. In the original Run 119 analysis and the Run 118+Run 119 ombined analysis,
the KS tests have been used for low bakground data only, and the alibration data
sets (of whih there are fewer) are seleted by hand. In subsequent runs, the KS tests
have been applied to alibration data as well (with suitable templates), and review of
the KS values has been organized as rotating data quality task, assigned in shifts of
one or two weeks to CDMS member institutions with the provision that data quality
shifts and on-site shifts in Soudan should not overlap. The KS tests have been de-
veloped by Long Duong, who also performed the initial round of WIMP-searh data
seletion for this analysis.
Whenever a series number diers from the templates by a suiently signiant
degree (p ≤ 10−3), a warning ag is generated and human attention is required to
determine whether or not the data set an be used. In many ases, failing KS tests
are aused by shifts in detetor performane that are statistially detetable, but
do not impair data quality. For example, small hanges in base temperature ause
small shifts in phonon alibration and phonon energy resolution. In other ases, the
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KS tests may fail beause a phonon hannel is not properly biased, or the harge
neutralization is degraded.
8.3.2 Error mask ut
The error mask is a set of ags reorded by the DAQ to indiate any problems with
the trigger or veto history buer. A few events have bad values for the error mask, and
are ut. Only events with error mask values indiating no problems (ErrorMask=0
or 128) are retained. One ommon type of problem is that some events are missing
the global trigger, resulting in an error mask value of 160. These events also ag the
global trigger ut, and are disussed in more detail in 8.3.3.
In the Run 118 WIMP-searh data, the most ommon type of error agged is
that the veto history buer overows. This happens when there is a very long time
between events. This does not happen in alibration data, when the event rate is high.
Between Run 118 and Run 119, the history buer was hanged to a ring buer, whih
does not suer overows. Therefore, the history buer overow events stopped after
Run 118. A ut on ErrorMask was not imposed in the original Run 118 analysis, and
these events were kept. However, it was imposed in the published Run 119 analysis,
where very few events were aeted. The ombined analysis has uniformly imposed
the error mask ut, thereby losing a fration of the Run 118 exposure, but simplifying
the analysis. The loss in exposure is 58,075 out of 1,003,860 events, or 5.79% of the
Run 118 data.
8.3.3 Global trigger ut
A global trigger is the signal for the DAQ to start reording an event. Depending on
the onguration of the trigger logi, phonon high and low triggers, ionization triggers,
random triggers, and veto triggers all may or may not generate global triggers. Sine
the DAQ does not reord an event until a global trigger is issued, every event should
have a global trigger in its history buer data. However, a few rare events are missing
their global triggers beause of an unknown DAQ error. This most often happens
when a random trigger (used to sample the baseline noise for generating the optimal
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Table 8.3: Events without global trigger.
No global All events Fration
Ba randoms 192 545,345 3.5× 10−4
Ba not randoms 21 9,443,568 2× 10−6
Cf randoms 7 19,650 3.6× 10−4
Cf not randoms 0 290,647 0
bg randoms 155 222,297 7.0× 10−4
bg not randoms 2 1,580,671 1× 10−6
lter) auses the DAQ to begin digitizing, but the history buer fails to reord the
global trigger. This happens for about one in every 2,000 random triggers. More
rarely, a detetor-triggered event has no global trigger in the history buer. This
happens for about one in every 200,000 events.
The aeted detetor-trigger events are found only in a few data sets. Both
aeted WIMP-searh events are in 131014_1817. The Ba data sets are 131009_1122
(20 events) and 140413_0856 (1 event). The rst of these, 131009_1122, is from very
early in Run 118; it is in fat the rst good barium run of the entire ombined data
set. One other data set, 131211_0920, has 22 detetor-triggered events missing the
global trigger, but only during the period of time during whih the nitrogen shield
level meter was ative. This portion of the run is already exluded from the good data
set (see 7.3.1). In all of these ases, inspetion of the raw data reveals that the DAQ
did in fat reord a global trigger, but that spurious times were also reorded in the
history buer, so that the trigger reords ould not be parsed orretly. Therefore,
these events should be ut. The event from 140413_0856 is aused by a history buer
overow. This has sine been xed, and is in any ase already tagged and ut out
by the ErrorMask ut. We an onlude that the global trigger is always present
for detetor-triggered events, but that very rare problems with the history buer
time reords an hinder its identiation. The fration of detetor-triggered events
removed by the global trigger ut is very small, < 10−5, and its eet on eieny
may be negleted.
The random-trigger events with missing global triggers are interspersed evenly
throughout the running period, both in Run 118 and Run 119. Their global triggers
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Table 8.4: Events with global trigger only.
Trigger mode Global only All events Fration
131029_1628 Q-low 228,324 300,501 76%
131119_1110 Q-gated 22,907 32,847 70%
131205_1220 Q-gated 41,834 60,001 70%
All other Ba P-low 75 4,813,903 2× 10−5
are missing in the raw data, and it appears that there remains a DAQ bug that drops
the global trigger for about one in 2,000 random triggers. This is unrelated to the
small number of detetor-trigger events disussed above.
There are also some events that have a global trigger, but nothing else. A hek
through the raw data indiates that the spei trigger information was not written
by the DAQ (it s not a Dark Pipe problem). These are almost entirely restrited to a
few runs during Run 118 that were taken with non-standard trigger modes. Several
barium alibration data sets in Run 118 used an ionization low trigger instead of the
standard phonon low trigger. Some data sets also imposed a maximum value, so that
an event is reorded only if its pulse height falls within a ertain range: the Q gated
trigger. Table 8.4 is taken only from odd Ba alibration data.
There remains a very small number of events in phonon-low triggered data sets
with only a global trigger. Even in the absene of useful history buer information, it
is possible to hek whether they are random trigger events: the DAQ software writes
a speial event ategory ag when it initiates a random trigger event. Inspetion of
this ag indiates that all 75 aeted events are detetor triggers. There is no evidene
of any other problem in the global-trigger-only events; they seem to be missing only
trigger history buer information, and it is possible to analyze them as usual. The
low-bakground data also has a negligibly small number of events with apparently
only a global trigger. These events do in fat have other triggers in the history buer,
but at a slightly dierent time from the global trigger. These are good events in every
way, and are inluded in the analysis.
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8.3.4 Charge bias ut
Very rarely, the DAQ may reord a dierent value of ionization voltage bias than the
usual -3V for Ge and -4V for Si. The most ommon problem is a 0V reading for the
last event (or last few events) of a data set. It seems that the DAQ may ontinue to
digitize one or several extra events after it has begun to de-ongure the detetors
at the end of running. To eliminate these events, the harge bias ut demands that
the absolute value of the inner-eletrode bias be between 2.5V and 4.5V. This ut
removes only one otherwise good event in the low-bakground data set: the last event
(#140435) of 140325_1750, for T1 Z1 only.
The barium alibration data set also has a few events removed by this ut. The
last event of 131010_1233, #360001, has zero bias for T1 Z1-Z5, and orret bias
only for Z6. In addition, the last several events of 131010_1313 have zero bias on T1
Z1, as does the nal event of 140720_1518. The data set 131029_1628 has an error
ode for the bias of T1 Z5 and Z6, but is already exluded from the good data list for
these detetors beause they were not ongured at the time. No alifornium events
are aeted.
Although the ut is somewhat loose, allowing anything from 2.5V to 4.5V,all
passing events have exatly QIbias=2.998V (Ge) or 3.999V (Si). These are slightly
dierent from 3V and 4V only beause of the nite numerial preision of the DAQ.
Sine the harge bias ut removes at most 6 events out of the full data set, the
loss of eieny is minusule and an be negleted.
8.3.5 Anti-glith uts
Oasional bursts of eletroni noise from various soures an be piked up and ause
detetor triggers. These glith events were espeially ommon during Run 118, and
muh rarer in Run 119, after improvements to the grounding sheme. The glith
events do not resemble real detetor pulses. The glith events typially appear on
several detetors at one, and ause more phonon triggers than ionization triggers.
They are removed using a ut on the pattern of triggers harateristi to glithes: at
least two detetors have phonon triggers, and the number of phonon triggers must be
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Figure 8.4: An event removed by the fall time-based anti-glith ut. This is an event
from the Run 118 low-bakground data set, from a run in whih T1 Z1 hannel C
had a large number of noise triggers.
greater than the number of harge triggers by at least two.
Beause this ut removes only events triggering multiple detetors, the eieny
for WIMP andidate events is 100%. The rate of aidental oinidenes is already
taken into aount in the eieny of the single-satter ut. Although the anti-glith
ut has no diret eet on the aeptane fration for WIMP andidate events, it
does remove a large number of Run 118 glith events that ould otherwise skew the
eieny alulations for uts suh as the pre-pulse noise ut and the harge hi-
squared ut. Therefore, the anti-glith ut is applied before making all eieny
alulations in the following setions.
A seond type of glith event is found in bursts in ertain phonon hannels. Be-
ause these are not ut out by the ut above, a seond anti-glith ut is needed. These
events take the form of very quik spikes, with rise and fall times muh faster than
typial events, as shown in Fig. 8.4. Their fall times are < 20µs, while the minimum
possible fall time for a real pulse is the eletrothermal feedbak time (23-150 µs, typi-
ally about 50 µs). In pratie, real pulses have onsiderably slower fall times, beause
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a signiant amount of phonon energy ontinues to arrive at late times. Therefore, a
ut at 20µs is eetive for removing spike-like glithes, while preserving all real pulses.
The eieny of the ut is alulated by applying it to neutron events; it is found to
be 99.95±0.01%, lose enough to 100% to represent a negligible loss in eieny.
8.3.6 Phonon pre-pulse noise ut
Eah event is digitized bak to 400 µs before the trigger. The pre-trigger part of the
trae is used to evaluate the baseline noise levels and stability of the phonon hannels
during the event, and to rejet pile-up. In partiular, the standard deviation of the
pre-pulse samples provides a way to ut out events in whih the baseline is hanging
or too noisy. This ut requires that eah phonon hannel have a suitably low pre-
pulse standard deviation, with the ut level set independently for eah hannel, and
sometimes adjusted for data sets with dierent noise levels.
The ut is set at at ±5σ of the distribution of random trigger events (exluding
those in whih real pulses or noise bursts were oinidentally found in the digitized
trae). In order to retain as muh WIMP-searh exposure as possible, the ut is
speially tuned for some of the WIMP-searh data sets in whih the pre-pulse noise
values drifted from the usual mean or standard deviation. There is no speial tuning
for any alibration data sets; the overall values from the low-bakground data set are
used. The standard values are given in Table 8.5.
The pre-pulse standard deviation is losely related to the noise spetrum. Under
the assumption of stationary noise, the standard deviation may be found by adding
in quadrature the ontribution from eah frequeny. If ij is the urrent noise at
the input oil in amps per root-Hertz at frequeny fj , ∆f is the frequeny interval
(digitization rate divided by number of samples), and g is the size of a digitizer bin
in amps, then σ2 = ∆f
g2
∑
fj 6=0
i2j . Anything that hanges the noise spetrum will also
hange the distribution of σ: the Johnson noise of the shunt and parasiti resistanes
are sensitive to the temperature of the 600 mK and 4K stages, respetively. These
may be elevated by ryogen transfers, and take some time to reover. Aordingly,
some hannels have a gradual shift in phonon pre-pulse standard deviation over the
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Table 8.5: Cut ranges for phonon pre-pulse noise.
Detetor PA PB PC PC
T1 Z1 3.410-8.010 2.425-8.015 2.235-6.105 2.450-5.690
T1 Z2 1.680-3.740 1.670-3.770 1.880-4.360 2.220-4.500
T1 Z3 1.820-4.260 2.215-5.525 2.615-5.565 1.750-3.910
T1 Z4 2.455-5.965 2.500-5.380 2.225-5.675 1.650-3.450
T1 Z5 3.040-5.980 2.990-6.390 3.460-7.100 2.845-7.655
T1 Z6 2.525-5.675 2.615-5.384 2.405-5.295 2.605-5.895
T2 Z1 1.535-3.245 2.120-4.100 2.380-4.700 1.660-3.180
T2 Z2 1.360-2.480 1.615-3.305 1.490-3.070 1.425-2.935
T2 Z3 2.675-4.845 2.290-3.850 2.180-3.880 2.540-5.020
T2 Z4 1.415-2.485 1.400-2.340 1.620-2.740 1.345-2.315
T2 Z5 1.400-2.700 1.510-2.770 1.450-2.770 1.495-2.665
T2 Z6 1.425-2.515 1.680-2.940 1.755-3.085 1.870-3.150
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Figure 8.5: Drift in phonon pre-pulse noise with time sine run start. This eet is
largest in T1 Z5, hannel D, the hannel shown. The event samples are the initial 500
random trigger events (light blue, solid); 0.1-1.1 hours (dotted, blue); and 5-6 hours
(dashed, blak). The 5σ ut values and nominal mean are shown as solid vertial
lines.
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Figure 8.6: Stability of pre-pulse noise over the entire R118 + R119 ombined WIMP-
searh data set. The horizontal axis is run number within the full data set; the vertial
axis is pre-pulse standard deviation in T1 Z5 hannel D. Two runs near 150 have lower
pre-pulse noise beause hanges in SQUID behavior have redued their bandwidth.
These runs have speial values of the phonon pre-pulse noise ut.
ourse of a run. This leads to small dierenes between the nominal values used to
set the ut and the atual distribution of pre-pulse standard deviation in a given data
set (See Fig. 8.5). The small shifts lead to a loss of eieny relative to the nominal
two-sided 5σ ut eieny of 1 − 6 × 10−7. Fig. 8.6 shows that stability over long
time periods is generally good, but some data sets have signiant shifts in bandwidth
beause of hanges in the anomalous SQUID behavior near rollo. This ut applies
speially tailored values for low-bakground data sets with suh shifts.
Sine this ut evaluates only the part of the digitized trae before the beginning
of the signal pulse, it is alled a pre-trigger ut. Pre-trigger uts have eienies
unorrelated with any properties of the event itself, suh as energy, position, or reoil
type. The overall eieny on WIMP-searh data is given in Table 8.6. Both of the
anti-glith uts are applied before alulating these eienies.
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Table 8.6: Events lost in pre-pulse phonon noise ut.
Detetor T1 T2
Z1 0.7% 0.02%
Z2 0.02% 0.8%
Z3 0.009% 0.05%
Z4 0.08% 0.04%
Z5 0.02% 0.05%
Z6 2.0% 0.03%
Table 8.7: Loss in eieny from harge pre-pulse ut.
Detetor T1 R118 T1 R119 T2 R119
Z1 7.5% - -
Z2 0.018% - -
Z3 - - -
Z4 0.003% - 0.16%
Z5 - - -
Z6 - - 0.33%
8.3.7 Charge pre-pulse noise ut
The ionization pre-pulse noise ut is similar to the phonon pre-pulse noise ut. The
ut is made on the standard deviation of the baseline samples before the beginning
of the pulse, with a ut level set by hand along with the harge hi-squared ut.
It removes very few events, sine the event analysis is relatively insensitive to high-
frequeny noise. It does remove a signiant number of events for T1 Z1 during
Run 118. This detetor's ionization hannels were unusually sensitive to noise pikup
before the grounding orretions in early 2004. The loss in live time for T1 Z1 is
about 7%, but this is irrelevant sine the sole aeted detetor is already exluded
from the WIMP searh. If a future analysis were to reinstate T1 Z1, this ut ould
be safely relaxed.
The eieny of the ut is estimated from random trigger events in the WIMP-
searh data. The eet on eieny is given in Table 8.7. Where the fration of
events lost is 10−5 or smaller, it is simply negleted.
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8.3.8 Charge hi-squared ut
The hi-squared ut on the ionization hannels rejets events for whih the observed
pulses dier too muh from template pulses. This rejets events aused by eletroni
glithes rather than partile interations, pile-up events, traes with shifting baselines,
and some events with exess noise. The hi-squared value is not normalized as a
true hi-squared, and is energy dependent. Therefore, the ut is implemented as a
quadrati in energy, as shown in Fig. 8.7b. For Run 118, the harge hi-squared ut
removes events during whih the sliding seal heater was ative. These form a seond,
higher band of hi-squared values, above the ut (See Se. 7.1). Events taken while
the heater was on are believed to be usable for the WIMP searh, but are exluded
in order to simplify the hi-squared ut. This represents an aeptably small loss of
live time.
The eieny of the ut is alulated from gamma events in the low-bakground
data. Run 118 and Run 119 must be handled separately beause the main soure
of events rejeted by the ut is the sliding-seal heater eet, whih only ourred in
Run 118. There is also an energy dependene, whih is t using an error funtion in
ionization energy. The eieny alulation for T1 Z5 is shown in Fig. 8.7b.
8.3.9 Negative phonon ut
The negative phonon ut is present primarily for safety; there should be no way
to generate signiant negative-going pulses in the phonon hannels. The ut is
set at N standard deviations below the noise blob, and is imposed on eah hannel
independently. For this analysis, N=6 and the eieny for real events is taken to be
100%.
8.3.10 Phonon saturation ut
This ut demands that no phonon hannel have any saturating samples. Beause
saturation happens only at very high energies > 1 MeV, saturating events are well
outside the usual region of interest. The phonon saturation ut is used simply to
guard against any pathologies in tting the energies of saturating pulses, whih ould
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Figure 8.7: In (a), the ionization hannel hi-squared ut in T1 Z5. The data shown
are barium alibration events. The events along the left edge of the plot are eletroni
glithes, whih an make large signals but don't resemble real pulses. The faint seond
band at χ2 values around 8000 omes from the ativity of the sliding seal heater. In
(b), the eieny of the hi-squared ut in T1 Z5. The upper (blue) error bars are
from Run 119, with nearly 100% eieny. The lower (red) error bars are from Run
118, with eieny redued by a few perent beause of the sliding seal heater noise.
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oneivably make them appear at low energies. The eieny for 10-100 keV WIMP
andidates is 100%.
8.4 Single-detetor ut
WIMPs are expeted to have a sattering length of light years, so any WIMPs passing
through the CDMS iebox should satter in at most one ZIP detetor. The single-
satter ut rejets events that have energy signiantly above the baseline noise level
in more than one detetor. The eieny for WIMP andidates is very high, with
the possibility of rejetion only in the event that the noise rises above the threshold,
or for aidental oinidenes.
The ut is dened as a threshold on total phonon energy pt in eah detetor.
For an event to be seleted as a single satter in a given detetor, its phonon energy
must exeed the mean of the random-triggered noise traes by at least 6 standard
deviations in that detetor; and the phonon energies in all other detetors must be
within 3.5 standard deviations of the noise mean. An event an fail by having pt
more than 3.5σ above or below the noise. The ut threshold for one detetor, using
WIMP-searh random trigger events, is shown in Fig. 8.8b.
The eieny of the singles ut is alulated from the random-triggered noise
traes. All events in the energy range of interest pass the rst part of the ut,
sine any event above the 5-keV phonon analysis threshold is automatially more
than 6 standard deviations above the noise blob. For eah detetor, the eieny
of the singles ut is the fration of noise traes for whih no other detetor has pt
outside the 3.5σ aeptane window. Beause the random triggers are taken from low-
bakground data, this proedure aounts both for events that fail the ut beause
of noise exursions, and events that fail the ut beause of aidental oinidenes.
The random trigger events are required to pass the good data seletion ut for eah
detetor, and to have energy in the detetor of interest onsistent with noise. The
results of this alulation are tabulated in Table 8.8. Although there is a small
variation by detetor, the eieny is taken to be a onstant 98.9%, averaged over
all twelve ZIPs.
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Table 8.8: Singles ut eieny alulation.
T1 Randoms Fail ut E / %
Z1 256836 2654 98.967
Z2 248282 2547 98.974
Z3 258610 2662 98.971
Z4 253933 2610 98.972
Z5 258255 2664 98.968
Z6 252171 2514 99.003
T2 Randoms Fail ut E / %
Z1 163474 1839 98.875
Z2 160470 1430 99.109
Z3 163695 2053 98.746
Z4 165966 2179 98.687
Z5 164609 2173 98.680
Z6 165138 2131 98.710
In the original Run 119 analysis, the singles threshold was 6σ instead of 3.5σ,
resulting in a slightly higher 99.8% nominal eieny. However, an error in a orre-
tion to phonon energies in T2 Z1 aused a 17% loss in real eieny, doumented in
Appendix A.
8.5 Fiduial inner volume ut
The ZIP detetor's harge sensor is segmented, with a disk-shaped inner eletrode
and a ring-shaped outer eletrode, in order to dene an inner duial volume. Near
the outer wall of the detetor, several types of problems an redue harge olletion
so that gamma events fall at low yield. In some areas the eld lines interset the
outer edge of the rystal, so that harges do not drift all the way to the eletrodes or
ground. The ontinuity of the eletrode and grid and the uniformity of the elds are
not as good in the outer region as the inner region. In the rst two towers of detetors,
the grid on the phonon side outside the phonon sensors is oated instead of grounded,
leading to several types of anomalous behavior and redued yield (see Chapter 5).
Therefore, only events ontained within the inner eletrode area are retained for the
WIMP searh analysis.
Several types of duial volume ut have been used in the past. The simplest is
a partition-based ut on the quantity qpart = QI−QO
QI+QO
. For events fully in the inner
eletrode, qpart = +1, and for events fully ontained in the outer eletrode, qpart =
−1. Inner eletrode events an be seleted with the broad ut 0.8 ≤ qpart ≤ 1.2,
whih was used in the analysis of the -3V bias data from SUF.
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Figure 8.8: In (a), the ionization threshold ut for T1 Z3 in Run 119. The noise blob
is formed from random trigger events in the WIMP searh data set. The distribution
of pulse heights is Gaussian, and the threshold ut is set at 3.47σ above the mean in
QI. In (b), the singles ut thresholds for T1 Z3. The noise blobs are again used, with
the ut set at 3.5σ above and below the mean.
A seond type of duial volume ut is dened by demanding that the signal in
the outer eletrode be onsistent with noise. Instead of utting on a ratio of inner
and outer energies, this imposes |QO| ≤ nσQO, where σQO is the root-mean-square
energy of noise events in the outer hannel and we use n = 2. In pratie the ut
is somewhat more omplex, sine the population of noise events is not entered at
QO=0, and beause the ut is often made somewhat looser at higher energies. This
style of ut was used in the analysis of the -6V bias data from SUF and the published
analyses of Soudan Run 118 and Run 119.
Eah of these uts has some advantages and disadvantages. The qpart-based ut
requires an energy-dependent fration of the total energy in the inner eletrode, so
that in the absene of noise the physial volume of the ut should be xed. In the
presene of noise, however, this ut has an eieny that falls steeply at low energies,
as the noise beomes large enough to push most events outside of the ut boundaries.
The noise-based ut has an aeptane fration for good inner-volume events that is
approximately onstant with energy. Its weakness is that at low energies, it allows in
more and more events that are not truly ontained in the inner eletrode.
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Figure 8.9: Setting the inner-eletrode duial volume ut. In (a), histograms of
the QO pulse height for events fully ontained in QI, with Gaussian ts. In (b),
olor represents the density of points. The vertial error bars show the 2-σ Gaussian
widths by energy bin, and the near-horizontal lines are the linear ut boundaries. The
diagonal lines represent a partition-based ut imposed for beta seletion only, at low
energies. Both plots are for T1 Z5 in Run 119.
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At low energies, the noise-based ut an also bias the yield towards lower values.
If the yield is dened using the inner eletrode signal only, yic = qi
pric
, then events with
some energy sharing between the two eletrodes will have lower yic than yc = qsum
prc
.
The noise-based ut allows in suh events at low energies, ausing some gammas to
leak into the beta region, and possibly the nulear reoil region.
It is neessary to balane the advantages and disadvantages of these two types
of inner eletrode ut. For seleting WIMP andidates, the goal is to maximize
exposure while allowing an aeptably low level of leakage. It is espeially important
to maintain high aeptane at low energies, where the WIMP reoil spetrum is
expeted to be strongest. The noise-based ut gives signiantly higher eieny
for nulear reoils at low energies, without many high-radius gammas that might leak
into the nulear reoil band. Therefore, it is aeptable for WIMP andidate seletion
in the low-bakground data.
On the other hand, the barium alibration data has many more gamma reoil
events. If the noise-based inner eletrode ut is used, a signiant number of these
may leak into the beta region, ontaminating the surfae event population. This
sample of surfae satters is used to set the timing ut, and even a small number of
bulk gamma events leaking in from high radius may poison the timing ut, foring it
to be very strit and resulting in a very low WIMP aeptane. Therefore, a striter
ut is needed for the seletion of betas in the alibration data. For this purpose,
the intersetion of the partition-based and noise-based uts is used: events must have
outer eletrode energy within two standard deviations of the noise, and have partition
between 0.8 and 1.2 (see Se. 9.4.1). The noise-based ut has eet at higher energies,
and the partition-based ut at lower energies.
The ut-setting proedure, along with both 2-σ and partition-based uts, is shown
in Fig. 8.9.
Based on the geometry of the inner and outer eletrodes, the duial volume ut
should have an eieny of about 85%. This assumes that there is a sharp boundary
between inner and outer events, running right down the middle of the trenh between
the two eletrodes. However, the reality is more ompliated. The eletri eld lines
are not exatly vertial, so that the inner region is not a perfet ylinder. The harges
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Figure 8.10: Saling barium to alifornium gammas for nulear reoil band alulation
in T1 Z5. The barium data (ner binning, red) inludes only eletron reoil events,
while the alifornium data (oarser binning, blue) inludes both gammas near yield
of 1 and neutrons at yield of about 1/3. The barium gammas in eah region have
been saled to math the alifornium gammas, so that the low-yield portion an be
subtrated.
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spread out into a ball with nite size, so that events suiently lose to the boundary
have ionization shared between the two eletrodes. The holiday island eet also
hanges the partition of harge. Furthermore, for partiles that may multiply satter,
suh as gammas and neutrons, the event will fail the inner eletrode ut if any of the
satters deposits signiant energy into the outer region.
We alulate the eieny from neutrons in the alifornium data set. This gives
a onservative estimate, sine it inludes some multiply-sattering neutrons (whih
are more likely to fail the ut). The fration of neutron events that inlude multiple
interations is estimated to be ∼1/3. The alulation is ompliated by the existene
of low-yield gammas, whih may leak into the neutron sample. In partiular, the
funnel and ear populations disussed in Chapter 5 have suppressed yield and fail
the inner eletrode ut, giving an unreasonably low eieny estimate. These gammas
must be aounted for. It's possible to ut them out using a timing ut, but this is
unreliable for several reasons. First, the timing uts are tuned to distinguish neutrons
from surfae satters, rather than bulk eletron reoils, and do not always have strong
rejetion for bulk gammas. Seond, the timing uts are intended for use only with
events inside the duial volume, and do not aount for hanges in timing quantities
in the outer region.
Therefore, we hoose to statistially subtrat the low-yield gammas, using the
barium data set as a referene sample for the distribution of yield and harge partition.
We dene samples of neutrons and gammas in six energy bins and six detetor regions,
sale the gammas from the barium sample to math the event rate in the alifornium
data, and subtrat the saled Ba from the Cf data in eah bin to get the orreted
neutron ounts.
Neutrons are seleted using a speial band ut on the total yield yc = qsum
prc
(unlike
the ordinary band ut, whih is valid only for inner events and uses the inner yield
yi). The ut used here goes to three sigma above the nulear reoil band (a wide
yield ut), and four sigma below the nulear reoil band. This asymmetri ut was
hosen beause neutrons in the outer regions of the detetor may tend to fall below
the main yield band, but in no region are they likely to fall muh above it. Extending
the ut further to high yields would allow more leakage of eletron reoils, and is not
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Figure 8.11: Eieny of duial volume ut in Tower 1 detetors. The dashed
(green) line shows the nominal 85% passage fration, and the solid (red) line shows a
linear t to the measured eieny.
be neessary to get a good sample of neutrons.
The six energy bins used are 7-10, 10-20, 20-30, 30-40, 40-60, and 60-100 keV
in phonon reoil energy. The six regions are the ear (-2.5≤qpart<-1.1), outer
(-1.1≤qpart<-0.8), funnel (-0.8≤qpart<0), near QI (0≤qpart<1.05, but failing
the duial volume ut), inner (passing the duial volume ut), and holiday is-
land (1.05≤qpart<2). In eah of these bins, we normalize the spetrum of barium-
alibration gammas to math the number of events in the gamma band in the ali-
fornium data. This is shown in Fig. 8.10, summed over the energy bins. The number
of gammas leaking into the wide nulear reoil band is then subtrated from the raw
neutron ount. In alulating the eieny, the numerator is the total orreted neu-
tron ount in the QI region, and the denominator is the total orreted neutron ount
from all regions. The statistial error omes from Poisson statistis on the number of
events in the nulear reoil band in eah bin in Ba and Cf.
The resulting eienies are given in Fig. 8.11 and Fig. 8.12. They are generially
lower than the nominal 85%, and derease with energy. This derease is attributed
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Figure 8.12: Eieny of duial volume ut in Tower 2 detetors. The dashed
(green) line shows the nominal 85% passage fration, and the solid (red) line shows a
linear t to the measured eieny.
to the inreased probability of multiple satters at higher energy. It is slight in Si
detetors, and more pronouned in Ge. We t a straight line to the eieny as
a funtion of energy for eah detetor, and inlude this linear funtional t in the
overall eieny alulation.
8.6 Ionization threshold
When the signal-to-noise of the ionization hannel beomes too low, eletron reoil and
nulear reoil events an no longer be reliably distinguished, and the duial volume
ut beomes ompromised. The ionization threshold ut is used to selet only events
with ionization energy suiently far out of the noise to give good disrimination.
This ut is set at a xed number standard deviations above the mean of the population
of WIMP-searh noise events, with the exat number hosen to give <0.1 noise events
leaking above the ut in the WIMP-searh data set. This yields a ut at 3.50σ for
Run 118 and 3.48σ for Run 119. The ase for one detetor is shown in Fig. 8.8a.
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The eieny of the ionization threshold ut is alulated together with the below-
gamma-band ut in Se. 8.7.
8.7 Below gamma band ut
Besides the standard nulear reoil band ut, we also impose a ut to rejet events
that are too lose to the gamma band. This is neessary beause at low energies the
band merge, so that the tails of the gamma distribution may begin to be aepted as
neutrons. We impose this ut at 3.5σ from the mean of the gamma band, in order to
ensure that all detetors have less than 0.02 events expeted leakage of bulk gammas
into the nulear reoil band before timing uts.
The eieny of this ut is alulated together with the ionization threshold ut.
These two uts arve into the nulear reoil band at low energy, oming from opposite
diretions. The eieny is the fration of nulear reoils within the 2σ band that are
not ut out by the ionization threshold ut or the low-yield ut. This is alulated
algebraially, under an assumption of Gaussianity, rather than from data. Exept at
very low energies, the ombined eieny is 100%. An error funtion is t to the
ombined eieny for eah detetor. Beause the ionization threshold for Tower 1 is
set separately for the Run 118 and Run 119 segments of the data set, the eienies
are done separately as well. Figure 8.13 shows the aeptane region and eieny
funtion for T1 in Run 119. The alulation for T1 in Run 118 and for T2 in Run
119 are very similar and are not shown here.
8.8 Nulear reoil band
The primary bakground disrimination of CDMS omes from ionization yield, the
ratio of ionization to phonons. The ionization signal is alibrated suh that eletron
reoil events have yield of 1. Nulear reoil events have ionization suppressed aord-
ing to Lindhard theory, and have yield ∼ 1
3
. The eletron reoil band is onstruted
from gamma events from
133
Ba data, while the nulear reoil band is onstruted from
neutron events from
252
Cf data.
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Figure 8.13: Aeptane region and eieny alulation for ionization threshold ut
and below-gamma-band ut for Tower 1 detetors in Run 119. In (a), the aeptane
regions are shown. The shaded region is the part of the nulear reoil band exluded
by the uts. The nulear reoil band is in green, the ionization threshold ut is a
hyperbola in red, and the below-er ut is a red urve sloping upward. The vertial
lines indiate the phonon analysis threshold. In (b), the ombined eienies (blue)
and ts to an error funtion (red, dashed).
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Figure 8.14: Gaussian ts for yield bands of barium eletron reoils (a) and ali-
fornium nulear reoils (b) in T1 Z5.
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Figure 8.15: Funtional form ts for eletron reoil and nulear reoil bands for T1
Z5. The error bars and band widths are shown at 2σ.
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Figure 8.16: Seletion of events for nulear reoil band eieny alulation in Tower
1.
The nulear reoil band ut is dened in terms of the orreted, inner-eletrode
reoil energy quantity pric = ptc − λqi, where pt is the position-orreted and
linearized total phonon energy, qi is the energy in the inner eletrode, and λ is the
Luke phonon fator. Beause this is dened in terms of the inner-eletrode ionization
qi instead of the total ionization energy qsum, it is orret only for inner-eletrode
events. The reoil energy prc = ptc − λqsum ould be used instead, but it has the
additional statistial noise of qo. Therefore, pri is preferred.
The band ut aepts events within two standard deviations of the energy-dependent
tted mean yield for neutrons. The standard proedure selets neutrons in several
energy bins in phonon reoil energy: 5-10, 10-20, 20-30, 30-40, 40-50, 50-60, and
60-100 keV. A Gaussian is t to the distribution in eah bin, as shown in Fig. 8.14.
Finally, one funtional form is t to the Gaussian means as a funtion of energy, and
a seond funtional form is t to the standard deviations. The funtional forms used
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Figure 8.17: Seletion of events for nulear reoil band eieny alulation in Tower
2.
are based on Lindhard, but with adjustable parameters:
µy(Er) = a×Eb−1r
σy(Er) = c× µy + d/Er.
The term in d represents the energy-independent baseline noise in the ionization han-
nels, and the term in c represents noise that sales with energy (oming from position
dependene and other soures other than baseline noise). The same proedure and
funtional forms are used for neutrons and gammas. The resulting bands, along with
the Gaussian error bars from eah energy bin, are shown in Fig. 8.15.
The eieny of the band ut is alulated using alifornium alibration neutrons.
They are seleted using a wider, four-sigma band, and required to pass a simple timing
ut. The neutrons are also required to be at least three standard deviations away from
the gamma band mean, a requirement whih has eet only at the lowest energies.
The eieny is then the fration of seleted neutrons that also pass the two-sigma
yield band ut. This is alulated within energy bins, and then the eieny as a
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Figure 8.18: Nulear reoil band ut eienies, with linear ts, in Tower 1.
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Figure 8.19: Nulear reoil band ut eienies, with linear ts, in Tower 2.
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funtion of energy is t to a straight line with a slope. The seletion of neutrons within
the four-sigma band is shown in Figs. 8.16 and 8.17, and the resulting eienies,
along with linear ts, are shown in Figs. 8.18 and 8.19.
8.9 Detetor seletion
Three detetors are exluded from the WIMP-searh analysis. The germanium de-
tetor T1 Z1 has a strong Tc gradient and was ion-implanted using an older sheme,
before the typial geometry of the position dependene was haraterized. This re-
sulted in the phonon sensors being ative near the enter of the detetor, but largely
dead in the outer regions. It also suers from gaps in the outer eletrode (Se. 5.4), so
that outer events with impaired harge olletion may not be fully rejeted. Finally,
in its position at the top of Tower 1, surfae events on this detetor an only be vetoed
by multiple satter on one side. (Indeed, it was plaed in this position largely to serve
as a veto for other detetors, sine its relatively poor performane was already well
known at the time of tower assembly).
Two silion detetors are also exluded. T1 Z6 is similarly in an end position
within a tower, and is known to be ontaminated with beta-emitting
14
C as a result
of indiret exposure to a leaking alibration soure during a test run. The high rate of
surfae satters on this detetor, along with the ability to veto them only on one side,
make it unsuitable for use as a WIMP searh detetor. As these issues were known
at the time of tower assembly, it was deliberately plaed in the end position to serve
as a veto, like T1 Z1. The nal exluded detetor is the Si ZIP T2 Z1. Although
its performane is good in many respets, it has a low Tc and a signiant gradient,
with lowest Tc in the −y region. This auses the phonon sensors at the bottom of
quadrants B and C to be largely inoperative.
All of the exluded detetors are arried through all of the ut denitions and the
full analysis, but their exposure is not inluded in alulating exlusion limits, and
any andidate events in them are ignored. The deision to exlude these detetors
was made in a blinded fashion.
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8.10 Phonon analysis threshold
Beause disrimination against gamma and beta bakgrounds beomes more diult
at low energies, the analysis is ut o at a minimum phonon reoil energy. This is
the analysis threshold. The value of the threshold is typially well above the mini-
mum observable energy observable; it does not reet the ultimate apability of the
detetors, but rather the minimum energy for whih a partiular analysis has been
performed, and WIMP aeptane and bakground rejetion are well understood. A
typial analysis threshold has been 10 keV reoil; this was used for the initial Run
118 analysis and the oial blinded analysis of Run 119. The Run 118 analysis in the
dotoral thesis of Clarene Chang used a 5-keV threshold. The initial publiation on
Run 119 also inluded a 7-keV analysis, whih was prepared under the same blinding
sheme; however, the deision to present the 7-keV result was made after unblinding.
The Stanford shallow-site Run 21 used 5 keV in the rst published analyses, but
subsequent work by Raymond Bunker has produed an analysis (now nearing om-
pletion) down to 1 keV reoil energy! SUF Run 19 with BLIP detetors also used a
10 keV threshold. The target energy threshold for the Run 118 + Run 119 ombined
analysis is 5 keV reoil.
The 7-keV low energy threshold in Run 119 was hosen based on alulations
whih indiated that below this energy, noise on the ionization hannel would begin
to ause gammas to fall at low yield. Aording to this result, these events would be
problemati outliers, not onsistent with Gaussian tails. In order to understand this
issue for the ase of Run 118, with its large eletroni noise pikup, I have performed
a realisti alulation of the ionization hannel resolution with noise. (Other eets
suh as position dependene are not inluded). First, realisti noise samples are
generated to math the noise spetrum of random trigger events from data. This
varies somewhat over time, and espeially between Run 118 and Run 119. The
simulated noise traes an be made to math the real noise from any data set, but
for this alulation, I have hosen as representative samples a very noisy data set
from Run 118, 140110_0917, and a lean data set from Run 119, 140424_0955. In
both ases I study the inner eletrode of T1 Z1, a detetor espeially suseptible to
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Figure 8.20: Simulated and real 50-keV events in T1 Z1, QI.
environmental noise and with relatively small signal-to-noise, in order to obtain a
onservative worst-ase piture.
Simulated ionization signals are onstruted from the standard templates in the
Dark Pipe optimal lter and F5 analysis. CDMS Pipe inludes one suh template for
every hannel; they are simply reused here. To reate simulated events, the template
is saled to the desired energy using alibration onstants from Pipe Cleaner, and
shifted in start time. Cubi spline interpolation is used to allow the start time to
vary by inrements smaller than the digitization tik time, 0.8 µs. The pulses are
then added to the generated noise samples and rounded o to give traes with noise,
signals, and digitization idential to real data.
The simulated pulses are nally analyzed using the same optimal lter algorithm
applied to all CDMS data in Dark Pipe, and with the lter parameters originally used
for the same data sets. The ratio of tted to nominal energy gives a yield for the
optimal lter analysis in the presene of noise. The results from 200,000 simulated
events under noisy Run 118 onditions are shown in Fig. 8.21. The yields were very
onsistent with a Gaussian distribution, and no ts gave Y ≤ 0.7 at reoil energies
above 3.8 keV. In addition, it was found that the noisy Run 118 onditions and
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Figure 8.21: Optimal lter performane in the presene of noise. The vertial axis
is the ratio of tted to nominal ionization energy for simulated pulses for T1 Z1 QI
in 140110_0917. On the horizontal axis is Luke-orreted reoil energy. Dangerous
events with Y ≤ 0.5 are shown as disrete points.
quiet Run 119 onditions resulted in essentially idential energy resolutions.
This test demonstrates that gamma leakage is not dangerous given the 5 keV en-
ergy threshold for the ombined analysis, and that gamma rejetion is not adversely
impated by the high noise levels of Run 118. At energies below 4 keV the gamma dis-
tribution ares out to high and low yield, but its spread is found to remain Gaussian,
and our standard yield-band uts are well suited to rejet these events in a straight-
forward way. This result stands in ontrast to the pessimisti projetions used in the
original Run 119 analysis, and favors a 5 keV analysis.
The 5 keV threshold is used for all detetors exept T1 Z4 and T2 Z5. The
silion detetor T1 Z4 is of an older design with larger energy dependene than the
new T2 silion detetors, and worse surfae event rejetion, espeially at low energy.
Therefore, its analysis threshold is set to 20 keV as in the Run 119 analysis. The
germanium detetor T2 Z5 has adequate performane at low energy, but its trigger
threshold was unfortunately set high enough that it has no sensitivity to single satter
events below about 7 keV (see Se. 8.2). Therefore, a 7 keV threshold is imposed.
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Of the exluded detetors, T1 Z1 and T1 Z6 are analyzed with a 20 keV threshold,
and T2 Z1 has a 5 keV threshold. These are not used for the WIMP result, but are
inluded for bakground studies.
8.11 Eienies
In this setion the ombined eienies are alulated before appliation of the timing
uts. The timing uts are handled separately in Chapter 9 along with their eienies.
All uts desribed in Chapter 8 are inluded in the eieny funtions here. The good
data seletion desribed in Se. 7.3 is ounted as a redution of live time, rather than
as part of the eieny. Beause of the slightly dierent noise performane and uts,
the eienies for the Tower 1 detetors are estimated separately in Run 118 and
Run 119. The eienies are given for eah detetor in Figs. 8.22 and 8.23.
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Figure 8.22: Overall eienies before timing uts for Tower 1 detetors. The upper
(blue) urve shows eienies for Run 119, and the lower (red) urve for Run 118.
The Run 118 values are lower beause of the sliding seal heater noise and the veto
history buer overows.
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Figure 8.23: Overall eienies before timing uts for Tower 2 detetors.
Chapter 9
Surfae event rejetion
The primary bakground for CDMS in the shallow underground site at Stanford
(desribed in Se. 3.1) onsisted of neutrons produed by osmi rays. Sine unve-
toed, single-satter neutrons in germanium annot be individually distinguished from
WIMP interations, the large ux of muons resulted in an irreduible neutron bak-
ground that ould only be statistially subtrated. The solution is to minimize the
rate of osmi-ray muons by moving the experiment to a deeper site. In the Soudan
Underground Laboratory, the rate of muons is redued to about one and a half per
human hand per day, with an expeted rate of osmogeni single-satter neutrons of
0.05 events in Ge and 0.05 in Si in the Run 119 data set .
In the absene of neutrons, surfae events beome the most important soure of
bakground (see also Se. 5.3). When an eletron reoil happens very lose to the top
or bottom surfae of the detetor, some harges of the wrong polarity may beome
trapped on the nearby eletrode, so that the ionization signal is suppressed. Within
a very thin dead layer this suppression an be severe enough to make eletron reoil
events fall into the nulear reoil band. Surfae events in the WIMP-searh data
set are primarily produed by the beta deay or very low-energy gamma deay of
radioative ontaminants on the outer layers of the detetors themselves. A seond
soure of surfae events, more prominent in gamma alibration data, onsists of se-
ondary eletrons produed by a gamma satter near the surfae of one detetor and
ejeted towards the neighboring detetor. These interations are informally termed
208
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Figure 9.1: Yield of betas on the phonon side (blue X) and ionization side (red O) of
T1 Z5. Betas that ould not be tagged by side are shown as small green points.
ejetrons, and an be tagged by seleting events with a bulk eletron reoil in one
detetor and a surfae event in its neighbor.
9.1 Disriminators for surfae event rejetion
9.1.1 Ionization yield
Although surfae events have redued ionization relative to bulk eletron reoils,
ionization yield remains eetive in rejeting most of them. At energies greater than∼
60 keV the beta band merges with the main gamma band. This is expeted, sine
eletrons of higher energy beome more penetrating, so that their energy deposition
is no longer ontained within the dead region. At low energy the beta band droops,
and has greater overlap with the nulear reoil band.
The ionization yield ut is not usually onsidered part of the surfae event rejetion
sheme, but it has a very signiant impat on the surfae event uts. Beause the
high-yield betas are already rejeted, the timing uts only need to disriminate against
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low-yield betas, whih have timing and other properties most strongly inuened by
surfae eets. In partiular, the yield ut and timing ut are omplementary for
events on the two sides of a ZIP detetor. Surfae events on the top (phonon side)
have more strongly suppressed yield, but also have faster timing; events on the bottom
(harge side) have higher yield, but timing properties more like bulk gammas (Fig.
9.1). Therefore, phonon-side surfae events an more easily be rejeted by the timing
ut, while harge-side events an more easily be rejeted by the ionization yield ut.
Beause many surfae events are multiple satters, inluding the ejetrons and a
fration of beta deays, we an often tag whih side an interation happened on.
Although this is not possible for WIMP andidates, whih are single satters, we
aount for the dierene between phonon-side and harge-side surfae events in the
alibration data sample and in the WIMP-searh multiple satters when alulating
the expeted beta leakage.
9.1.2 Phonon rise time
The original parameter used by CDMS for rejeting surfae events is the rise time of
the phonon pulse. When an event ours near the surfae of the detetor, many of the
phonons quikly reah the metal lms of the QETs or eletrodes. Interations with the
metal allow the phonons to quikly down-onvert to lower frequeny, faster-traveling
modes (see also Se. 2.3). As a result, the phonon energy reahes the aluminum ns
faster and auses a faster-rising pulse. This is espeially true on the phonon side of
the detetor, for whih the phonons are generated very lose to the absorber ns, but
is also true for events on the harge side. A fration of the phonons down-onvert in
the metal of the eletrode on the harge side, and are then able to travel ballistially
(and quikly) aross the 1-m thikness of the detetor to be absorbed at the phonon
side. The enhaned ballisti omponent is espeially evident near the beginning of
the rising edge of the phonon pulse.
In the analysis of SUF Run 21, the rst CDMS result using ZIP detetors, the sur-
fae event analysis onsisted of a single energy-dependent ut on rise time alone. The
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Figure 9.2: Timing disriminators in a Ge detetor, T1 Z5. The histograms of the
three parameters (phonon fration, delay, rise time) for neutrons (green, lighter) and
betas (red, darker) are overlaid with Gaussian ts, whih will be used in dening the
χ2 timing uts.
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rise time was dened as the time for the phonon pulse, summed over the four quad-
rants, to rise from 10% to 40% of its peak value. The Run 21 analysis also introdued
the phonon look-up table orretion, initially devised to remove position dependene
of the ionization yield. However, the rise time also has a position dependene, so the
look-up table orretion was used to make the rise time uniform aross the detetor
as well. In the analysis of Soudan data, the rise time parameter has been redened in
terms of the phonon pulse in the primary quadrant only, rather than the sum of the
four quadrants. This denition has a larger intrinsi position dependene, beause
events near the edge of a quadrant behave dierently from events in the enter of the
quadrant. However, the look-up table orretion is very eetive in removing this ef-
fet to reate a uniform disrimination parameter. Therefore, we hoose to maximize
the signal-to-noise by using the rise time from the primary quadrant, whih retains
most of the signal while experiening the noise from only one of the four quadrants
(on the average, a fator of two improvement in noise). This rise-time in the loal
quadrant is known as pdel, or pdelc after position orretion. The distributions of
betas and neutrons in pdelc are shown in the lower pane of Fig. 9.2.
9.1.3 Phonon pulse delay
The faster down-onversion of phonons makes the phonon pulse for surfae events not
only rise more steeply, but also arrive sooner relative to the (immediate) ionization
signal. Therefore, delay an also provide surfae event rejetion. The phonon delay is
dened as the time elapsed between the 20% rise of the ionization pulse and the 20%
rise of the phonon pulse in the primary quadrant. This is position-orreted using
the look-up table, in the same way as rise-time.
Besides the physial dierene in delay between surfae and bulk events, there is
also a degree of disrimination introdued by our timing analysis. As desribed in
Se. 8.1.1, pulse timing is alulated using a risetime-falltime walk algorithm whih
rst applies a seond-order Butterworth lter. In Ge detetors, this lter has been
set at 22.5 kHz, whih is a low enough frequeny to aet the shape of the pulse
rising edge. This auses the leading edge of fast-rising pulses to be made less steep,
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whih moves the start time earlier. The net eet is that rise time is made more
uniform, and timing disrimination is shifted into delay instead. For Ge detetors in
this analysis, delay is the most powerful disriminator for this reason. The delay of
phonons relative to ionization is alled pdel, or pdelc after position orretion. The
distributions of betas and neutrons in pminrtc are shown in the middle pane of Fig.
9.2.
9.1.4 Phonon partition
When interations our very lose to the phonon side of the detetor, a large fration
of the total phonon signal an be absorbed by ns lose to the interation point. This
auses the partition of phonon energies to favor the loal quadrant. A bias towards
the loal quadrant an be quantied in several dierent ways, but we have hosen
to use the phonon fration, dened as the phonon energy in the primary quadrant
divided by the phonon energy in the diagonally opposite quadrant. (It has been
shown that partition radius, the distane from the enter on a box plot, has similar
properties and would work as well.)
These partition quantities are primarily x-y position indiators, and only seon-
darily give information about interation depth. The primary x-y information must
be removed well before partition an beome a useful disrimination parameter. This
has been done using the same look-up table orretion as for ionization yield, delay,
and rise time, to give a orreted phonon fration. This orreted quantity has an
arbitrary normalization to 1 for bulk events, and is no longer diretly physially mean-
ingful as a measure of the distribution of energy among the phonon sensors. Instead,
it is a relative quantity that measures the degree to whih the phonon energy for an
event is more loally onentrated than for other nearby events. In many of the Run
119 and later analyses, this phonon fration has been used as a major disrimination
parameter along with rise time and delay, as a third timing quantity. It is espeially
useful for rejeting surfae events on the phonon side, where ionization yield is most
strongly suppressed. The usefulness of pfracc omes primarily from its orrelation
with rise time and delay, whih the hi-squared timing uts are able to take advantage
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of (see Fig. 9.8). The phonon fration is abbreviated pfrac, or pfracc after position
orretion. The distributions of betas and neutrons in pfracc are shown in the top
pane of Fig. 9.2.
9.2 Types of surfae event uts
Rise time only
The rst SUF Run 21 analysis used a simple ut on position-orreted rise time, with
the ut position set independently in eah of several energy bins for eah detetor.
This was suient in the SUF ase, sine osmogeni neutrons were the dominant
bakground rather than surfae events.
Yield-rise time maximum likelihood
In the analysis of the full 3V and 6V data sets from SUF Run 21, Don Drisoll t
funtional forms to the distributions of surfae events and neutrons in the yield-rise
time plane [74℄. Neutron and beta likelihoods were alulated from these funtions,
and ombined to make a likelihood ratio upon whih the ut was dened.
Although this approah an be eetive, subsequent analysis has taken the ap-
proah of dening independent yield and timing uts. This allows the problems of
gamma rejetion and beta rejetion to be separated for oneptual simpliity. The hi-
squared analyses desribed below ould naturally be generalized to make a ombined
yield-timing ut by adding yield as an extra dimension in the hi-squared.
Rise time and delay
The simplest way to use both rise time and delay in a single ut is to ombine them
into a single parameter with the best disrimination between neutrons and betas. A
onsisteny ut is dened in the perpendiular diretion, rejeting outliers whose rise
time and delay are not well mathed.
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Position-tuned ut
In his dotoral dissertation, Gensheng Wang dened a timing ut with dierent
thresholds for events near the enter of the detetor (r ≤ 3 m) and events in the
outer region (r > 3 m) [88℄. Although this preise approah has not been repeated
here, we follow in the same spirit by dening a radial orretion of the timing param-
eters. This is used in two uts, the r-orreted simple timing ut and the r-orreted
hi-squared timing ut.
Chi-squared
A ut an be dened to take advantage of any number of disrimination parameters
by dening a hi-squared for eah event relative to a neutron model and a beta
model. First, the distributions of neutrons and betas in eah parameter are modeled
by gaussians, taking into aount the orrelations between parameters. Eah event
then has a χ2n and a χ
2
β based on how well it mathes these model distributions. The
ut is dened in terms of the dierene χ2β −χ2n, with onsisteny and quality uts to
remove outliers.
The Run 119 blinded analysis developed two distint hi-squared uts: one using a
single neutron and a single beta model, and one with energy-dependent models. Eah
analysis was dened in terms of the three parameters rise time, delay, and phonon
fration. We dene several χ2 uts in this analysis, inluding the primary timing uts
for Ge and Si.
Neural network
Several neural network analyses were developed for Run 119 by Mihael Attisha.
One of these was dened in terms of delay, rise time, and phonon fration, and
was ompleted during the Run 119 blind analysis. A later neural network analysis
operated on wavelet oeients alulated from raw event traes, rather than the
standard redued quantities [97℄. Although a neural network timing analysis is being
arried out for the urrent ombined analysis, it has not been brought to ompletion
in time for this thesis.
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Linear disriminants
Preliminary work has been done by Jodi Cooley and Rupak Mahapatra on using
Fisher disriminants or linear disriminant analysis (LDA) for a timing analysis [98℄.
This is a family of related tehniques, similar to prinipal omponent analysis, whih
presribe a reipe for onstruting a linear ombination of timing parameters to use
as a disriminant. Although detailed omparisons have not yet been performed, this
may be expeted to generate disriminators very similar to the simple rise time and
delay ut traditionally used by CDMS. So far, the LDA approah has been applied
to the Run 119 data set, but not to the reproessed, ombined analysis data set.
Projetion and orrelation approximation
Darren Grant has applied the projetion and orrelation approximation (PCA
1
), a
ut-free signal extration tehnique, to CDMS timing analysis [99℄. The approah is
to apply a oordinate transformation to the input timing parameters, in whih the
distribution of neutrons and betas are generally not Gaussian, to onstrut a spae in
whih they are Gaussian. Correlations and likelihood funtions are alulated in this
spae, giving an estimate for the probability that any given andidate event omes
from the neutron or beta population. Although the PCA analysis has been applied
to the ombined Run 118 + Run 119 data set, it will not be overed in detail in this
thesis.
9.3 T2 Z5 li ut
One germanium detetor, T2 Z5, has a distint area of altered ionization yield near
the edge of the detetor, between quadrants B and C (see Se. 5.11 and partiularly
Fig. 5.14). The look-up table position orretion removes the eet in yield reasonably
well, but we nd that the aeted region still ontains a disproportionate number of
low-yield timing outlier events. It appears that the look-up table does not work well
1
Not to be onfused with prinipal omponent analysis, the Presbyterian Churh in Ameria, or
El Partido Comunista de la Argentina, with whih it shares an aronym.
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Figure 9.3: Cli ut and timing outliers in T2 Z5. The blue points are eletron
reoils from
133
Ba alibration, and the four red rosses are alibration betas that pass
the primary timing ut in Ge. All four are ut out by the li ut.
in the presene of the very sharp transition, ausing some bulk eletron reoils to be
orreted to low yield. Therefore, we use a li ut to remove the aeted region.
This is not stritly a surfae-event rejetion ut, but it is treated as part of the timing
uts for several reasons. First, the ut is used to remove a set of outlier events that
are diult for the timing uts to deal with, but that would otherwise be aepted.
Seond, the outlier events in question have timing properties similar to bulk eletron
reoils: they have delay and rise time faster than those of nulear reoil events, but
slower than surfae events. We tune our timing uts to remove surfae events and
keep neutrons, while the eet on bulk eletron reoils is unimportant. Given the
diversity of timing analyses, some tend to keep events with bulk gamma-like timing,
while others have good eieny for rejeting these events. Therefore, in the Run
119 analysis it was left up to the developers of eah timing ut to deide whether
to impose the li ut, losing a small amount of exposure but eliminating a lass of
problemati events, or to leave it out. We ontinue to lassify it along with the timing
uts. The li ut is imposed for all uts in the urrent ombined analysis.
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We onsidered several forms for the li ut, but settled on a very simple position-
based ut. The li ut, idential to the one used in the original Run 119 analysis,
rejets events with ydel < −20 µ s and keeps all others. The loss in exposure in T2
Z5 is about 25%, and is fatored into the eieny of eah timing ut. This ut is
shown in Fig. 9.3, along with the betas passing the primary Ge timing ut.
9.4 Dening timing uts
The surfae event rejetion uts have been dened blind, using only the alibration
data. A standard framework has been developed through the initial Run 118 and
Run 119 analyses, and further developed in the ombined analysis.
9.4.1 Beta seletion ut
The traditional CDMS denition of a beta has been anything below the eletron
reoil band and above the nulear reoil band. However, this suers from several
diulties. First, the beta region beomes narrow and disappears at low energies, as
the nulear reoil and gamma bands widen and eventually merge. Seond, it does
not take advantage of the very low-yield betas from
133
Ba alibration data, some of
whih are around or inside the nulear reoil band. Third, many of the events in this
region are more gamma-like than beta-like in timing and pulse shape, so that a tighter
yield-based ut may be needed. Finally, it does not take advantage of information
from other detetors in multiple satter events.
An important ompliation is the interation of detetor-detetor rosstalk with
beta seletion. Many of the betas in the barium alibration data are multiple satters.
If there is negative-going rosstalk from one detetor to another in the ionization
hannels (as detailed in Se. 5.5), events an be artiially pushed down out of the
gamma band, and shared events an be pushed into the inner eletrode region. These
appear to have the yield of betas, but their timing properties are those of gammas.
This reates a lass of outlier betas with relatively slow timing, whih are hard to
ut out. They an never beome WIMP andidates, sine they are multiple satters;
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Figure 9.4: Beta seletion in the yield-reoil plane, for T1 Z5. The green bands are
the eletron reoil and nulear reoil yield bands. Barium alibration data are shown:
shading indiates the density of events, and red points are seleted betas. The lower
horizontal line is at yield=0.1, the lower limit of the beta region. The two dark urved
lines are at 4σ and 5σ below the gamma band, forming the upper edge of the wide
beta band at low and high energies respetively. The denition rosses over at yield
of 0.7, indiated by the upper horizontal line.
but by leaking into the beta sample for setting the timing uts, they an fore the
uts to beome unneessarily strit, and artiially inate the leakage estimates. In
order to avoid this, the Run 118 + Run 119 ombined analysis adds several new
requirements to the beta seletion ut. First, any betas in whih the detetor below
has a signiant amount of energy (≥5 keV) must also pass the inner eletrode ut in
that detetor. This should eliminate most of the rosstalk events, whih are primarily
rosstalk from the outer eletrode. Some are nominally within the inner eletrode,
but should fail the duial volume ut beause of the holiday island eet. Seond,
the detetor below must not have more than a ertain maximum energy (200 keV). In
order to avoid ontamination with gammas near the QO boundary, the beta seletion
ut uses a striter version of the inner eletrode ut dened in Se. 8.5), demanding
both that qo be within 2σ of the noise, and that qpart be between 0.8 and 1.2.
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The nal Run 118 + Run 119 beta seletion ut (shown in Fig. 9.4) is onstruted
to hoose events that:
 Are at least 5σ below the eletron reoil band, or have yield below 0.7. (This
takes eet at higher energies).
 Are at least NLEσ below the eletron reoil band, where NLE = 4 in most
detetors. (This takes eet at lower energies). The exeptions are: NLE = 4.5
in T1Z1; 4.2 in T1 Z2 and Z6; and 4.4 in T1 Z4.
 Have yield of at least 0.1.
 Anti-rosstalk ut: the detetor below must have qsum ≤ 3 keV, or must have
qsum ≤ 3 keV and pass the tight QI ut. (This is not imposed for several of
the ut denitions, as desribed below).
The transition from a 4σ ut at low energies to a 5σ ut at high energies is designed
to avoid aepting too many bulk eletron reoils from the tail of the gamma band,
while keeping enough low-energy betas.
9.4.2 Surfae event samples
Surfae events are seleted from the
133
Ba alibration data using the beta seletion
ut of Se. 9.4.1. In Run 119, the very large barium alibration data set allowed two
independent subsets to be dened: the open and losed barium data. These were
interleaved run-by-run, so that one data set (typially a few hours) was open and the
next was losed. The open data was used to set ut positions, and the losed data
was used to alulate the leakages and eienies of uts. In this way, independent
samples were used for dening the uts and for evaluating their performane. The
alternation between open and losed sets was intended to ensure that any hanges
over time were equally represented in eah sample.
For the Run 118 + Run 119 ombined analysis, this has been rened to event-
by-event alternation. The events with odd event number are used for dening all
uts, and the events with even event number are used for alulating leakages and
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eienies. This ensures that even temporary variations in performane aeting only
a short period of time or a single data set are identially represented in both samples.
The independene of the two samples avoids the possibility that the alulation of ut
performane is biased by using the same events for ut denition and haraterization.
Details of the generation of these two halves are ontained in Se. 8.1.4.
The WIMP-searh data itself provides a nal sample of surfae events. Of ourse,
the WIMP-searh singles in the nulear reoil band, whih may eventually beome
WIMP andidates, are blinded and annot be used. However, we an study three beta
samples in the bakground data: wide beta multiple satters; multiple satters in the
nulear reoil band; and single satter wide betas outside the nulear reoil band.
These form a better model for the true beta bakground than soure alibration
events do, beause surfae satters from radioative ontamination on the detetors
have somewhat dierent properties from ejetrons. However, statistis are lower.
We use these low-bakground samples outside the WIMP searh signal region in
alulating the expeted leakages of the timing uts.
9.4.3 Energy orretion
In Run 119, an additional energy orretion (beyond the energy linearization in Pipe
Cleaner) was performed on the rise time and delay quantities used for the primary
timing ut. A similar orretion is explored here, and a well-dened proedure is
desribed for performing the orretion. However, it is ultimately left out of the
timing uts used here.
The primary timing ut of the initial Run 119 analysis used the two timing pa-
rameters rise time and delay. These are represented by the alulated quantities
pminrt and pdel respetively - the position-orreted versions of the raw pulse rise
time and delays. In order to onstrut a ut that is at with energy, an additional
energy orretion was performed. The orretion fators use the funtional form
f(E) = C +
√
A + B
E2
, where E is the phonon reoil energy, and A, B, and C are
hosen by hand to make f(E) visually math the upper edge of the beta distribution.
Note that the position orretion used to generate pminrt and pdel also inludes
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Figure 9.5: Beta timing vs. energy and band edges in data from published Run
119 analysis. Phonon pulse delay is shown in (a), and rise time in (b). The green
(light) events are seleted neutrons, and red (dark) are surfae events from photon
alibration data. The urves are as follows: blue, dotted - hosen by eye in published
Run 119 timing ut; blak, dashed - tted here using 80% point; yan, solid - tted
here using 90% point. A single detetor, T1 Z5 (Ge), is shown.
an energy orretion, for whih the riterion is to make the mean of the bulk eletron
reoil distribution at with energy: the enter of the gamma band is horizontal. The
energy attening disussed here is a distint additional step with a dierent riterion.
It is dened with referene to the surfae rather than bulk eletron reoils, and it
it attempts to make the upper edge onstant rather than the enter. This riterion
is more diretly appliable to dening a surfae event rejetion ut than the simple
energy orretion already performed.
For the ombined analysis, the same orretion has been revisited but with a more
systemati approah. Instead of mathing the upper edge of the beta population by
eye, the parameters are found by making the urve f(E) fall above a xed fration
(80% or 90%) of the betas. This fration is to be independent of energy as far as
possible. A new tting routine reated for this purpose denes a residual that is large
whenever the fration of betas below the urve deviates from the speied value, and
nds the values of A, B, and C that keep the residual as small as possible. The tting
routine bandedge is desribed in Appendix D.3.
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Figure 9.6: Beta timing vs. energy and band edges in Run 118+Run119 ombined
analysis. Phonon pulse delay is shown in (a), and rise time in (b). The green events
are seleted neutrons, and red are surfae events from photon alibration data. The
urves are as follows: blue, dotted - hosen by eye in published Run 119 timing ut;
blak, dashed - tted on initial analysis Run 119 data; yan, solid - tted here on
Run 118+R119 ombined analysis data. The urves shown are t to the 90% band
edge in all ases.
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Table 9.1: Energy attening parameters for rise time.
T1 A B C
Z1 4.33 265.2 7.02
Z2 6.41 59.4 6.27
Z3 5.21 191.3 6.62
Z4 11.84 617.5 6.02
Z5 5.26 173.4 6.61
Z6 4.13 292.5 7.51
T2 A B C
Z1 5.16 169.9 7.07
Z2 5.92 215.1 6.29
Z3 4.82 207.8 6.60
Z4 5.35 179.3 6.50
Z5 5.29 216.7 6.61
Z6 5.14 181.9 6.76
The rst step is to revisit the Run 119 data in the form used for our initial
publiation. Sine this earlier analysis, the look-up table orretion has been redone
with higher-statistis tables, dierent funtional forms, and more areful ontrol over
the seletion of referene events. Therefore, the results for the initial Run 119 analysis
and the urrent Run 118 + Run 119 ombined analysis may dier. The initial Run
119 data is revisited here in order to ompare the results of the systemati band edge
t with the orretion urves hosen by eye in the earlier Run 119 timing analysis.
The band edge has been dened by both an 80% and a 90% edge for omparison.
The results of the t in Fig. 9.5 generally show a smaller energy dependene than
the funtional forms used in the initial Run 119 analysis. The 80% urves are muh
atter, and the 90% urves are similar but still indiate a smaller orretion than that
used in the published Run 119 result.
The Run 118 + Run 119 ombined analysis shows even less need for an additional
energy attening, as shown in Fig. 9.6. This is likely thanks to the improved form and
more areful onstrution of the orretion tables for the ombined analysis. Below
10 keV, however, there is still a signiant trend towards widening of the betas. We
hoose not to apply this orretion for the Run 118 + Run 119 timing uts.
Subsequent CDMS runs have modied the timing parameters: they use Butter-
worth lters at higher uto frequenies, and alulate the ionization pulse start time
from the optimal lter rather than a time-domain walk algorithm. Therefore, the
question of whether or not an additional energy attening for betas is needed for Run
123 and later will have to be revisited in subsequent analyses.
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Table 9.2: Energy attening parameters for delay.
T1 A B C
Z1 2.03 550.4 4.59
Z2 5.55 521.6 3.32
Z3 2.18 1304.2 4.13
Z4 0.43 1726.6 5.39
Z5 2.08 863.3 4.13
Z6 3.59 771.0 4.57
T2 A B C
Z1 1.49 714.5 5.22
Z2 1.88 591.0 4.77
Z3 4.40 3627.9 2.90
Z4 2.02 550.6 4.67
Z5 0.53 928.4 4.89
Z6 2.07 496.0 4.72
9.4.4 Radial orretion
The position reonstrution desribed in Chapter 6 lends itself naturally to a full
analysis, making use of all available measured quantities to form the best possible
estimates of event loation and reoil type. Suh an analysis is desirable, but it must
unfortunately lie outside the sope of this thesis. Sine the position reonstrution is
available now, it is still worthwhile to onsider its appliation to the improvement of
our timing uts.
The most diret approah to adding radial position information to the timing uts
is with a new orretion, patterned on the energy attening desribed in Setion 9.4.3.
The pulse delay and rise time typially rise near the outer edge of the detetor, even
after the look-up-table orretion has been performed. There are several reasons for
this. First, the look-up table itself beomes more ambiguous near the outer edge,
where both delay and rise time experiene severe foldbak. Seond, the betas and
neutrons tend to fall far from the main gamma manifold in this outer region, so
that they are orreted relative to gamma events that may not have ourred in
exatly the same physial region of the detetor. Third, any outlier events that leak
through the duial volume ut may have low yield and gamma-like timing, and
they are assoiated with the outer regions of the detetor. Therefore, the expeted
phenomenology of the timing parameters is to have a onstant value in the inner
several entimeters, and then to rise near the detetor edge. There should be no
strong dependene on the azimuthal angle θ.
This is very learly demonstrated in some detetors, suh as T1 Z5 (Ge). A natural
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funtional form for the new attening is
f(r) = a, r ≤ r0
f(r) = a+ b(r − r0), r > r0
The sharp orner at r = r0 is smoothed out at a small sale using exponential fun-
tions. There are several ways to t the parameters of this funtional form to the
data. One approah is to use the funtion bandedge (Appendix D.3), exatly as in
the energy orretion. A seond approah is to expliitly maximize the ratio S2/B,
where S is the number of signal events (neutrons) aepted, and B is the number of
bakground events (betas) leaked. This suers from rather sensitive dependene on
the exat positions of beta outliers, sine it is dominated by the few most extreme
events in B. A third, very simple, approah is to simply t the mean of the betas as
a funtion of radius and use this as the orretion value. This simple approah is the
most stable against exessive perturbation by outliers, and is used here. The rst two
orretions have also been explored, but do not perform better and introdue addi-
tional ompliation. The orretion funtion is simply subtrated from the redued
quantities pdel and pminrt.
9.5 Cuts for Run 118 + 119 ombined analysis
Several types of uts have been dened for the Run 118 + Run 119 ombined analysis,
with further developments. All of them inlude the T2 Z5 li ut desribed in
Se. 9.3. The rst four uts desribed below (the simplest ut, radius-attened ut,
simple hi-squared ut, and radius-attened hi-squared ut) are dened in pairs for
omparison, to determine whether or not the radial attening using the reonstruted
position quantities developed in Chap. 6 improves the performane of the timing uts.
For onsisteny in this omparison, these four uts rejet all events that do not have
reonstruted radius 0 ≤ r ≤ 4 m. This removes events for whih the position
reonstrution failed, and has a very high eieny on neutrons, ∼ 99% in most
detetors. The other uts do not use the position reonstrution, so this ondition is
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not imposed.
Eah ut has been tuned to allow a xed number a of betas from the odd Ba
alibration sample to pass the ut in eah detetor. For the ordinary uts, a = 8 in
Ge detetors and a = 4 in Si detetors. For the tight uts, a = 3 in Ge and a = 2
in Si. The energy-dependent hi-squared uts also have oadded versions, in whih
a single ut level is set for all Ge detetors, and a seond ut level for all good Si
detetors. In this ase, the ut is set to leak a times the number of good detetors
for Ge, and separately in the same way for Si.
9.5.1 Simplest ut
The simplest type of timing ut is dened on rise time pminrt and delay pdel,
ombined into a single timing parameter. First, the median value of pminrt and
pdel is found for the beta and neutron samples. The median is used rather than
the mean beause of its insensitivity to outliers. The axis of the ombined timing
parameter is the line joining the two medians in the rise time-delay plane. It is
dened to take the value -1 at the beta median and +1 at the neutron median point.
The timing ut is dened in terms of this parameter.
There is also a onsisteny ut, imposed in the perpendiular diretion. The
onsisteny ut is plaed at ±2σ of the neutron distribution. In eet, it demands
that the rise time and delay of eah event math eah other. An event with fast rise
time but slow delay, or vie versa, may have suered problems in pulse reonstrution,
or have other artifats suh as multiple interations, and is rejeted. The onstrution
of the timing parameter and onsisteny ut are shown in Fig. 9.7. This proedure is
repeated for eah detetor independently.
9.5.2 Radius-attened ut
A slight variation on the simplest ut is to use radius-attened rise time and delay
as dened in Setion 9.4.4 instead of pminrt and pdel. The onstrution of a single
timing parameter and a onsisteny ut are otherwise idential to Se. 9.5.1.
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Figure 9.7: Simple timing parameter ut with parameter denition and ut position
in T1 Z5 (Ge). Panel (a) shows the onstrution of the ut in the delay-rise time
plane. Neutrons are in green (on the right), and betas in red (on the left). The three
diagonal lines show the boundaries of the onsisteny ut (outer lines) and the axis of
the ombined timing parameter (inner line). The nearly-horizontal line is a possible
beta rejetion ut. The beta rejetion is mainly ahieved with delay instead of rise
time beause of the eets of the Butterworth lter. (Note that the onsisteny ut
and the disrimination ut are exatly perpendiular. They appear to meet at an
aute angle only beause of the dierent axes sales for delay and rise time). Panel
(b) shows the setting of the ut level to keep exatly 8 betas. The majority of the
neutrons pass the ut.
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9.5.3 Simple hi-squared ut
A simple hi-squared ut has been dened based on the energy-independent hi-
squared analysis from Run 119. First, a Gaussian is t to the neutrons and betas
in pdel, pminrt, and pfra (Fig. 9.2). This denes the mean µ and width σ of
eah population in eah dimension. Next, the ovarianes Cn and Cb of the three
parameters are alulated. The ovarianes are shown as ellipses in Fig. 9.8. The
hi-squared for andidate events is then given by
χ2n =
∑
i,j
(xi − µni )
(
C−1n
)
ij
(xj − µnj ), (9.1)
where i and j index over the three timing parameters, and n indiates the hi-squared
relative to neutrons. The hi-squared relative to betas is dened analogously.
An eetive timing ut requires both that andidate events look more like neutrons
than betas, and that they math the neutron distribution itself suiently well. In
this way it is possible to eetively rejet betas, and to avoid aepting outliers that
are unlike either neutrons or betas. The outliers have been rejeted by demanding
χ2n
d.o.f.
≤ 4, where d.o.f. is the number of timing parameters used, in this ase 3. Betas
are rejeted by demanding χ2b−χ2n ≥ d, with the value of d tuned to allow the desired
leakage of betas from the odd barium alibration data set. This tuning is performed
independently for eah detetor. As with the simple timing uts, we use a = 8 for Ge
detetors, and a = 4 for Si. The position of the uts for one germanium detetor is
shown in Fig. 9.9.
9.5.4 Radius-attened hi-squared ut
A similar hi-squared ut has been dened using the radius-attened quantities from
Se. 9.4.4 rather than pdel and pminrt. The phonon fration pfra is left unmodi-
ed.
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Figure 9.8: Correlations between the three parameters dening the simple hi-squared
ut. The neutrons (green) and betas (red) are surrounded by ellipses representing the
2σ ontours from the ovariane matrix. The neutrons have a broader distribution
in delay and rise time, with strong orrelation, beause of their more pronouned
sensitivity to depth.
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Figure 9.9: Setting the simple hi-squared ut in T1 Z5. The loation of betas
(red) and neutrons (green) in the χ2b − χ2n plane is shown in (a) along with the
position of the neutron onsisteny ut (χ2n ≤ 12) and the prinipal beta rejetion ut
(χ2b − χ2n ≥ 21.69). The setting of the ut value is as shown in (b), to aept 8 betas
while retaining a large majority of neutrons.
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Figure 9.10: Energy-dependent means and widths of timing parameters for hi-
squared timing ut in T1 Z5. Betas are shown in (a), and neutrons in (b).
9.5.5 Energy-dependent hi-squared ut
A more sophistiated hi-squared ut allows the means, standard deviations, and
ovariane to vary with energy. A ut of this form was rst demonstrated in the
Run 119 analysis, and has been slightly modied here. The ut parameter is a 3-d
hi-squared for whih µi(E), σi(E), and Cij(E) are funtions of energy, with appro-
priately seleted funtional forms and tted parameters. (In the Run 119 analysis,
the means µi were not allowed to vary with energy). The energy dependene has been
implemented in the following way:
µi(E) = Ai +Bi × E
σ2i (E) = Di +
Fi
(E + 5 keV)2
Cij(E) = Gijσi(E)σj(E).
Fits to these forms for the neutrons and betas in one detetor are shown in Fig. 9.10.
The 5-keV oset in the denominator of the variane ensures that the aeptanes
do not blow up, approahing innite width at low energies. The expression for
ovariane is equivalent to assuming a onstant, energy-independent orrelation. The
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Figure 9.11: Performane of hi-squared timing parameters over energy in T1 Z5. The
hi-squared relative to neutrons is shown in plot (a), and the hi-squared dierene
in plot (b). Bulk gamma events are indiated by the graysale histogram, neutrons
by green (light) points, and betas by red (dark) points. The horizontal line in (a)
shows the neutron onsisteny ut level, set at 6.75σ. The upper horizontal line in
(b) represents the ut dened to aept exatly 8 betas in this detetor, while the
lower (blue) horizontal line is the oadded ut level.
energy dependene of µi is generally very small, but non-negligible in some ases.
One the energy-dependent means and ovarianes have been dened, the hi-squared
ut is dened exatly as in Eq. 9.1.
The ut level an be set detetor-by-detetor, as in the simple timing ut, but the
energy-dependent version makes the performane of the ut onsistent enough aross
detetors that it is also possible to set a single, ommon ut level. This variation
will be referred to as a oadded ut. All parameters and the hi-squared values
themselves are idential for the detetor-by-detetor and oadded uts, so that they
dier only in the ut thresholds. In the oadded uts, it remains neessary to treat
silion and germanium separately, so we use one oadded ut threshold for all good
Si detetors, and another for all good Ge detetors. The neutron onsisteny ut is
set at
χ2n
d.o.f.
≤ 2.25, a tighter ut than in the simple hi-squared ut, but suient
to keep the vast majority of the neutrons. The performane of the χ2n and χ
2
b − χ2n
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parameters, along with the oadded and detetor-by-detetor ut values, are shown
in Fig. 9.11.
Sine the energy-dependent hi-squared ut gives very good neutron aeptane
while maintaining beta rejetion, we have hosen to use this type of ut for our
primary timing ut. In order to appropriately tune the expeted leakage, we have
varied the ut in three independent ways, giving a total of eight energy-dependent
hi-squared timing uts.
Det-by-det and oadded
The uts an be dened detetor-by-detetor, or oadded over all Ge and over all Si
detetors. The oadded version is generally less sensitive to the positions of the last
few outliers than the detetor-by-detetor version, and less ne-tuned to the odd Ba
alibration data set. Therefore, the oadded approah is preferred for the nal timing
ut.
Tight and loose
We have dened the uts with the looser leakage allowane (a = 8 for Ge, a = 4 for
Si) as well as a tighter variant (a = 3 for Ge, a = 2 for Si). The nal deision over
whih version to use is made after the expeted leakages and neutron aeptanes are
alulated in the following setions.
Classi beta denition
The beta seletion ut dened in Se. 9.4.1 inludes a speial rosstalk-event rejetion
ut that is new to this analysis. For omparison, we have also dened lassi uts
using the same beta seletion in yield, but without the rosstalk rejetion. Sine this
inludes some events with slower, bulk-like timing, the result is generally a tighter
timing ut that has a lower aeptane of gammas. The deision about whether to
use the new or lassi beta denition is postponed until after the expeted leakage
and neutron eieny alulations of the following setions.
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9.6 Surfae event passage frations
There are several independent samples for estimating the fration of surfae events
that will leak past the timing uts. One sample is the even barium alibration set, as
desribed in Se. 9.4.2, whih was not used for setting the uts. The seond sample
omes from multiple satter events in the WIMP searh data, inside the nulear
reoil yield band. The third sample is WIMP-searh multiple satters in the wide
beta region.
2
The passage frations have been alulated separately for events on the
phonon side and the harge side, tagged by energy in the neighboring detetors. The
results are given in Table 9.3 (Ge) and Table 9.4 (Si).
9.7 Phonon-side fration
Betas on the top (phonon) side of the detetor and on the bottom (harge) side have
very dierent properties in ionization yield and in timing. In Ge detetors, the betas
on the phonon side have lower yield and are more likely to leak into the nulear reoil
band, but are muh easier to rejet with the timing ut. Betas on the harge side,
on the other hand, have higher yield and rarely show up in the nulear reoil band,
but have phonon pulse timing less distint from bulk events. (In Si detetors, the
dierene is less pronouned). These two populations are therefore studied separately
for some purposes, suh as leakage estimates. The phonon-side fration fP is the
fration of surfae events in the nulear reoil band that are on the phonon side.
This is dierent from the fration of all surfae satters that are on the phonon side,
beause very few surfae events on the harge side fall within the nulear reoil band.
There are several ways to go about alulating fP . One way would be to selet low-
yield nearest-neighbor multiple-satter events in low bakground or barium alibration
data, imposing the standard yield-band ut, and nd the fration that are on the
phonon side. However, this estimate an be skewed beause a signiant number
2
Beause this inludes the nulear reoil region, the seond and third samples are not entirely
statistially independent. However, beause most of the wide betas in the WIMP searh data are
outside the nulear reoil band, the orrelation is small.
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W.S. mult. wide β W.S. mult. NR band Even Ba
Cut type P side Q side P side Q side P side Q side
2d simple 0.52 ± 0.45 5.00 ± 1.30 0.77 ± 1.08 16.36 ± 5.22 0.17 ± 0.11 1.38 ± 0.51
2d r-orr 0.79 ± 0.52 6.33 ± 1.44 1.54 ± 1.32 12.73 ± 4.77 0.28 ± 0.14 1.03 ± 0.45
χ2 simple 0.79 ± 0.52 6.00 ± 1.41 1.54 ± 1.32 18.18 ± 5.42 0.45 ± 0.17 0.45 ± 0.17
χ2 r-orr 1.57 ± 0.69 6.67 ± 1.47 2.31 ± 1.52 18.18 ± 5.42 1.11 ± 0.25 1.90 ± 0.59
χ2 E-dep 0.00 ± 0.26 4.67 ± 1.26 0.00 ± 0.77 10.91 ± 4.51 0.67 ± 0.20 1.03 ± 0.45
 oadded 0.52 ± 0.45 4.67 ± 1.26 0.77 ± 1.08 7.27 ± 3.89 0.56 ± 0.18 1.03 ± 0.45
χ2 E-dep tight 0.00 ± 0.26 2.33 ± 0.93 0.00 ± 0.77 3.64 ± 3.07 0.22 ± 0.12 0.86 ± 0.42
 oadded 0.00 ± 0.26 1.33 ± 0.74 0.00 ± 0.77 0.00 ± 1.82 0.17 ± 0.11 0.69 ± 0.38
χ2 E-dep lassi 0.00 ± 0.26 2.67 ± 0.99 0.00 ± 0.77 7.27 ± 3.89 0.33 ± 0.15 0.69 ± 0.38
 oadded 0.00 ± 0.26 1.33 ± 0.74 0.00 ± 0.77 1.82 ± 2.54 0.17 ± 0.11 0.34 ± 0.30
χ2 E-dep l. tight 0.00 ± 0.26 2.00 ± 0.87 0.00 ± 0.77 1.82 ± 2.54 0.22 ± 0.12 0.00 ± 0.17
 oadded 0.00 ± 0.26 0.33 ± 0.47 0.00 ± 0.77 0.00 ± 1.82 0.11 ± 0.10 0.00 ± 0.17
Table 9.3: Passage fration estimates for oadded Ge detetors, in perent. The unertainties are Poisson errors
given the statistis of eah beta sample. The primary ut for Ge is the energy-dependent lassi oadded ut,
shown in italis.
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W.S. mult. wide β W.S. mult. NR band Even Ba
Cut type P side Q side P side Q side P side Q side
2d simple 2.76 ± 1.33 0.00 ± 1.61 0.00 ± 1.61 0.00 ± 2.08 4.49 ± 1.13 0.41 ± 0.58
2d r-orr 2.76 ± 1.33 0.00 ± 1.61 3.51 ± 2.97 0.00 ± 2.08 3.37 ± 0.99 0.82 ± 0.71
χ2 simple 4.97 ± 1.70 0.00 ± 1.61 8.77 ± 4.08 0.00 ± 2.08 3.65 ± 1.03 0.41 ± 0.58
χ2 r-orr 4.42 ± 1.62 0.00 ± 1.61 8.77 ± 4.08 2.08 ± 2.90 2.81 ± 0.92 0.82 ± 0.71
χ2 E-dep 4.97 ± 1.70 0.00 ± 1.61 3.51 ± 2.97 0.00 ± 2.08 4.21 ± 1.10 0.41 ± 0.58
 oadded 3.87 ± 1.53 0.00 ± 1.61 1.75 ± 2.45 0.00 ± 2.08 3.93 ± 1.06 0.41 ± 0.58
χ2 E-dep tight 3.87 ± 1.53 0.00 ± 1.61 3.51 ± 2.97 0.00 ± 2.08 2.53 ± 0.88 0.41 ± 0.58
 oadded 1.66 ± 1.09 0.00 ± 1.61 0.00 ± 1.75 0.00 ± 2.08 2.53 ± 0.88 0.41 ± 0.58
χ2 E-dep lassi 3.87 ± 1.53 0.00 ± 1.61 1.75 ± 2.45 0.00 ± 2.08 3.65 ± 1.03 0.41 ± 0.58
 oadded 1.66 ± 1.09 0.00 ± 1.61 0.00 ± 1.75 0.00 ± 2.08 3.37 ± 0.99 0.41 ± 0.58
χ2 E-dep l. tight 1.66 ± 1.09 0.00 ± 1.61 0.00 ± 1.75 0.00 ± 2.08 1.97 ± 0.79 0.41 ± 0.58
 oadded 1.66 ± 1.09 0.00 ± 1.61 0.00 ± 1.75 0.00 ± 2.08 2.25 ± 0.83 0.41 ± 0.58
Table 9.4: Passage fration estimates for oadded Si detetors, in perent. The unertainties are Poisson errors
given the statistis of eah beta sample. The primary ut for Si is the energy-dependent oadded lassi tight
ut, shown in italis.
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of the harge-side multiples with very low yield may be ompromised by detetor-
detetor rosstalk eets, as desribed in Ses. 5.5 and 9.4.1. It is possible to remove
these events with the anti-rosstalk ut, but this also removes some real betas on the
harge side, again artiially shifting the result. Therefore, we take a very dierent
approah. We assume that the total number of surfae satters on eah fae of the
rystal is the same. Then, we nd the fration of the betas on eah fae that fall within
the nulear reoil yield band, designated PNRP and PNRQ for the phonon side and
the harge side respetively. The seletion of betas on the harge side inludes the
anti-rosstalk ut, whih redues the overall statistis slightly, but should allow us to
determine the true value of PNRQ. The number of betas falling within the nulear
reoil band on eah side and the phonon-side fration are given by
NNRP = NβP × PNRP
NNRQ = NβQ × PNRQ
fP = NNRP /(NNRP +NNRQ).
With the assumption that the intrinsi beta rate on eah side is the same, NβP =
NβQ, this gives
fP =
1
1 + PNRQ/PNRP
. (9.2)
This alulation annot be performed for top or bottom detetors. (The only good
detetor in the top or bottom position within a tower is T2 Z6.) The beta sample
used is that of the even Ba data set with standard quality and beta seletion uts.
The results are shown in Table 9.5.
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Detetor P side Q side fP
T1 Z1 - 29/93 31.2% -
T1 Z2 40/306 13.1% 1/68 1.5% 0.8989±0.13
T1 Z3 95/464 20.5% 2/138 1.4% 0.9339±0.05
T1 Z4 32/182 17.6% 26/98 26.5% 0.3986±0.06
T1 Z5 79/420 18.8% 2/166 1.2% 0.9398±0.05
T1 Z6 65/337 19.3% - -
T2 Z1 - 25/174 14.4% -
T2 Z2 13/59 22.0% 15/98 15.3% 0.5901±0.09
T2 Z3 84/415 20.2% 3/127 2.4% 0.8955±0.06
T2 Z4 3/44 6.8% 15/48 31.3% 0.1791±0.10
T2 Z5 47/192 24.5% 7/81 8.6% 0.7391±0.08
T2 Z6 7/71 9.9% - -
Coadd good Ge 345/1797 19.2±0.9% 15/580 2.6±0.7% 0.8813±0.028
Coadd good Si 55/356 15.5±1.9% 56/244 23.0±2.7% 0.4023±0.041
Table 9.5: Calulation of fP from even Ba data.
9.8 Expeted beta leakage rate
The timing-ut passage frations are alulated separately for events on the phonon
side and the harge side. We dene
fP = of events in nulear reoil band, fration that are on the P side
PP = timing ut passage fration for events on the P side
PQ = timing ut passage fration for events on the Q side
NNRSS = number of NR-band single satters before timing uts
Nleak = expeted leakage after timing uts.
The passage frations PP and PQ have been alulated from three dierent samples of
events in 9.6, and the phonon-side fration fP has been alulated in Se. 9.7. These
two an be ombined to estimate the overall passage fration,
Nleak/NNRSS = fPPP + (1− fP )PQ. (9.3)
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Cut type W.S. mult. β W.S. mult. NR even Ba beta
2d simple 1.06 ± 1.22 2.62 ± 4.72 0.31 ± 0.46
2d r-orr 1.45 ± 1.36 2.87 ± 4.37 0.37 ± 0.42
χ2 simple 1.41 ± 1.33 3.52 ± 4.94 0.58 ± 0.50
χ2 r-orr 2.18 ± 1.44 4.20 ± 4.98 1.21 ± 0.57
χ2 E-dep 0.56 ± 1.14 1.30 ± 4.04 0.71 ± 0.44
 oadded 1.02 ± 1.18 1.54 ± 3.56 0.61 ± 0.43
χ2 E-dep tight 0.28 ± 0.85 0.43 ± 2.79 0.30 ± 0.39
 oadded 0.16 ± 0.69 0.00 ± 1.74 0.23 ± 0.35
χ2 E-dep lassi 0.32 ± 0.90 0.87 ± 3.50 0.38 ± 0.36
 oadded 0.16 ± 0.69 0.22 ± 2.34 0.19 ± 0.28
χ2 E-dep l. tight 0.24 ± 0.80 0.22 ± 2.34 0.20 ± 0.19
 oadded 0.04 ± 0.47 0.00 ± 1.74 0.10 ± 0.17
Table 9.6: Overall passage fration for oadded Ge detetors. Passage frations are in perent, or equivalently,
expeted leakage events per 100 andidates pre-timing uts. The primary ut for Ge is the energy-dependent
lassi hi-squared ut, shown in italis.
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Cut type W.S. mult. β W.S. mult. NR even Ba beta
2d simple 1.11 ± 0.85 2.12 ± 1.62 2.05 ± 0.54
2d r-orr 1.11 ± 0.85 1.41 ± 1.46 1.85 ± 0.50
χ2 simple 2.00 ± 0.96 3.53 ± 1.88 1.71 ± 0.49
χ2 r-orr 1.78 ± 0.94 4.77 ± 2.03 1.62 ± 0.47
χ2 E-dep 2.00 ± 0.96 1.41 ± 1.46 1.94 ± 0.52
 oadded 1.55 ± 0.91 0.71 ± 1.29 1.83 ± 0.51
χ2 E-dep tight 1.55 ± 0.91 1.41 ± 1.46 1.26 ± 0.43
 oadded 0.67 ± 0.79 0.00 ± 1.09 1.26 ± 0.43
χ2 E-dep lassi 1.55 ± 0.91 0.71 ± 1.29 1.71 ± 0.49
 oadded 0.67 ± 0.79 0.00 ± 1.09 1.60 ± 0.48
χ2 E-dep l. tight 0.67 ± 0.79 0.00 ± 1.09 1.04 ± 0.40
 oadded 0.67 ± 0.79 0.00 ± 1.09 1.15 ± 0.41
Table 9.7: Overall passage fration for oadded Si detetors. Passage frations are in perent, or equivalently,
expeted leakage events per 100 andidates pre-timing uts. The primary ut for Si is the energy-dependent
lassi tight hi-squared ut, shown in italis.
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The results of this alulation are given in Tables 9.6 and 9.7 for Ge and Si, respe-
tively. They are listed as leakage frations in perent, or equivalently, the expeted
number of events leaked per 100 andidates pre-timing uts.
In the entire WIMP-searh data set, we expet on the order of 50 events in Ge
and 50 in Si before timing uts. We designate as primary the uts for Ge and Si that
give the best exposure while still keeping well under one event expeted leakage. We
hoose for Ge the energy-dependent, lassi hi-squared ut, and for Si the energy-
dependent, tight, lassi hi-squared timing ut. We estimate systemati errors on
the passage frations by nding the satter between three variations on the passage
rate: those for the oadded and detetor-by-detetor versions of the same timing ut,
in WIMP-searh multiple betas, WIMP-searh multiple nulear-reoil band events,
and even Ba betas. The nal result is a predited leakage of 0.16± 0.7± 0.3 per 100
in Ge and 0.67± 0.8± 0.5 per 100 in Si.
9.9 Cut eieny
We nd the eienies of the timing uts from the aeptane fration of alifornium
alibration neutrons. All timing uts used here apply the li ut for T2 Z5, and it is
inluded when alulating the eienies. The rst four timing uts also inlude the
position reonstrution onsisteny ut, 0 ≤ r ≤ 4 m. The eienies are alulated
in bins by energy, and then tted to the funtional form
ǫ(E) = a×
(
1− b
(E − c)d
)
× (1 + fE). (9.4)
The rst fator in parentheses parameterizes the rise in eieny from zero at the
lowest energies to near maximum eieny by about 40 keV. The seond fator in
parentheses allows for a small fall-o in eieny at high energies in some detetors,
in whih ase f < 0. This is the result of narrowing aeptane bands in the ase of
the energy-dependent hi-squared uts; in other uts it may our beause the timing
quantities for neutrons shift slightly between low energies, where most of the neutron
sample is, and high energies, where the statistis are low. The eienies and ts for
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Figure 9.12: Eieny on neutrons of the energy-dependent, oadded, lassi hi-
squared timing ut, for T1 detetors. Z1 and Z6 are not used, and Z4 has a lower
eieny at low energies.
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Figure 9.13: Eieny on neutrons of the energy-dependent, oadded, lassi hi-
squared timing ut, for T2 detetors. Z1 is not used.
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Figure 9.14: Eieny on neutrons of the tight energy-dependent, oadded, lassi
hi-squared timing ut, for T1 detetors. Z1 and Z6 are not used, and Z4 has a lower
eieny at low energies.
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Figure 9.15: Eieny on neutrons of the tight energy-dependent, oadded, lassi
hi-squared timing ut, for T2 detetors. Z1 is not used.
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two of the uts are shown here for both towers. These are both oadded hi-squared
timing uts, so the ut levels have been set one for good Ge and one for good
Si detetors. These ut levels do not usually apply well to the exluded detetors,
whih behave dierently and would require dierent ut levels if they were to be used.
Therefore, the low eienies for the exluded detetors are not diretly meaningful.
Figures 9.12 and 9.13 show the eieny of the oadded, lassi energy-dependent
hi-squared ut (the primary ut for Ge) on Tower 1 and Tower 2, respetively. Figures
9.14 and 9.15 show the eieny of the tight oadded, lassi energy-dependent hi-
squared ut (the primary ut for Si). These eienies are used in the total exposure
alulation in the next hapter.
Chapter 10
WIMP-searh results
The base analysis desribed in Chapter 8, along with the hoie of surfae-event
rejetion uts from Chapter 9, onstitute a omplete presription for seleting WIMP
andidate events and rejeting bakgrounds. The entire work up to this point has
been arried out exatly as if blinded, although it was not formally a blind analysis
sine it is not the rst analysis of the Run 118 and Run 119 data sets. This hapter
opens the box to reveal the andidate events and alulate dark matter limits.
10.1 Expeted beta leakage
The beta leakage estimates are alulated as a nal step just before unblinding. Al-
though preliminary alulations are made using WIMP-searh events outside the sig-
nal region, the nal estimates make use of the number of events inside the signal
region before the appliation of timing uts. This inludes any events that will be-
ome WIMP andidates, but is dominated by surfae events that do not pass the
timing uts. Therefore, it does not signiantly reveal information about the WIMP
andidates. Beause they are inluded, however, this step is not performed until all
uts are ompletely frozen, and just before unblinding. The number of andidate
events NNRSS (pre-timing uts) is multiplied by the estimated timing-ut passage
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NNRSS expeted leakage
Ge, 5-10 keV 30 0.05± 0.2± 0.09
Ge, 10-100 keV 26 0.04± 0.2± 0.08
Si, 5-10 keV 24 0.2± 0.2± 0.1
Si, 10-100 keV 40 0.3± 0.3± 0.2
Table 10.1: Expeted beta leakage for Ge and Si, in the low-energy range and the
10-100 keV range.
fration PT to give the expeted leakage:
Nleak = NNRSS × PT ,
where PT is taken from Table 9.6 and 9.7. We alulate the expeted leakage sepa-
rately for four ases: Ge, 10-100 keV (the ase of greatest interest for WIMP dete-
tion); Ge, 5-10 keV; Si, 10-100 keV; and Si, 5-10 keV. The raw ounts before timing
uts and the inferred expeted leakages are shown in Table 10.1 for the primary tim-
ing uts in Si and Ge. These expeted leakages are aeptably low, prediting a very
likely outome of zero bakground events altogether.
This approah depends on the assumption that the sample of events used to
alulate the passage frations is representative of the WIMP-searh singles events.
This assumption fails whenever the andidate events preferentially our in detetors
or energy ranges where rejetion is less eetive. In that ase, the passage fration
and event ount must be alulated as a funtion of energy, or separately for eah
detetor. As will be seen after unblinding, the assumption was not viable for this data
set, and the number of nal andidate events was not onsistent with the expeted
leakages.
10.2 Exposure
The WIMP-searh exposure is alulated from the mass and live time for eah dete-
tor, the eieny of all uts up to timing uts, and the timing ut aeptane:
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Figure 10.1: Total exposure from Run 118 + Run 119 ombined data set after all
uts. The blue (upper) urve shows Ge exposure, and the lower (red) urve shows Si
exposure.
Exposure =
∑
i
LiMiǫiǫ
t
i. (10.1)
The live times for eah detetor are given in Table 8.2. The mass Mi is 250 g per
Ge detetor, or 100 g per Si detetor. The pre-timing eienies ǫi are as shown in
Figs. 8.22 and 8.23, and the timing ut aeptanes ǫti are as in Figs. 9.12 and 9.13
(primary ut for Ge), or Figs. 9.14 and 9.15 (primary ut for Si). We alulate a
summed exposure for all good Ge detetors and a seond exposure for Si detetors,
as shown in Fig. 10.1.
10.3 Candidate events
Tables 10.2 and 10.3 give the number of events remaining after eah ut is applied to
the Ge and Si WIMP-searh data, respetively; the last several steps are also shown
on a yield-energy plot in Figs. 10.2 (Ge) and 10.3 (Si). After all uts we nd four
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Figure 10.2: Unblinding the Ge data set. The symbols show the eet of imposing
suessive analysis uts: blue points are events that pass good event seletion, duial
volume, and energy threshold uts; red Xs also pass the nulear reoil band ut; green
irles also pass the single-satter ut; and blak dots are the two andidate events
passing all uts.
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Figure 10.3: Unblinding the Si data set. The symbols show the eet of imposing
suessive analysis uts: blue points are events that pass good event seletion, duial
volume, and energy threshold uts; red Xs also pass the nulear reoil band ut; green
irles also pass the single-satter ut; and blak dots are the two andidate events
passing all uts.
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Cut Events seleted
Total events 2,547,622
Good data 1,790,392
Det trigger 1,054,440
Noise uts 1,047,807
Veto ut 1,014,181
Thresholds 72,284
Inner eletrode 49,014
Yield band 278
Singles 56
Timing 2
Table 10.2: Events remaining after uts are progressively applied for all Ge detetors.
andidate events, two in Ge and two in Si. The two in Ge are at very low energy,
5.3 and 7.3 keV, and do not have a large eet on the resulting limits sine both are
near threshold. The two in Si are at higher energy and ause the WIMP exlusion
limits to be somewhat weakened. The four events have several interesting properties
in ommon. First, all are from the Run 119 portion of the data set, with none from
Run 118. This is somewhat surprising, sine noise performane was better during Run
119, and we have generally regarded it as a better-ontrolled running period where
data quality is onerned. It is less surprising beause Run 119 has more exposure
than Run 118, by a large fator in the ase of Si. The seond surprising feature is that
none of the four andidate events was a andidate before the appliation of timing uts
in the published Run 119 analysis. Eah of the four was rejeted for another reason,
rather than by the surfae event rejetion analysis.
10.3.1 T1 Z2 (Ge), 5.3 keV
The rst andidate event (Fig. 10.4) is just above threshold in Tower 1 ZIP 2 (Ge),
at 5.3 keV. This event was not a andidate in the original published Run 119 analysis
beause it is below the 10-keV primary analysis threshold, and even below the 7-keV
threshold of the low-energy analysis. It has series number 140801_0038 and event
number 110053.
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Cut Events seleted
Total events 2,547,622
Good data 1,750,248
Det trigger 1,022,494
Noise uts 1,000,495
Veto ut 968,390
Thresholds 46,067
Inner eletrode 34,161
Yield band 181
Singles 64
Timing 2
Table 10.3: Events remaining after uts are progressively applied for all Si detetors.
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Figure 10.4: Candidate event at 5.3 keV in T1 Z2. In the harge traes, red (light) is
the raw trae, and blak (dark) shows the trae as ltered for timing. Although the
noise in the ionization hannel is large, the optimal lter algorithm is still eetive in
identifying the pulse, sine most of the noise is at higher frequenies.
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Figure 10.5: Candidate event at 7.3 keV in T1 Z5. In the harge traes, red (light) is
the raw trae, and blak (dark) shows the trae as ltered for timing.
10.3.2 T1 Z5 (Ge), 7.3 keV
The seond andidate is also at low energy, at 7.3 keV in Tower 1 ZIP 5 (Ge). This
event failed the ionization hi-squared data quality ut in the original Run 119 anal-
ysis. It has series number 140519_2220 and event number 70250. On inspetion,
it beomes apparent that this andidate should have been rejeted as a bad event.
Its phonon delay is atually negative! It was able to pass the energy-dependent hi-
squared timing ut beause of a pathology in the ut denition at very low energies.
In hindsight, it is easy to see how to design a quality ut to protet against suh
events. The timing of this event is shown in Fig. 10.6 along with the inner ionization
hannel raw trae and the largest phonon trae.
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Figure 10.6: Phonon and ionization start times of T1 Z5 andidate event. The phonon
start time (bottom pane) is reonstruted well, and is earlier than the ionization start
time (top pane). This should never be the ase for physial events. The ionization
signal is quite small ompared to the noise, so it is likely that the alulated start
time is not physially meaningful.
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Figure 10.7: Candidate event at 34.9 keV in T2 Z6. In the harge traes, red (light)
is the raw trae, and blak (dark) shows the trae as ltered for timing.
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Figure 10.8: Candidate event at 94.1keV in T2 Z6. In the harge traes, red (light)
is the raw trae, and blak (dark) shows the trae as ltered for timing.
10.3.3 T2 Z6 (Si), 34.9 keV
This event has series number 140421_2048 and event number 80114. It appears at
an intermediate energy, 34.9 keV, in the silion detetor T2 Z6. Beause it is in the
middle of the energy range of interest, this event does have an eet on the WIMP
exlusion limits. This andidate failed the single-satter ut in the original Run 119
analysis, despite the fat that no interation was seen in any other detetor. This
strange fat is explained by an error in the published Run 119 analysis, as a result
of whih a signiant number of good events were improperly and unintentionally
removed by the single-satter ut. The origins and eets of this error, whih had
not been deteted previously, are the subjet of Appendix A.
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10.3.4 T2 Z6 (Si), 94.1 keV
The nal andidate is also in T2 Z6 (Si), at an energy of 94.1 keV, just below the
100-keV uto. It has series number 140327_0912 and event number 130171. Beause
this event is so lose to the upper end of the energy range, it has little eet on the
WIMP searh results. It was exluded in the original Run 119 analysis beause of a
problem with triggers in another detetor, T2 Z3. In the urrent analysis this problem
was also aught, but the data set was retained. It was onsidered a bad run for T2 Z3
only, sine there was no evidene that any other detetor was aeted. The trigger
problem in T2 Z3 appears to be entirely unrelated to the appearane of a andidate
event in T2 Z6.
10.4 Interpretation
All four of the andidate events are assumed to be true WIMP satters for purposes of
setting exlusion limits, in aordane with the priniples of blind analysis. However,
it is also valuable to further study the events in hindsight, to understand what they
are and why the atual number of events is higher than the expeted leakage.
One of the events, the 7.3-keV event in T1 Z5 (Ge), is learly a bad event and
annot be interpreted as a true WIMP andidate. Beause the pathology exemplied
by this event is not very ommon, but inreasingly ommon at lower energies, it was
unlikely to be dupliated in the beta samples. The seond Ge event is also at very low
energy. The expeted leakages were alulated by multiplying the expeted number
of andidate events before timing uts by the timing-ut passage fration of surfae
events. This formula is orret if the two numbers are unorrelated. In this ase,
there is a orrelation between energy and passage fration, sine more events will leak
through the timing uts at low energy, and there are also more andidates at low
energy. The onentration of events just above threshold in Ge is learly visible in
Fig. 10.2. For this reason, the expeted leakage was unrealistially low.
In silion, neither andidate event is obviously a bad event. Here, too, there is
a orrelation that was unaounted for in the expeted leakage alulation. A single
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detetor, T2 Z6, aounted for almost half of the events before the timing ut, and
also suered from a higher beta passage fration than the other silion detetors.
Beause the events were more likely to be in a detetor where rejetion was worse,
whih was not aounted for in the expeted leakage alulation, the expeted leakage
was again unrealistially low. Sine the end of Run 119, the bakgrounds working
group of CDMS has studied the orrelation between rates of 5.4-MeV alpha partiles
and surfae betas. It appears very likely that the beta rate in WIMP-searh running
is dominated by
210
Pb ontamination on the detetor surfaes;
210
Pb has a 22-year
half-life and undergoes beta deay. Its produt,
210
Bi, has only a 5-day half life, and
also beta deays, produing
210
Po. This has a 137-day half-life, and produes 5.4-
MeV alphas; its deay produt is stable
206
Pb. The bakground orrelation analysis,
ounting alphas in one detetor with oinident nulear reoil in the next, nds the
detetor pair T2 Z5-Z6 to be the hottest pair [100℄! Therefore, it is likely that harge-
side betas on T2 Z6, whih ould not be aounted for in the P-side/Q-side analysis
of beta leakage rates beause of the lak of a neighboring detetor, ontributed an
unusually large beta rate.
10.5 WIMP exlusion limits
Given the energy-dependent overall exposures for the germanium and silion dete-
tors, and the energies of the four andidate events, we an alulate WIMP exlusion
limits (Fig. 10.9). This involves several astrophysial and partile-physis assump-
tions: we assume a standard isothermal WIMP halo with mean veloity 220 km/s
in the viinity of Earth, and WIMPs with purely spin-independent elasti sattering.
The limits are alulated using the optimal interval method developed by Steve Yellin
[101℄. The germanium limits are stronger than the limits produed by ombining the
previous Run 118 and Run 119 limits. The silion limits are weaker at high WIMP
mass beause of the presene of the andidate event at 34.9 keV. The Run 119 lim-
its shown here for omparison are not idential to those previously published. The
sensitivities have been redued by 17.3% in aordane with the exposure orretion
detailed in Appendix A.
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Figure 10.9: New WIMP exlusion limits for the ombined analysis. The Ge result
(green solid urve) has slightly better sensitivity than the previous analyses, while the
Si result (red solid urve) sets a stronger limit only for WIMPs of mass below 30 GeV.
For Si, we show the published Run 119 result (dot-dash magenta) and the version
orreted for the 17% eieny overestimate. For Ge, we have not yet alulated
the preise magnitude of the orretion to the previously published Run 118 + Run
119 ombined limits. Therefore, we show the published urve (dot-dash blue) and
a seond urve uniformly moved up by 17% (dashed blue). The true limit of the
previous analysis lies somewhere between these.
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10.6 Further developments and future prospets
This reanalysis of the one- and two-tower runs will be published as part of a detailed
paper on Run 119. CDMS has not stood still sine the end of Run 119, and urrently
has the leading WIMP sensitivity in the mass range of greatest interest for supersym-
metri models. We ontinue to reord data at Soudan, and longer-term planning is
underway for SuperCDMS. We briey mention a few developments:
 Three additional towers of ZIPs were installed in the Soudan iebox in fall of
2004, and after substantial improvements and repairs were made to the ryogeni
system, the ve towers beame fully operational in Otober 2006. This raises
the ount to 19 Ge and 11 Si detetors (4.75 kg Ge, 1.1 kg Si). Five-tower data-
taking has been entirely within a single ryogeni ooldown, but the data set
has been divided into several logial runs. They are separated by short periods
of ryogeni maintenane when the detetors warmed above their usual base
temperature, but remained well below room temperature.
 The rst 5-tower run, Run 123 (Otober 2006-Marh 2007) orresponds to 430
kg-d of raw exposure.
 Run 124 (April-July 2007) orresponds to 224 kg-d raw exposure.
 Run 125 (July 2007-January 2008) orresponds to 465 kg-d raw exposure.
 Run 126 (January 2008-end 2008) is ongoing.
 A new WIMP searh analysis has been performed on Run 123 and Run 124.
This is being prepared for publiation, and is now available as a pre-print [102℄.
The blinded analysis found zero events in Ge 10-100 keV, and sets a limit of
σn = 6.6×10−44 m2 atMWIMP = 60 GeV/c2. This result is the most sensitive
limit for WIMP masses above 42 GeV/c2.
 Analysis of Run 125 and Run 126, now in progress, will more than double the
urrently available exposure.
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 The SuperCDMS detetor development program has suessfully demonstrated
one-inh-thik detetors, interdigitated double-sided detetors [103℄, and opti-
mized phonon sensor design for improved timing, energy, and position resolu-
tion.
 The initial stage of SuperCDMS is to be a two-supertower demonstration pro-
gram in the urrent Soudan faility. We have proposed the onstrution of a
larger Iebox in SNOLab, Sudbury, Ontario, for a 25-kg SuperCDMS Phase A
[104℄. Further expansion to 125 kg and one ton are envisioned as Phase B and
C of SuperCDMS.
10.7 Conlusions
The reanalysis of the one- and two-tower data sets has improved the sensitivity slightly
for Ge detetors, improved the analysis tehniques and data proessing, and made a
signiant orretion to the exposure of the previous two-tower result. The new anal-
ysis begins to explore parameter spae of interest for supersymmetri WIMP models;
this is being improved upon by ontinuing data-taking with additional detetors, with
sti ompetition from the Xenon experiment. A urrent snapshot of the rae toward
sensitivity to lower ross-setions is shown in Fig. 10.10. The uppermost (blue) urve
is the Ge exlusion limit from this thesis analysis. The green urve, whih shows
the best sensitivity for low WIMP masses, is the rst result from Xenon-10, using 10
kg of liquid xenon with nulear reoil disrimination from ionization and sintillation
[106℄. Subsequent CDMS results regain the lead for higher WIMP masses: the red
urve is the rst publiation of ve-tower data [102℄, and the lowest (blak) urve is
the result of ombining the ve-tower result with the one- and two-tower reanalysis.
Superimposed on the plot are theoretial preditions of the salar WIMP-nuleon
ross-setion from supersymmetry. The blue and green (darker) regions are from
Rozskowski et al. [107℄, while the grey (lighter) region is from Baltz and Gondolo
[108℄. While all suh preditions are heavily model-dependent, they serve to prove
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Figure 10.10: Reent WIMP exlusion limits from CDMS and Xenon experiments,
with legend in (b). Figure ourtesy of the DMTools limit plotter [105℄.
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the point that CDMS has ahieved sensitivity to interesting lasses of WIMP mod-
els. Continued running of CDMS-II, along with the SuperCDMS program desribed
above, provide a sensible approah to extending this reah through the most favored
range of ross-setions for supersymmetri dark matter.
We have demonstrated the eetiveness of the funtional-form-based position re-
onstrution for determining the interation loation for eah event, without degen-
eraies. A rst attempt to apply this as an aid in surfae event rejetion did not show
signiant improvement, but it is very likely that substantial additional information
an be extrated using the same approah - espeially by teasing out the depth of
eah event. Furthermore, suh a reonstrution appears to be ruial for the analysis
of thiker, one-inh detetors now being manufatured and demonstrated for Super-
CDMS. Therefore, work on the position reonstrution will be arried forward to the
ve-tower runs and beyond.
Appendix A
Revision of published Run 119 results
During this work, an error was found aeting all previous Run 119 results. The
true eetive exposure was 17.3% lower than previously alulated, so that the true
WIMP exlusion limits are a fator of 1.21 less stringent than the published regions.
Correted limit plots are presented here.
A.1 Compromised optimal lters
As desribed in Setion 8.1.1, the optimal lter algorithm in Dark Pipe applies a lter
to eah trae, weighting frequenies harateristi of real pulses, and de-weighting
frequenies harateristi of noise. The lter is onstruted from a template pulse,
whih is a simple, double-exponential pulse with its time onstants set appropriately.
This template is xed for eah detetor. The noise sample, on the other hand, is
allowed to vary with hanging noise onditions. The DAQ takes 500 noise traes
immediately at the beginning of eah data set, and additional random trigger noise
traes are reorded, on average, as one in twenty events. The Fourier transform of the
noise traes shows whih frequenies should be de-weighted to lter out noise. In order
for the optimal lter to work properly, this noise sample must sample only baseline
noise, inluding the noise of the QETs and ampliers, as well as noise pikup from
external soures. It must not inlude any atual pulses. If an interation happens
to our within the digitization window of a noise trae, it will ause the optimal
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lter to partially de-weight the frequeny range of the pulse, eetively ltering out
pulses instead of passing them. In priniple, Dark Pipe orretly aounts for the
overlap between noise and pulses in Fourier spae, so that the alibration should not
be eeted, and only the energy resolution will be impaired. If, however, several
pulses, or large pulses, are inluded in the noise sample, there an also be random
shifts in alibration.
For this reason, the noise analysis in Dark Pipe inludes ode to rejet any real
pulses from the noise sample. This is a simple hek that the dierene between the
highest and lowest samples in eah trae must be small enough to be onsistent with
noise. The atual threshold is set from the data, to keep a self-onsistent sample from
whih any non-Gaussian tail has been removed. However, this ode has been broken
in versions of Dark Pipe used for the Run 118 and Run 119 analyses. Some barium
alibration data sets of Run 119 were started with the barium soure already inserted
into the soure tube, so that the initial 500 noise traes inluded a signiant number
of real pulses. Beause these were not eetively rejeted, these data sets were found
to lter out a large part of the signal power in real pulses, a problem desribed as
low optimal lter power. These alibration data sets had inreased noise and shifted
energy alibrations on aeted detetors. In the analysis of this thesis, Dark Pipe has
been orreted and all data have been reproessed, so that this problem is no longer
seen, and future runs are similarly unaeted.
A.2 Resaling phonon energies
In an attempt to orret these problems, the phonon energies of aeted detetors in
aeted data sets were resaled. The operation was not simply a linear re-alibration,
but also allowed an oset. For eah aeted detetor in an aeted data set, a slope
and interept were hosen to minimize the width of the gamma band in yield and to
plae the mean at 1:
ptnew = A× (pa+ pb+ pc+ pd) +B.
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Figure A.1: Example of phonon energy resaling for T2 Z1 in the WIMP-searh data
set 140421_2048. Although the energy sale is hanged by only 4%, the 1.6-keV oset
has a signiant impat.
Sine the resaling was applied only to the total phonon energy, the phonon partition
quantities of the box plot were not aeted. For these data sets, the total phonon
energy is no longer equal to the sum of the energies in the four quadrants. This
resaling was performed on data that had already been proessed with Dark Pipe
and Pipe Cleaner, as a separate and later orretion to the RQ data.
The resaling was originally and primarily restrited to the barium data sets for
whih the soure was nto removed during the initial 500 random triggers. However, it
was also found that some WIMP-searh data sets had additional noise in the random
triggers, with a orresponding alibration shift for the detetors T2 Z1, Z2, and Z3.
This eet was largest in T2 Z1, and small in the other two detetors. Therefore,
a similar orretion was performed for these data sets, for T2 Z1 only. Beause the
resaling values were not doumented at the time, they have been t diretly from
the data les of the original Run 119 analysis, as shown in Fig. A.1.
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A.3 Eet on singles ut
The singles ut was dened to rejet events as singles in one detetor if any other
detetor had phonon energy more than six standard deviations above or below the
mean of the noise. This was dened as a simple ut on pt. When the oset introdued
in the resaling was suiently large, it was apable of ausing events with no phonon
signal to fall outside the six-sigma window, so that some or all of the true single
satters in the data set would fail the singles ut. This is unimportant in the ase
of the barium data, where single satters have no speial signiane, but ritial for
the 50 WIMP-searh data sets in whih T2 Z1 was resaled. An eieny adjustment
for eah of the resaled WIMP-searh runs has been dened by nding the fration
of random-trigger events that lie within the six-sigma pt window in T2 Z1. The
eieny is high for small osets, but drops o sharply as the oset approahes ±1
(see Fig. A.2). The total live time in aeted data sets is 21.6 live days out of 77.4,
or 27.9% of the overall Run 119 exposure. However, the true eieny adjustment is
smaller than this, sine many of the aeted data sets have small enough osets to
retain omplete or partial aeptane of true single satters. The atual loss of live
time is found to be 13.4 live days, or 17.3% of the run.
A.4 Revised limits
The published Run 119 analysis does not take this eet into aount, so the WIMP
exlusion limits from the initial short paper [87℄ and several dotoral dissertations
[97, 96, 82, 88℄ must be revised. The 17.3% redution in exposure is independent of
all other uts, so it translates diretly into a higher minimum ross-setion, a fator
of 1.21 higher than those previously presented. This is a small but pereptible shift
when presented on a plot with logarithmi axes. Both the germanium and silion
limits are aeted, as shown in Fig. A.3.
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Figure A.2: Eieny vs. resaling oset for the 50 aeted WIMP searh data sets.
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Figure A.3: Correted Run 119 limits. The Ge limits are from the primary analysis
with 10 keV threshold, and the Si limits are from the energy-dependent χ2 analysis
with 7 keV threshold. All other analyses in the previous work should be resaled in
the same way.
Appendix B
Low-threshold analysis
The preeding hapters have dened a set of uts to allow aWIMP searh in bakground-
free mode, with an expeted leakage of less than one event, down to an energy
threshold as low as 5 keV. However, this is not a fundamental limit to the sensitivity
of the detetors, whih an detet interations of 1 keV or lower. Instead, 5 keV is
approximately the point at whih the timing ut beomes less eetive at rejeting
surfae events, and the yield bands widen enough that some bulk eletron reoils
may leak into the nulear reoil region. Therefore, analysis below 5 keV shifts from
a bakground-free mode to a bakground-limited mode in whih a signiant num-
ber of andidate events may be expeted even in the absene of a WIMP signal. If
the number of andidate events is low enough, this still permits an interesting dark
matter result using low-energy data.
Although bakground rejetion beomes less eetive at low energies, many of
the bakgrounds are also less prominent. The beta ontamination almost disappears,
and gammas also derease in rate down to a neutron ativation line seen in Ge at
1.3 keV, below whih they are extremely rare. At the same time, a population of
zero-ionization events appears, aused by eletroni glithes in the phonon readout
and by low-energy surfae satters at the ylindrial outer surfae of the detetor.
The analysis of CDMS data at low threshold has been developed by Raymond
Bunker for Run 21 at Stanford, as desribed in his dotoral dissertation [81℄ and a
paper now in preparation. Run 21 has several advantages over Soudan at low energy:
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the detetors were tuned to onsistently trigger at a very low energy; overall noise
levels were lower; and inner lead shielding inside the opper iebox lowered ambient
gamma rates. However, the rst runs at Soudan also have some advantages: the
four Si detetors of Tower 2 have exellent performane ompared to Tower 1 silion
detetors; ativation of the Ge rystals through neutron exposure is redued; and
the irreduible neutron bakground of SUF has been removed. This hapter is a
demonstration of the possibility of a low-threshold analysis of Soudan data, inluding
reoil energies as low as 1 keV.
B.1 Bakgrounds
The bakgrounds in the 1-5 keV energy range are not idential to those at higher
energies, and also dier in relative importane. At low energy the dominant bak-
grounds are bulk gamma reoils and zero-ionization events (inluding phonon-hannel
glithes). Beause the timing uts are not eetive at suh low energies, it is di-
ult to haraterize remaining events as oming from the tails of the main gamma
distribution, surfae satters, or neutrons.
Betas
At low energy, beta satters beome less prominent and nearly disappear. The surfae
ontamination is believed to be dominated by
210
Pb, with beta energies of 16.96 and
63.5 keV [123℄. However, photons with energy of a few keV are less penetrating, and
may have their full energy absorbed within the dead layer, and an beome surfae
events.
Gammas
At low energy the gamma and neutron bands are in yield until they meet. Photons
from the 1.3-keV line in Ge trail down well into the nulear reoil band. To the extent
that the low-energy gammas are aused by neutron ativation, the gamma rate an be
minimized by exposing the detetors to the
252
Cf neutron soure as little as possible.
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If neessary, periods of time immediately after the neutron alibration runs may be
ut out.
Phonon-hannel glithes
These are reorded when eletronis noise auses a signal on the phonon hannel with
no orresponding ionization-hannel signal. They appear to originate in the readout
eletronis rather than the detetor itself, beause the rise time and fall time are muh
faster than those of real events. They an be removed by a variety of uts on energy
partition, pulse shape, and proximity to periods of bad detetor behavior.
Zero-ionization events
There may also be zero-ionization events aused by real partile interations. When
a partile satters near the outer ylindrial surfae of the detetor, it will often fail
to generate a detetable ionization-hannel pulse. These must be rejeted based on
their event position and their extremely low ionization yield. In this initial look, we
do not attempt to distinguish any real zero-ionization events from the very similar
low-energy glith events.
Neutrons
While neutrons an appear as WIMP andidates in the low-energy region as well as
in the standard region of interest, they are unlikely to ontribute more than a few
events. Beause the low-energy analysis has a signiant leakage of eletromagneti
and glith events, the neutron bakground requirements are not as stringent as for the
standard analysis. Existing CDMS Monte Carlo studies of the neutron bakground
ould be used to onstrain the rate of low-energy neutron satters.
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B.2 Quik-and-dirty low energy analysis
To demonstrate the feasibility and reah of Soudan data at low threshold, we present
a quik-and-dirty analysis. We do not use the Ge detetors of Tower 2, sine their
trigger thresholds were set too high to have any sensitivity below 5 keV. In Run 123
and beyond, they should be usable even at low energy. Tower 1 ZIP 1 similarly has
no sensitivity at low energy, and is exluded. This leaves the three Ge detetors
T1 Z2, Z3, and Z5. We use all four Si detetors of Tower 2, whih have exellent
signal-to-noise and trigger thresholds < 1 keV. The two Si detetors of Tower 1 ould
potentially be used at low energy (as in the SUF low threshold work), but this is not
neessary given the great performane advantage of the Tower 2 Si detetors.
Removing glith events
The glith events an be largely removed through uts on bad data taking periods and
pulse shape. Some data sets have aeptable performane for the standard analysis,
but have trigger bursts at low energy. These an be removed by seleting only data
sets with an aeptably low event rate in 1-5 keV. The other anti-glith uts imposed
are:
 Fall time ≥ 50 µs.The glithes tend to have fast fall times, unlike real pulses.
 Rise time ≥ 7 µs (or 4 µs in some detetors). Glithes in the eletronis often
have fast rise times, while real pulses annot rise faster than the L/R time.
 Loalization on a box plot. Glith events tend to have a xed phonon partition,
and appear in a tight region on the box plot.
 Phonon fration pfrac. Although the dierene is small, glith events tend to
be more loalized in one quadrant than real events.
Two of the anti-glith uts, on partition and fall time, are shown in Fig. B.1.
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(a) (b)
Figure B.1: Glith removal uts for the low-energy analysis. In (a), the box-plot ut
removing most glith events in T2 Z6. In (b), the fall-time ut removing many glith
events in T2 Z2.
Yield band ut
Setting a yield band ut at low energy is rendered more diult by the sarity of
alibration neutrons, espeially in silion detetors. If the standard ts from high
energy are extended below 5 keV, they are out in yield muh more quikly than
the real neutrons do. We simply apply the standard yield band uts, whih are wide
enough to learly aept the neutrons, although a tightened yield ut for low energies
ould retain the neutrons while reduing the bakground leakage signiantly.
Inner eletrode ut
The inner eletrode ut used is the standard two-sigma ut. This ut maintains high
aeptane at low energy, at the expense of allowing some leakage of outer and shared
events.
Single satter ut
The standard single satter ut is aeptable, as long as the thresholds for multiple
satters are well below the analysis threshold of the low-energy WIMP searh.
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Figure B.2: Neutron aeptane at low energy in good Ge detetors.
Eienies
The ut eienies in Figs. B.2 (Ge) and B.3 (Si) are alulated diretly on neutrons.
They are typially around 50% over most of the range.
Remaining events
After applying the single satter and anti-glith uts, there is evidene of the 1.3-
keV neutron ativation line in Ge detetors. Table B.1 (Ge) and Table B.2 (Si)
show the number of andidate events and live time for eah detetor. These give an
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Figure B.3: Neutron aeptane at low energy in good Si detetors.
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Table B.1: Events in 2-5 keV energy range, Ge detetors.
Detetor Live time / d Counts
T1 Z2 104 49
T1 Z3 108 45
T1 Z5 110 59
Table B.2: Events in 1-5 keV energy range, Si detetors.
Detetor Live time / d Counts
T2 Z1 72 18
T2 Z2 56 26
T2 Z4 72 25
T2 Z6 68 41
initial estimate of the bakground rate that an be extrated from Soudan data at
low energies with a straightforward analysis. No WIMP exlusion limits have been
alulated from these gures, but they are omparable to the bakground rate at SUF
as found by Ray Bunker. Also, the thresholds used do not math perfetly. Given
these aveats and oadding all used detetors, we nd 153 Ge andidates 2-5 keV in
a total of 322 detetor-live days, or 0.5 d−1. The Si results are similar : we nd 110
events 1-5 keV in 268 detetor-live days, or 0.4 d−1. A more areful analysis should
be apable of improving on these gures.
Appendix C
Charge generation
A partile interation of a few keV or more reates a loud of a large number of harges.
The size of the ionization signal is given by the number of eletron-hole pairs exited
by an inident partile of a given energy. With the exeption of ionization quenhing
for nulear reoil events, this relation is linear in energy and does not depend on the
identity of the initially sattering partile. Corret understanding of the fundamental
harge yield in Ge and Si is ruial for CDMS, as the Luke phonon orretion and the
reoil energy sale for neutrons both depend on it. This setion gives a brief review
of the literature on harge generation in germanium and silion.
The amount of energy needed to exite an eletron-hole pair in a semiondutor
is the band gap, whih is very well known. The band gap has a small dependene on
temperature, ommonly approximated by the Varshni relation [111℄
Eg(T ) = Eg(0)− αT
2
T + β
. (C.1)
The parameters for silion and germanium are given in Table C.1. For both materials,
the band gap at 50 mK does not deviate signiantly from the 0K value, so we take
Eg=1.170 eV (Si) and 0.7437 eV (Ge) for our detetors under operating onditions.
Most of the energy of any interation, however, does not go into produing
eletron-hole pairs. The number of harge pairs produed by an eletron reoil is
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Figure C.1: Shemati of energy deposition in eletron reoil events. In phase 1, a
hot harged partile emits ∼ 10− 20 optial photons per ionization event. The ex-
ited daughter eletrons and holes partiipate in the same sattering interations until
their energies are suiently low (E < Ei) that they an no longer ionize or ouple
to optial photon modes. At this point, the slower phase 2 begins, and the residual
kineti energy of the harges is dissipated as optial phonons. The energy aounting
in Klein's model is shown to the right. (Note that this is not a full aounting of the
phonon signal, as Neganov-Luke phonons and reombination phonons have not been
inluded).
Table C.1: Parameters of the Varshni equation for band gap as a funtion of temper-
ature, from Thurmond [112℄.
Material Eg(0) α/ 10
−4
eV K
−1 β/K
Si 1.170±0.001 4.730±0.25 636±50
Ge 0.7437±0.001 4.774±0.30 235±40
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NQ =
ER
ǫ
, where ǫ is the average amount of energy required to reate one eletron-
hole pair, taking into aount the ompetition with other proesses. It is usually
assumed that the temperature dependene of ǫ omes only from small hanges in
band gap. Values of ǫ for Si and Ge are well known at 77K and above.
A model developed by Shokley [113℄ gives
ǫ = 2.2Ei + rER. (C.2)
The threshold energy for ionization, Ei
1
,and the number of optial phonon satters
per ionizing event, r, are empirially derived from data; ER is the Raman phonon
energy (the energy of the highest energy optial phonons), found from neutron sat-
tering data. The model may be understood as partitioning the total energy into three
portions: the band-gap energy required to reate the harge pairs; the kineti energy
of the harges; and energy used to reate optial phonons. This model is ompared
favorably with experimental work in thin samples at very high eld and at room tem-
perature. The Shokley model was used down to 20K, still at high eld, by Emery
and Rabson [114℄, who found ǫ sharply inreasing below 50K.
ǫGe = 2.2Eg(T ) + 1.99E
3/2
g (T )exp(4.75Eg(T )/T )
ǫSi = 2.2Eg(T ) + 1.08E
3/2
g (T )exp(11.2Eg(T )/T )
The authors attributed the inrease in ǫ without any orresponding hange in Eg to
an inrease in r, the number of phonon-shedding interations per ionizing intera-
tion. However, the high values of ǫ may have been instead the result of trapping on
impurities.
Klein has eluidated and improved upon the Shokley model, suessfully explain-
ing the Fano fators in various materials as well as ǫ [115, 116℄. Energy deposition
proeeds in two phases, shown shematially in Fig. C.1. The rst, nearly instanta-
neous, phase is a asade in whih the high-energy inident partile knoks eletrons
and holes into the ondution band; these in turn reate more harges, until the
1
The threshold energyEi diers from the band gap Eg beause of the need to onserve momentum
as well as energy. When ionization is assisted by phonons, it an our at the gap energy [117℄.
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Figure C.2: Ionization energy ǫ vs. band gap energy for a variety of materials, from
Fig. 3 of Klein's 1968 paper [115℄. The green-shaded diagonal stripe shows the semi-
empirial relation of ǫ to band gap, with optial phonon losses in the range 0.5-1.0
eV. The remarkable agreement for small-gap and large-gap semiondutors shows that
optial phonon losses do not vary widely, while residual kineti energy of the arriers
is well modeled by (9/5)Eg. Note the disrepany between alphas, betas, and photons
in Si.
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energy of the individual harge arriers is below the ionization threshold. During
this proess, the energeti eletrons and holes also interat with the rystal lattie
by emitting optial phonons (taken to be Raman phonons, but possibly inluding
lower energies). The harge arriers now have kineti energy below Ei, so that they
annot indue any further ionization, and no longer ouple to optial phonon modes.
The seond phase is the dissipation of this residual kineti energy to aousti phonon
modes over a time sale of ∼ 10−11 s.
The residual kineti energy is related to the band gap by assuming that the arriers
uniformly populate momentum spae. This assumption gives a residual kineti energy
of (9/5)Eg, so that
ǫ =
14
5
Eg + r~ωR. (C.3)
It is observed that for many semiondutors r~ωR is of order 0.5-1.0 eV, independent
of band gap. Aording to this model, the temperature dependene of ǫ omes only
from the hange in Eg, with onstant optial phonon losses. The relation between
ionization energy and band gap is onrmed for a variety of semiondutor materials
(See Fig. C.2), indiating that Klein's aounting is orret. The dependene of ǫ on
temperature ompares well with several data sets for Ge (Fig. C.3), as expeted given
the known temperature dependene of the band gap. A further suess of this model
is the good math to the Fano fator for germanium at 77 K.
We therefore take Eq. C.3 as orret, and alulate from it values of the ionization
energy appropriate for CDMS-II ZIP detetors. For Ge, this is straightforward. In
the ase of Si, there is an additional ompliation in that ǫ does have a single value
for all types of inident radiation: alphas apparently require less energy to reate the
same amount of ionization as a gamma or eletron satter. Figure C.2 shows the same
value of ǫ for alphas and gammas, and a higher value for eletrons. However, denitive
measurements by Pehl et al. nd ǫα = 3.62± 0.02 eV and ǫβ = ǫγ = 3.67 ± 0.02 eV
at room temperature: eletrons and photons are onsistent, and only alphas are
anomalous. For CDMS, the value of interest is that for eletrons and photons
2
. The
2
Alpha-partile satters are seen only on the surfaes of ZIP detetors, where the dead region
eet greatly suppresses the ionization signal. They are not onfused with WIMP events beause of
their large phonon signals.
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Figure C.3: Ionization energy vs. temperature for Ge, as in Figure 5 of Klein's paper
[116℄. The two Theory urves use Eq. C.1 for band gap and Eq. C.3 for ǫ. The
blak Theory 1 urve is as in Klein, using parameters from Varshni [111℄ in Eq. C.1
and taking r~ωR = 0.927 eV. The lighter, green Theory 2 urve adopts more reent
band-gap parameters from Thurmond [112℄ and adjusts the optial phonon losses to
r~ωR = 0.918 eV to maintain a good t to the data.
third olumn of Table C.2 applies Eq. C.3 to the data of Pehl et al. for eletrons and
photons in Si at 300 K.
Key parameters for Si and Ge are summarized in Table C.2. From olumn 3 we
adopt and E¯R = 0.562eV for Si at room temperature. Klein takes r~ωR = E¯R = 0.927
eV for Ge at 77 K, but uses an older set of parameters for band gap. We adopt a more
reent set of measurements for band gap in germanium, giving instead E¯R = 0.918 eV
(see Fig. C.3). As the optial phonon losses are temperature-independent, the same
values apply near 0 K. In onjuntion with the band gap at base temperature as in
Table C.1, we nd that ǫGe = 3.00 eV and ǫSi = 3.84 eV.
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Table C.2: Calulating optial phonon losses. The olumn for Ge is taken diretly
from Table I of Klein [116℄. The rst olumn for Si is from the same soure, although
E¯R is not expliitly given. The identity of the inident radiation is not speied, but
may be inferred from the low value of ǫ to be α partiles. The nal olumn applies
the same model to the ǫ values for β and γ radiation from Pehl et al. [118℄.
Ge Si (α) Si (β, γ)
T/K 77 293 300
Eg/eV 0.735 1.1 1.11
ǫ/eV 2.975 3.6 3.67±0.02
Phonon losses (E¯R/Eg) 1.26 0.47 0.506
E¯R/eV 0.927 0.52 0.562
Measurements have been done by the CDMS ollaboration and others in alibrat-
ing disriminating dark matter bolometers. BLIP detetors used by CDMS-I inlude
a harge pulser iruit that an be used to alulate an absolute alibration, inlud-
ing all apaitive eets. Shutt et al. [119, 52℄ do not expliitly alulate ǫGe from
their Ge BLIP data, but the onsisteny of their alibration with ǫGe = 3.0 eV on-
rms this to within a few perent. The Edelweiss alibration [120℄ gives 0.34 harges
per eV, and their ollaboration has adopted a value of 3.0± 0.1 eV.
Betty Young has operated and alibrated a 23-gram silion BLIP detetor, known
as Si-1, with implanted harge olletion ontats [121℄. The ionization yields for
gamma deay lines at high eld are onsistent with ǫSi = 3.8 eV [122℄. These results
in Si and Ge onrm the appliability of the ǫ values adopted here to ZIP detetors
at 50 mK.
The CDMS ollaboration has adopted the values ǫGe = 3.0 eV and ǫSi = 3.82 eV.
These are onsistent with the values found here to within present unertainties, and
are used in all data analysis in this work.
Appendix D
Software tools
The redution and analysis of CDMS-II data are performed using several ustom
software pakages in theMatlab sienti omputing environment. At several points
in this thesis work it has beome neessary to develop software tools that are needed
for CDMS analysis, but that are not diretly related to physis analysis and have a
more general range of appliability. Two of these tools are doumented and inluded
in this appendix.
D.1 Vetorized Nelder-Mead minimization
Nelder-Mead minimization is a ommonly used method for n-dimensional minimiza-
tion [109℄. Existing implementations of the Nelder-Mead algorithm, suh as Mat-
lab's fminsearh and Niholas Higham's nmsmax [110℄, typially use if-then logi to
move and reshape the simplex and to determine when iteration should stop. Beause
of this, a single all to the minimization tool an only perform a single minimization;
there is no possibility of vetorization. For appliations in whih the same funtion
must be minimized a large number of times with dierent parameters, eah minimiza-
tion must be performed separately. A for-loop is required, and the number of alls
to the funtion to be minimized sales linearly with the number of minimizations to
be performed. In Matlab , this is not eient. A better approah is to use vetor-
ized ode in whih eah all to the funtion to be minimized atually evaluates the
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funtion at a large number of points, taking advantage of Matlab's very fast matrix
libraries.
The funtion nmve has been written with exatly the same Nelder-Mead algo-
rithm, but it is implemented with mask-array logi instead of if-then logi. This allows
a large number of minimizations to proeed in parallel, with substantial performane
improvements. As the number of minimizations grows, the advantage of nmve over
fminsearh beomes quite large. For example, estimating the radial position of 30,000
events takes 480 seonds using repeated alls to fminsearh, but only 25 seonds using
a single all to nmve.
1
D.1.1 Code listing for nmve.m
function [X, FVAL] = nmvec (FUN, X0, OPTIONS, P, varargin)
% NMVEC Vectorized Nelder−Mead minimization − for when
% you want to solve the same problem many times with
% different parameters.
%
% X = NMVEC (FUN, X0) works like FMINSEARCH, except that
% each row of X0 represents a different set of starting
% guesses. Multidimensional optimization may be done by
% using one column of X0 for each dimension. The function
% FUN must accept inputs with arbitrary sizes in the first
% dimension. For instance:
% FUN = inline ('sin (x(:,1)) + cos (x(:,2))');
% FUN may be a string, an inline function, or a function
% handle.
%
% X = NMVEC (FUN, X0, OPTIONS) accepts OPTIMSET options.
%
% X = NMVEC (FUN, X0, [], P) passes additional parameters P
% to FUN. The rows of P should match up with the rows of
1
Matlab Version 7.1.0.183 (R14) Servie Pak 3 on Linux, with a Pentium M 1500 MHz pro-
essor. Optimization parameters: maximum of 400 iterations, funtion tolerane 10−4, oordinate
tolerane 10−4.
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% X0, allowing fast minimization of a family of functions
% with extra parameters.
%
% [X, FVAL] = NMVEC (...) also returns the function value
% at the minimum.
%
% References:
% J.A. Nelder and R. Mead, A simplex method for function
% minimization, Comput. J. 7, 308−313 (1965).
% N.J. Higham, The Matrix Computation Toolbox,
% http://www.ma.man.ac.uk/¬higham/mctoolbox/
%
% RWO Sep 18−19 2006
% Notes:
% Note there's still lots of room for improvement!
% − clean up comments left over from design
% − add refs to papers, other code
% − add feval counting
% − force P to be an array, not a cell array
% − ...then clean up fevals to only evaluate needed j values
% − clean up preallocation of memory
% − only calculate points if at least one j value needs them
% M = number of problems to solve
% N = dimensionality of optimization
% Data structures:
% cpos(i,j,k) − positions of corners
% − k is index of corner, 1..N+1
% − i is data sample index, 1..M
% − j is dimension index, 1..N
%
% fval(i,k) − function val at corners
%
% Be willing to loop over k, but not i or j.
% (this is arbitrary; would be OK to loop over
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% j as well. just don't want to loop over i
% under any circumstances!)
if ischar (FUN)
FUN = inline(FUN);
end;
if (nargin < 4)
P = {};
elseif ¬iscell (P)
P = {P};
end;
[M N] = size(X0);
disp (['M=' num2str(M) ', N=' num2str(N) ...
'. Will work well for M>>N.']);
if (nargin < 3) | isempty (OPTIONS)
OPTIONS = optimset ('fminsearch');
end;
MAXITER = optimget (OPTIONS, 'MaxIter');
FTOL = optimget (OPTIONS, 'TolFun');
SIZETOL = optimget (OPTIONS, 'TolX');
% 0. Prepare initial simplex
cpos = zeros(M,N,N+1);
fval = zeros(M,N+1);
% 0.a. one vertex is x0
cpos(:,:,1) = X0;
fval(:,1) = feval (FUN, X0, P{:}, varargin{:});
% 0.b. determine scale: 1 or max val in x0
scale = max (max (abs (X0), [], 2), 1);
% 0.c. set other vertices
% 0.c.i. equilateral − not coded
% 0.c.ii. right angles
for (k=2:(N+1))
cpos(:,:,k) = X0;
cpos(:,k−1,k) = X0(:,k−1) + scale;
fval(:,k) = feval (FUN, cpos(:,:,k), P{:}, varargin{:});
end;
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% 0.d. sort corners
[sval s] = sort (fval, 2);
% 1. Loop − while forever!
iter = 0;
while (1)
iter = iter + 1;
% 1.a. Check if done
isdone1 = (sval(:,N+1) − sval(:,1) < FTOL);
bestpos = zeros(M,N);
for (k=1:(N+1))
bestpos(s(:,1)==k,:) = cpos(s(:,1)==k,:,k);
end;
simplex_size = zeros(M,1);
for (k=1:(N+1))
simplex_size = max ([simplex_size ...
sum(abs(cpos(:,:,k)−bestpos),2)], [], 2);
end;
% simplex_scaler = max (1, max (abs (bestpos), [], 2));
simplex_scaler = 1;
isdone2 = (simplex_size ./ simplex_scaler < SIZETOL);
if sum (¬isdone1 & ¬isdone2) == 0
break;
end;
if (iter > MAXITER)
disp (['Reached ' num2str(MAXITER) ' iterations. stopping!']);
break;
end;
% Find and store worst point
worstpos = zeros(M,N);
for (k=1:(N+1))
worstpos(s(:,N+1)==k,:) = cpos(s(:,N+1)==k,:,k);
end;
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% 1.b. Find and store center, excluding worst point
cent = (sum (cpos, 3) − worstpos) / N;
% 1.c. Reflect worst corner through center
reflpos = 2*cent − worstpos;
% 1.d. Evaluate at new position
fvrefl = feval (FUN, reflpos, P{:}, varargin{:});
% 1.d.i.(a). if new best...
refl_is_best = (fvrefl < sval(:,1));
% ... expand 2x rel. center
expdpos = 2*reflpos − cent;
% eval fn
fvexpd = feval (FUN, expdpos, P{:}, varargin{:});
expd_is_best = refl_is_best & (fvexpd < sval(:,1));
% 1.d.i.(a). if refl & expd better than old best, keep expd
% 1.d.i.(b). if refl better than old best, keep refl
newpos = NaN * ones(M,N);
newpos(refl_is_best,:) = reflpos(refl_is_best,:);
newpos(expd_is_best,:) = expdpos(expd_is_best,:);
% 1.d.ii. If refl is better than worst, make new worst
refl_is_notworst = (fvrefl < sval(:,N+1));
worstpos(refl_is_notworst,:) = reflpos(refl_is_notworst,:);
% 1.d.iii. Move worst point halfway to center
contrpos = (worstpos + cent) / 2;
% eval fn
fvcontr = feval (FUN, contrpos, P{:}, varargin{:});
% 1.d.iii.(a). Better than second worst?
contr_is_not2worst = (fvcontr < sval(:,N));
newpos(¬refl_is_best & contr_is_not2worst,:) = ...
contrpos(¬refl_is_best & contr_is_not2worst,:);
% 1.d.iii.(b). Else move all points halfway to best
bestpos = zeros(M,N);
for (k=1:(N+1))
bestpos(s(:,1)==k,:) = cpos(s(:,1)==k,:,k);
end;
for (k=1:(N+1))
cpos(¬refl_is_best & ¬contr_is_not2worst,:,k) ...
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= (cpos(¬refl_is_best & ¬contr_is_not2worst,:,k) ...
+ bestpos(¬refl_is_best & ¬contr_is_not2worst,:)) ...
/ 2;
fval(:,k) = feval (FUN, cpos(:,:,k), P{:}, varargin{:});
end;
use_newpos = refl_is_best | contr_is_not2worst;
fvnew = feval (FUN, newpos, P{:}, varargin{:});
% Replace old worst with whatever it's replaced with!
for (k=1:(N+1))
cpos(use_newpos & s(:,N+1)==k,:,k) ...
= newpos(use_newpos & s(:,N+1)==k,:);
fval(use_newpos & s(:,N+1)==k,k) ...
= fvnew(use_newpos & s(:,N+1)==k);
end;
% 1.3 Sort corners
[sval s] = sort (fval, 2);
end;
for (k=1:(N+1))
X(s(:,1)==k,:) = cpos(s(:,1)==k,:,k);
end;
FVAL = sval(:,1);
if sum(isdone1)>0
disp ([num2str(sum(isdone1)) ' reached function target']);
end;
if sum(isdone2)>0
disp ([num2str(sum(isdone2)) ' reached simplex size limit']);
end;
if sum(isdone1&isdone2)>0
disp ([num2str(sum(isdone1&isdone2)) ' did both']);
end;
if sum(¬isdone1&¬isdone2)>0
disp ([num2str(sum(¬isdone1&¬isdone2)) ...
' did neither, max iterations']);
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end;
disp (['After ' num2str(iter) ' iterations.']);
D.2 Matlab preparser for ompiling
Matlab M-les an ordinarily run only inside the interpreted Matlab environment
(or a partially ompatible pakage suh as Otave). The Matlab ompiler toolbox
may be used to ompile Matlab ode into a stand-alone exeutable, with some
limitations. In partiular, all ompiled ode must onsist of funtion M-les; sript
M-les are not allowed. Depending on the version of the Matlab ompiler, there
are also other onstraints in the use of the eval ommand to onstrut ommands at
runtime, exeution of system shell ommands, and other more minor items, as well as
various small inompatibilities in the way some supported ommands work inside the
Matlab environment and in a stand-alone program. Therefore, ode that is intended
to be ompiled must be arefully developed to avoid these onstrutions.
The CDMS data redution pakage DarkPipe was developed before the Matlab
ompiler toolbox existed, and makes heavy use of features that do not ompile well.
In partiular, it is mainly organized in the form of sripts that run in the same
namespae and share variables. In order to generate a ompiled, stand-alone version
of DarkPipe that an be run on the QCD luster and the main omputing farm at
Fermilab, therefore, a number of workarounds were required. Rather than rewriting
all of DarkPipe, a Matlab ode preparser has been reated. This preparser an be
used to work around the prohibited onstrutions before ompiling, so that the ode
remains unhanged when run inside of Matlab , but an be ompiled. For instane,
the preparser an paste in the ode of sript M-les to replae alls to the sripts, and
obeys a number of preparser tags that an be used to insert workaround ode that is
ignored when running inside of Matlab , but inluded when ompiling.
This preparser is quite general and powerful, allowing DarkPipe to be ompiled
using the Matlab ompiler version 3 (with Matlab versions 6 and earlier). The
Matlab 4 ompiler (with Matlab versions 7 and later) eliminates some of the
restritions of the older ompiler, so that only a subset of the preparser's features
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(mainly the sript inline replaement and path management) need be used.
D.2.1 Preparser tags
The preparser obeys a set of speial tags that an be inluded in Matlab M-les.
These always begin with the sequene of haraters %//, so that the interpreter treats
them as omments and ignores them. In the following list, eah entry that appears
in single quotes must evaluate to a string. It may be a literal string or an expression.
 %//sript 'NAME' - replaes any ode on this line with the text of a sript
M-le NAME.
 %//sript - looks for the name of the sript M-le in the ode before this tag
and on the same line. For example, a line of ode "my_sript %//sript" will
be replaed with the text of my_sript.m.
 %//ompile 'ON'/'OFF' - indiate that the following ode should be inluded
in / omitted from the ompiled version.
 %//ompile - indiates that this line should be inluded in the ompiled version,
even if ompile is 'OFF'.
 %//ompile 'SKIP' - indiates that this line should be omitted from the om-
piled version, even if ompile is 'ON'.
 %//eval 'STATEMENT' - evaluates STATEMENT in the workspae of the
preparser (!).
 %//insert 'CODE' - inserts CODE into the ode for ompilation.
 %//. CODE - shorter form of insert, note no quotes.
 %//replae 'CODE' - replaes everything on the same line as this tag and
preeding it with the ode CODE. Like %//insert, but a replaement instead
of an insertion.
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 %//linefeed 'ON'/'OFF' - in the following lines of ode, inlude / omit the line
feed at the end of eah line.
 %//linefeed 'SKIP'
 %//linefeed or %//eol - insert a line feed harater here.
 %//def 'NAME' - sets a ag alled NAME.
 %//undef 'NAME' - un-sets a ag alled NAME. (Flags an be tested with
%//if 'def (NAME)'.)
 %//if 'CONDITION'
 %//elseif 'CONDITION'
 %//else
 %//endif
 %//while 'CONDITION'
 %//endwhile
 %//repeat
 %//until 'CONDITION'
 %//for {'INIT', 'TEST', 'INCREMENT'} - this is like a C for loop, but the
initializer, test, and inrement should be given as three strings in a ell array.
 %//endfor
 %//stamp - generates a omment line with a time stamp (the time of pre-
parsing).
 %//% COMMENTS... - omments that will be stripped out by the pre-parser.
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D.3 Fitting band edges
The funtion bandedge has been devised to t a funtional form to the edge of a band,
rather than the mean. In the ase of a CDMS yield band, the independent variable is
energy E and the dependent variable is ionization yield y. A partiular urve f(E) is
a good representation of the edge of the band if a xed fration p of the data points
have y < f(E), independent of E. In other words, the goal is to t the loation of a
seleted perentile of the events, rather than the mean. A band upper edge an be
found with p = 0.8 or 0.9, and a median an be found with p = 0.5. This approah
is more robust at nding the edge of non-Gaussian bands than others (suh as tting
Gaussian urves to the distribution in several energy bins).
The funtion bandedge minimizes a running residual w. This is initialized to
w = 0. Next, all of the data points are stepped through in order of energy. For eah
event with y < f(E), w is deremented by p − 1. For eah event with y > f(E),
w is inremented by p. The abrupt step is smoothed by replaing it with a steep
error funtion, in order to ensure good onvergene. For a desired funtional form
with several parameters, the parameters are hosen to minimize the absolute value
of the furthest exursion of w from zero. When this residual is minimized, the urve
represents the p perentile of the band as well as possible given the hosen funtional
form.
D.3.1 Code listing for bandedge.m
function [A m w] = bandedge (x, y, f, A0, p)
% BANDEDGE fits the edge of a band.
% It finds a curve with a fixed percentage of
% data points below the curve, without making
% assumptions about Gaussianity or using bins.
%
% A = BANDEDGE (X, Y, F, A0, P)
% X = independent variable from data
% Y = dependent variable from data
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% F = functional form for fit
% A0 = initial parameter guess for F
% P = fraction of data points to fall
% below the curve
% A = fitted final parameters
%
% Example:
% A = bandedge (prg, yc, ...
% @(A,x) A(1) + A(2)*x.^2, ...
% [1 0.01], 1/4);
% fits a constrained quadratic to
% the lower edge of the yield band.
%
% Note that P=1/2 fits the median of the band.
% This can give different results from fitting
% the mean.
%
% If P is not given, the default value 1 − 1/e
% is used.
%
% [A M] = BANDEDGE (...) also returns the value
% of the objective function minimized to find A.
%
% [A M W] = BANDEDGE (...) also returns the
% residuals at each data point.
%
% RWO 070612
if (nargin < 5) | isempty (p)
p = 1 − 1/exp(1);
end;
[xx ii] = sort (x);
yy = y (ii);
A = fminsearch (@qualfunc, A0, [], xx, yy, f, p);
if (nargout > 2)
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[m w] = qualfunc (A, xx, yy, f, p);
elseif (nargout > 1)
m = qualfunc (A, xx, yy, f, p);
end;
% The objective function.
%
% Note: data pairs (x, y) must already
% be sorted in x!
function [m wout] = qualfunc (A, x, y, f, p)
smoothscale = (max(y) − min(y)) / 1000;
scalefac = 1e4;
yfit = f (A, x);
% smoothscale = mean (abs (yfit − y));
% w = p * double (y > yfit) + (p−1) * double (y < yfit);
w = (p−1/2) + 1/2 * erf ((y − yfit) / smoothscale);
w = cumsum (w);
m = max (abs (w)) * scalefac;
if (nargout > 1)
wout = w;
end;
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